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For many people, looking into themselves has an air of self-
indulgence, of something that’s not quite right. I disagree.
Withdrawing into ourselves as a way of avoiding reality is
always regrettable, of course, but there are times - during per-
sonal crises, for example—when even this can be necessary
for survival. The Mind Gymnasium regards looking into our-
selves as an honourable activity that is essential for personal
well-being and growth.

Assessing ourselves is something we all do naturally all of
the time.We notice whether we are happy, excited, or bored,
whether we are hot, cold, hungry, or in danger. By monitor-
ing ourselves in this way, we find out how well we are per-
forming, we discover our likes and dislikes; we remind our-
selves of what we have learned in the past and prepare our-
selves to learn more in the future.

Yet we experience this self-assessing process as no more
than an undercurrent in our thoughts. We tend to think of
ourselves as stupid, mean or open-minded, for example, with-
out noticing how or exactly when we form such opinions of
ourselves. But this is not inevitable, as you will discover.

You need to
claim the
events of
your life to
make your-
self yours.
When you
truly possess
all you have
been and
done, which
may take
some time,
you are
fierce with
reality

FLORIDA SCOTT-
MAXWELL
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The benefits of self-assessment
We may be so used to being judged and criticized by others
at home, at school, or at work, that we feel other people’s
opinions of us are worth more than our own. But although
other people may have useful comments to make about how
we behave, or about the contents of our minds—whether,
say, they find our conversation entertaining or interesting—
only we ourselves can really know what is going on in our
own minds. Our inner thoughts, images and feelings are
unique, and forever private and inaccessible to others. So we
are the ones best qualified to assess them.

The guiding principle of this CD-ROM is that we have
the potential to be the world expert on our own minds. This
may involve a slight shift in responsibility, but it is a shift
towards self-reliance and one that happens quite readily.
Learning how to make better use of our minds, working with
them, understanding what they are like, how they work and
how they interact with other people’s minds, is a rigorous
personal discipline that takes us in the direction of self-real-
ization.

Our dependence on traditional patterns of behaviour to
sustain good health and psychological security is crumbling.
Many more people now recognize, for instance, that chronic
suppression of our emotions is unhealthy, not a sign of
strength. Understanding ourselves is a vital element of sur-
vival in a fast-changing, technological world. A capacity to
‘re-create’ ourselves continuously in response to changing
environmental and economic circumstances is an important
component of modern life. Learning how to assess ourselves
honestly and accurately is an essential stage in this.
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judges.And the same tends to be true of physical fitness, e.g.
female shape and weight.

The following self-assessment sections invite you to take
a realistic look at how your mind works and how it shapes
your behaviour in all areas of life. And they offer practical
suggestions about what you can do to ‘change your mind’ if
and when you want to.

Self-assessment guidelines
If we begin to enquire into how and who we are, or are
becoming, what should we look at, listen for, or get to grips
with? Some self-assessment pointers, or guidelines seem
essential. For instance, if you are working out how physi-
cally fit you are at the moment, a guideline might be your
pulse rate before and after exercise. Having settled on some
guidelines, the next stage is to use them as a lens through
which to develop an honest and accurate self-assessment.
Then you can decide what you want to do about it, and
finally take some practical action, in the case of fitness, by
taking more exercise.

The secret of successful self-assessment is choosing
appropriate guidelines. The Mind Gymnasium offers some
suggestions that have proved effective for many people, but
you may well want to adapt them to suit yourself. As you
gain more experience of assessing yourself, you will soon find
ways of devising your own guidelines.

Keep in mind that the analogy between physical and
psychological fitness refers primarily to development. The
Mind Gymnasium invites you to take up what would be
commonplace developmental methods for athletes and
apply them to your mind. This is not to say that a fit body
implies a fit mind, though it is likely to provide a solid foun-
dation for it.What constitutes psychological 'fitness' is com-
plex, and in part a political question, the 'norm' is always
asserted by particular interest groups that hold one sort of
power or another, doctors, psychiatrists, police officers, or

CONTENTS THEMES GO BACK JOTTER Help�INDEX
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How to use this chapter
SELF-ASSESSMENT is made up of seven parts - (see the
drop down menu below) each containing questions, feed-
back and action planning. The questions invite you to look
within yourself, FEEDBACK points to the significance and
consequences of your assessment, and ACTION PLAN sug-
gests development options. Together they set out to open a
window on hidden or unknown areas, to get to know your
strengths even better, and to identify your grey areas. Once
you have identified which aspects of your mind could bene-
fit from re-training, rebalancing, or re-creating, you can begin
to gain a more accurate perspective on any problems you
may be experiencing, and decide what action to take.

Identity�

Bodymind�

Intelligences�

Relating�

Beliefs�

Personal history� Emotional Competence�

SELF-ASSESSMENT�

How this section works
This section is designed to be used in whatever order suits
you—you can start where you like. You may want to work
your way straight through all the self-assessments and the rel-
evant feedback sections for a complete view of your strengths
and weaknesses, before referring to more in-depth informa-
tion in KNOWHOW, or recipes for activities in EXERCISES. Or
you may like to follow up individual assessments by referring
directly to KNOWHOW, or EXERCISES as you go along,
before coming back to the next self-assessment.

If you want to start by looking up your own personal pre-
occupation, you may find the mini menu below a helpful
way in. But however you choose to use The Mind
Gymnasium, I suggest you clarify both your strengths and
your weaknesses by noting them down as you discover them.
Use the jotter via the button at the top of each screen. Be
sure to print your jottings before closing the programme.
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The very nature of human existence endows us all with
some kind of burden or hurt, deriving from disappointment,
loss or injury in the past. Our personal history—the unique
collection of personal experiences from conception through
birth, childhood and adolescence, inevitably colours the way
we act as adults. As you sit reading this now, the whole of
your history is there too.
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How your past affects the present
You don’t have to be ill to admit to having awkward corners
in your mind—everyone has them, and however much you
suppress a part of your personality, it is likely to sneak out
and surprise you when you least expect it. How do you iden-
tify these shadowy areas? They tend to emerge as an inexpli-
cable anxiety, or compulsion, that doesn’t seem to fit the sit-
uation; often as a recurring pattern of over-reacting, or under-
reacting. A tactless remark, a slight, or a rejection, for exam-
ple, may trigger a massive explosion of jealousy or anger, or a
week of gloom and despair.

This kind of  bad emotional weather is likely to have its
roots in your childhood. When you were little and impres-
sionable, you did what you had to do to survive in the fami-
ly, at school, and with friends.You learned that it was accept-
able to act in some ways and not others, and many of these
attitudes, opinions, likes, and dislikes will have been carried
over into adult life, where they are no longer appropriate.
This is inevitable, and the same for us all. Learning to smile
your way through difficulties may have been the best way to
win approval at the age of five, as one of a big family where
there was no room for the finer nuances of feeling. But now,
as an adult, if you smile through sadness, others may not trust
you, and you may not react appropriately when faced with a
serious situation.There are as many different examples of the
way the past affects the present as there are people.

SELF-ASSESSMENT> PERSONAL HISTORY

I have a
sense of
these buried
lives striving
to come out
through me
to express
themselves.

MARGE PIERCY
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The rewards of exploring 
your personal history
Exploring your past can be one of the most rewarding things
you will ever do. It can be profoundly liberating to recognize
how many of the compulsions, inhibitions and distorted
thought processes you suffer from today are a hangover from
the past. What often happens is that unlocking these aspects
of your history typically releases joy and energy that
belonged to that time in your life. Of course, just as your his-
tory took many years to accumulate, so unpicking it is not a
quick or easy task, but the benefits are considerable. You are
likely to find a deeper sense of well-being, often better
health, and, as you begin to uncover the patterns of your own
past distress, you may find that it can be a very touching
experience to begin to appreciate how much pain and hurt
you share with other human beings. Perhaps most important
of all, if you have children, you will be less likely to impose
on them inappropriate attitudes that have carried over from
your own childhood. For me, this is reason enough—to
reduce the amount of unnecessary distress and pain that rolls
down through a family from one generation to another.

SELF-ASSESSMENT> PERSONAL HISTORY
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Let’s begin this exploration of your personal history by
tracing the broad patterns of outside events that will have
affected your state of mind as you grew up. For example, any
small child in Northern Ireland, or Beirut or New York in the
last couple of decades, will have taken a whole galaxy of atti-
tudes and anxieties into the grain of their personality. The
same is true for all places and all times, though some relics of
the past may be easier to see than others. So keeping the
inquiries broad (more personal questions will follow), look at
the period of your life up to, say, age 16, bearing in mind that
the earlier each event occurred, the more general its effects
are likely to be.

SELF-ASSESSMENT> PERSONAL HISTORY> SOCIAL BACKGROUND

Children's
social back-
grounds are
more impor-
tant even
than low
birthweight
in determin-
ing how well
they achieve
in school and
later life.

BARBARA JEFFERIES
INSTITUTE OF

CHILD HEALTH
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Recalling early experiences
Consider whether you experienced as a child any of the cir-
cumstances listed on the following screens. Make a note of
any that apply to you and how old you were. How did they
affect your state of mind?

Think yourself back into each life event—one by one, or
however it seems to work for you—and consider how you
dealt with these circumstances as a child.There is no right or
wrong way to do this. What you are looking for are the
unique, personal adaptations you made to survive. Only you
or people close to you, are going to know what they are.

SELF-ASSESSMENT> PERSONAL HISTORY> SOCIAL BACKGROUND
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Social situation
Unemployment in your family or district
War
Racial abuse and oppression
Rioting
Street crime
Illegal drug culture
Religious strife
Sexual harassment and exploitation
Racial, sexual, or religious discrimination
Other social influences

SELF-ASSESSMENT> PERSONAL HISTORY> SOCIAL BACKGROUND

What was the question again?
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Economic background
Parents always short of money
Parents unusually wealthy 
Parents were wage-earning
Parents owned and operated a business
Parents were self-employed professionals
Other financial considerations

What was the question again?
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What was the question again?

Environment
Living near or far from a beach or open
countryside
Living near or far from a big city
Cold, wet, dark winters
Hot, humid summers
Contact with farm animals, or pets
Atmospheric pollution
Other environmental influences
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Home
Elderly relatives in the household
Lived mostly in a big city,
small town, or in the country
Could run out safely to play
Only child
One of a large family
Death of parent or close relative
Divorced parents
Overcrowding in the home
Plenty of privacy
Bullying by parents or siblings
Nurturing caring parents

What was the question again?
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School-life
Often changed homes and schools
Mostly the same home and school
Bullying at school
Sent away to boarding school
Good/bad at school work
Popular/unpopular with class-mates

What was the question again?
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FEEDBACK
Think yourself back into each life event—one by one, or
however it seems to work for you—and consider how you
dealt with these pressures as a child. There is no right or
wrong way to do this. What you are looking for are the
unique, personal adaptations you made to survive. Only you
or people close to you are going to know what they are.

Here are some examples from my own experience. I
was a young child in Britain during World War Two;
scarcity and shortage were normal; survival meant learn-
ing ‘not to want too much’. I grew up in a district where
everyone I came across, almost without exception,
worked for ‘the company’. Survival meant learning that
‘you can’t do what you like in this life, you have to do
what you are told’. Almost all our family friends and rel-
atives were skilled craftpeople. Survival meant ‘learning
to be very clever and never needing to ask for help’.

Make a note of what you discover, and keep it safe, so
that you can add to it, because often, once you have
begun this kind of enquiry, new thoughts pop out later
when you aren’t expecting them. All the questions about
personal history, including those that follow, are very
interconnected, and you may find that you have a better
idea of how to progress when you have worked through
some of the later ones

ACTION PLAN
Take time over the next few weeks to consider further how
any of these life events may still be contributing to the tex-
ture, or direction of your life. Take time to ask people from
these times in your life how you reacted to any of the life
events that may seem significant.

SELF-ASSESSMENT> PERSONAL HISTORY> SOCIAL BACKGROUND
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LOVING, UNDERSTANDING
AND CHOOSING
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Avery useful way of assessing the relationship between
childhood experience and adult behaviour has been put for-
ward by the British humanistic educator, John Heron. He
proposes that human infants have a remarkable, though
undeveloped, potential for loving, understanding and choosing
and for receiving these same qualities.

The following series of questions invites you to look at
how far, when you were a child, your basic human capacities
for loving, understanding and choosing were allowed to
flourish. When you have considered each of them, move on
to FEEDBACK to see how your childhood experience of
these capacities may have affected your mind as an adult.

You can't
experience the
truth of
another per-
son without
feeling love.
Understanding
and love go
together.

JACOB NEEDLEMAN

SELF-ASSESSMENT> PERSONAL HISTORY>LOVING,UNDERSTANDING AND CHOOSING
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Loving

Loving others—was your capacity to love others
encouraged and supported?

How far were you able to be really close to your mother
and father or brothers and sisters?

Were you encouraged to develop close friendships out-
side the family?

Could you bring friends home?

Were you close to adults outside your immediate family?

When you started having sexual feelings, were 
these supported?

Being loved—was your capacity to be who you are
allowed full play?

Were you prevented from going at your own pace 
as a child?

Did you feel that you would be loved whatever your suc-
cess or failure?

Did you feel pushed into a certain career or role in life?

Were you 'just like your Dad/Mum/Grandma etc.'?

Were you not even remotely like anyone in the family in
style and inclination?

SELF-ASSESSMENT> PERSONAL HISTORY>LOVING,UNDERSTANDING AND CHOOSING
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Being understood—was your capacity to make your-
self understood supported?

Did you have trouble making yourself understood because
of your accent, a foreign language, or a speech impediment?

Did people give you enough time to explain? 

Did your school friends come from a very different social
or financial background?

Did you have difficulties that you were too shy to
explain, or which no one tried to understand?

Understanding

Understanding—was your capacity to understand what
was going on around you supported and encouraged?

When you were little, did things often happen with no
explanation, such as moving house?

Did you feel ‘fobbed off’ with unsatisfactory answers?

Were you prevented from playing with certain children
without knowing why?

Did you never understand what sex was all about? 

Did you sense there was an unspoken rule against
being naked?

Did you often not know why you were being punished?

Were you allowed to make mistakes, to make a mess and
be childish, or were you frequently criticized for this?

How well were you accepted as who you were? Did you
feel that you were not the child your parents had
dreamed of, that you were the wrong sex, that you were
unwanted, or not as lovable as a brother or sister?

Did your parents make their love conditional on 
good behaviour?

If your parents argued, did you feel responsible ?

SELF-ASSESSMENT> PERSONAL HISTORY>LOVING,UNDERSTANDING AND CHOOSING
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Choosing

Choosing for yourself—was your capacity to be self-
directing, to make choices for yourself, encouraged
and supported?

Did your parents too often interfere with or control your
choice of friends or clothes?

Did your parents make you learn a musical instrument
against your wishes?

Did your parents closely control where you went and
with whom—were you over-protected?

Did your attempts to make your own way in the world
raise a lot of anxiety in your parents?

Did your choice of boy or girl-friends depend on parental
approval?

Have you always felt that the pattern of your life was pre-
ordained by family traditions?

Being chosen—was your capacity to be chosen by others
supported and encouraged?

When gangs were being formed or groups were getting
together to go on visits, play sport or perform plays, or
when jokes were told, were you often not included?

When there were perks to be had in class or around the
neighbourhood,did they always seem to go to someone else?

Did your sexual preferences meet with disapproval?

Did you feel you were never noticed?

SELF-ASSESSMENT> PERSONAL HISTORY>LOVING,UNDERSTANDING AND CHOOSING
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FEEDBACK
If, because of the demands of life, parents, or circumstances,
your potential for love, understanding, or choice gets reject-
ed, blocked, or ignored, then emotional distress patterns are
likely to be stored in the bodymind. This ‘unfinished busi-
ness’ from childhood influences the way we behave, and the
choices we make, as adults.

Loving
If, through lack of love, you were never fully accepted for
who you were, or never had your love accepted, then dis-
tress in the form of grief, or sorrow, is likely to be stored
in your bodymind.

Understanding
If, from a lack of understanding during childhood, you never
really knew what was going on, if your life was subject to
peremptory and inexplicable changes, or if you could never
get people to listen to, and understand your needs, then dis-
tress in the form of anxiety, fear, or even terror may well
have taken up residence in your bodymind.

Choosing
If your parents could never let you choose for yourself, if
you were constantly deprived of the opportunity for self-
direction as a child, or if you were rarely, or never selected,
then the corresponding distress recordings in your body-
mind are likely to be anger, rage, frustration and resentment.

Note: These are, of course, general rules of thumb, but in prac-
tice they prove to be a very useful guide for working out the con-
nection between present difficulties and childhood experience. Be
sure to check out the case studies.

ACTION PLAN
If you often feel anxious, resentful, or sad, for no appar-
ent reason, or if letting your mind scan across these parts
of your history leaves you feeling upset, then something
in your past may be living on into the present. It’s useful
to regard these feelings as an opportunity for healing old
hurts. Give yourself permission to feel, and express this,
and then take steps to work with the feelings. If, for
example, you can trace inexplicable ‘upwellings’ of
resentment back to events in your past, you will be more
likely to be able to transform this resentment into posi-
tive energy. The See also menu (right) has some pointers
to helpful exercises.

Plan to take time to look in more detail at any feelings
that don’t seem to be connected with the present. See if you
can trace them back to your childhood. Ask yourself who,
when, where and what they remind you of. Other items in
this section may give you some clues.

See also �
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Robert came to see that his coolness and lack of warmth
reflected the almost complete lack of love from his parents.
They had given him everything materially that he needed,
but not love, acceptance, permission to make mistakes, to go
at his own pace, or to be himself.

In the absence of his wife, Robert’s silences pulled him
into a further crisis; his sense of lost love surfaced as depres-
sion, and deep sadness. During this crisis, which to other
eyes seemed like a nervous breakdown, Judy returned to
care for Robert. As she saw how much he had melted and
softened, this led to a reconciliation and a new beginning for
both of them

Loving
Robert grew up in a family where all the children were
cared for meticulously. They never went short of anything;
nevertheless, it was not the sort of household where emo-
tions were expressed very freely. Robert had always strug-
gled to be a good boy and do as his parents wanted. But
whatever he did, it never seemed to be enough and he
found himself in frequent conflict with his father, who ruled
the household very strictly.

When Robert married, his wife Judy complained that
he was cold and unresponsive. He felt that this was unfair
because he did everything she asked of him and they were
never short of money. She wanted children. He didn’t. Her
criticism threw him into longer and longer silences.
Eventually his resentment at her complaints, and her dissat-
isfaction with his coolness and distance, led to a crisis in
which Judy abruptly left him.

When Robert was able to take the time to look at what
had been happening, he realized that, although he had been
a ‘good husband’, who had provided all the material needs
of the marriage, he had been recreating the home life that
he had grown up with.

He began to see that, while everything in his childhood
had been very comfortable and ‘reasonable’, there had also
been a deluge of criticism. Neither he, nor his sisters, had
had any chance of being themselves. They had been forced
to fit into the moulds, and even the careers, which their par-
ents had diligently prepared for them.

Robert’s story

SELF-ASSESSMENT> PERSONAL HISTORY>LOVING,UNDERSTANDING AND CHOOSING
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Understanding
When Jenny was very small her mother died, and not long
afterwards her father disappeared, leaving her in the care of
her kindly granny. Jenny had never known why her mother
had died, she had just been told that ‘her mummy had gone
to heaven and wouldn’t be coming back’, and to ‘dry her
tears now like a good little girl’. Nor did she know why her
father had disappeared. Her granny had simply told her that
he was ‘working away from home’, and this is what she told
her school friends. After a few years, when her questions
about her father continued to be dismissed with a kindly
‘don’t worry your head about him’, she became increasing-
ly anxious. She didn’t like to be in the dark. She slept with
the light on. She came straight home from school every day,
even when there were things to do, and friends to play with,
because she had to be sure that her granny was still there.

As a young teenager, Jenny discovered that her father
was living in the same city, and always had been. She was
very upset, because she couldn’t understand why her father
had never made contact with her, or her granny. When
Jenny was in her early twenties, her granny fell ill and she
began to have severe panic attacks. Then her granny died,
and at the funeral she discovered that throughout her child-
hood, her granny had been in regular touch with her father.
After the funeral, her attacks became so disabling that she
had to seek help.

Over the next couple of years, with the help of a youth
leader with counselling experience, she gradually built up a
list of events in her life. She found that the common
denominator was that she had not understood what was
happening to her. She gradually came to see that being
uncertain about what was happening in the present, tended
to remind her of the old feelings of not understanding what
was happening to her as a small child, and awakened the full
force of her childhood fears.

Eventually, as she was able to work through the old fears,
and to deal with the anger she felt at having been deceived,
the panic attacks receded. And while she was still prone to
anxiety, she was more able to take charge of her life, to make
her own decisions, and began to build a career.

Jenny’s story

SELF-ASSESSMENT> PERSONAL HISTORY>LOVING,UNDERSTANDING AND CHOOSING
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Choosing
In her early thirties, Amanda was becoming increasingly
gloomy, and had been described by her doctor as depressed.
Her work as a journalist, which had been going very well for
ten years, was now lurching from crisis to crisis. Her talents
as a writer and an investigator of corporate scandals, in
which she specialized, were increasingly at the mercy of a
less useful talent for quarrelling with her editors and quit-
ting in high dudgeon.

The more she became regarded as touchy, the less peo-
ple hired her, and the more essential that the articles she
wrote had to be big stories. A series of relationships fell
apart in the same way as her work. Her gloom and lack of
energy gradually took her further and further into crisis.The
stories she wrote were usually denunciations, investigative
reporting of corruption, but now the big hit was harder to
find and she often didn’t feel she had the energy even to get
out of the house.

The overdose never had a chance to work, because at
least two people had picked up the surreptitious signals that
something was about to happen, and had been taking care
to check up on how she was. When she was well enough to
meet people again, a friend introduced her, despite consid-
erable scepticism, to a women’s support group that was
meeting in the neighbourhood. Over the next year,Amanda
increasingly found this a safe place in which to try to look
at how she could have come to want to destroy herself.

The answers she came up with pointed first to how angry
she was. It leaked out everywhere. She came to see herself
as a disaster looking for somewhere to happen.The hardest
thing for her to accept, was the damage that her father,
whom she idolized, had done in the name of good parent-
ing. As she and the other women in the group shared their
concerns and their history,Amanda came to appreciate that,
as a child, her life had been extraordinarily circumscribed.
She had never been able to choose her friends, or her
clothes, her toys, or her dolls. Her father, a middle manage-
ment corporate executive, was a brilliant organizer who had
applied his skills as thoroughly to his wife and children at
home as he did to his working life. Amanda’s career had
been his idea. Despite her mother’s protests, he had chosen
her apartment for her and paid for the furniture which a
friend of his had got at a discount. For years he had passed
his car on to her when he bought a new one. ‘It makes good
sense’, he’d always said. She had been forced to learn to play
the piano. She had sweated through years of Italian and
Russian, his choice of foreign languages. She had gone to a
university where he knew the Vice-Chancellor and had
again been able to get a good deal—‘it made sense’.

As she built up the catalogue of his over-control, she
began to see how much of it had been for him. She saw how
she had made herself the kind of girl of whom he could be 

Amanda’s Story
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proud, whom he could show off to his friends, whom he
could admire, who was grateful to him for all he had given
her. All the angry feelings that she had previously turned in
on herself now broke out in the safe custody of her women
friends, as the rage she had felt as a child surged through
into the light of day. It was hard at first, to feel fury at a man
she loved. But then her depression vanished. She knew she
was on to something. The rage and resentment at having
been moulded like an object to suit someone’s whim were
gradually—with difficulty at first, but eventually with more
assurance—channelled into her work and she picked up the
threads of journalism again. And there were new kinds of
stories too. About women and women’s lives.

Now, some years later, her father has heart trouble and
doesn’t walk very well. He has occasionally let slip that he
feels very, very tired. Amanda sees him most months. She’s
been surprised to find that, apart from the occasional
twinge of irritation when the childhood father tries to get
back into harness, what she feels for him now, as she sees his
strength receding, is mostly sadness.

SELF-ASSESSMENT> PERSONAL HISTORY>LOVING,UNDERSTANDING AND CHOOSING
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Another way of assessing how far your emotional
potential has been supported or denied in your upbring-
ing, is to identify the key events in your early life and try
to discover what survival decision(s) you made, for exam-
ple—to be very clever—very good—very funny—or how
to avoid trouble, etc. These survival decisions common-
ly have a considerable influence on our life in the present.

Starting at a point in your late teens, or early twenties,
look back over the whole of your life, and make a list of the
events. Be sure to include times when you were very happy,
when you suffered pain, separation, loss, violence, or when
you remember particularly strong reactions from your par-
ents or carers. Here is an example of the kind of list you
might make: broken leg; grandma moved to Canada; changed
schools; horrible new teacher; brother left home; parents
started having rows; moved house; made great new friends.

Take your time over making this list, and be sure to go
right back to when you were very little. This may mean
checking with your parents. You might also like to ask other
people who know you well what they would put on your list.
When you have finished, try to assess how each of the items
has affected your life.

Human behaviour is so complex that there are unlike-
ly to be any one-to-one causes between past events and
present behaviour. You are more likely to find an accumu-
lation of influences. The following screens provide some
pointers to the kinds of event that we may have struggled to
survive, and how they may have affected us and the See also
menu (right) has links to related material.

more
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Hidden origins of turbulence
Like rocks in the path of a stream, early traumatic experiences
may set up a pattern of emotional reactions that can permeate
adult life.The earlier and more traumatic the event, the deeper
and the more widespread its influence is likely to be.

Distortions, and omissions
Perhaps you feel that the waters of your childhood were calm
and unruffled, that not enough happened to have unduly
affected your behaviour.This is a possibility, but even if your
early life was relatively distress free, it is likely there were signifi-
cant distortions, or omissions that unhelpfully shape or
restrict your present life, and that may keep you from flourish-
ing as well you might.

Sunken memories
Just as a stone falling into water makes a brief disturbance,
then slips from view but remains below the water surface, so
our most significant traumas appear to vanish from memory.
To survive, we forget them, but in later life they may re-surface,
be re-stimulated, triggering out-of-scale reactions. One way
of dealing with present-time distress is to recover the detail
and feelings of our past life through patient detective work.

more



AT ANY AGE
Sexual abuse
Separation from one or both parents
Going into hospital
Abuse/non-accidental injury
Death of close relative

PUBERTY TO LATE TEENS
Going to boarding school
Distressed parents
Parental anxiety at puberty
Parental disapproval of sex
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Surviving life events
Here, and on the following screens, you will find some
examples of how strategies we adopted to survive an
event in childhood can affect adult behaviour. These
examples are intended to stimulate your mind to explore
its own origins, so beware of making too literal a connec-
tion between the material here and your own life. If
something on your list does not appear, look for survival
decisions and behaviour that most closely match your
own situation. But as soon as something ‘clicks’, take hold
of it and follow it through. It may well relieve you of a lot
of unnecessary stress.

Why the survival safety net matters

SCHOOL TO 12
Falling behind at school
Changing schools frequently
Bullying by staff or others
Threatened abandonment
Tense, anxious parent or guardian
Cruel and unusual punishments
Neglect
Excessive criticism
Favouritism
Humiliation
Pressure for premature development
Rejection by peers

EARLY MONTHS AND PRE-SCHOOL
Illness
Feeding difficulties
Lack of bonding

BIRTH
‘Normal’ birth
Premature birth
Caesarean birth
Difficult birth

BEFORE BIRTH
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Sexual abuse
Sexual abuse—defined as sexual contact or threat of sexual contact
with an element of coercion, which cannot be based on equality or
reciprocity because of age differences or of close family relations—
is likely to colour the whole of your personality. Sexual abuse does-
n’t only mean physical contact; such abuse could include exposure,
voyeurism, being ‘groomed’, and being a participant in child
pornography. Abuse by peers and siblings also occurs.

The survival decisions include detachment—forgetting about it;
secrecy—choosing to detach the knowledge from other people;
presuming that you are the cause of the abuse because you are
bad or wicked; presuming that everyone else is bad and will try
to hurt or abuse you. These childhood survival decisions may
continue into adult life as secretiveness, using sex as a weapon,
lots of ‘one night stands’, lack of openness about sex, actually
behaving as though you were ‘bad’ and ‘wicked’, or avoiding
contact, particularly intimate contact, with other people as far
as possible. Sexual abuse almost inevitably distorts our capacity
for intimacy.

AT ANY AGE

One in six
children will
be sexually
abused in his
or her life,
some 80% by
people they
know... one
in five chil-
dren has
been the
subject of
unwanted
sexual
advances
outside the
home.

OBSERVER 20.10.2002



Separation from one or both parents
Separation for any reason is likely to have left a long shadow, and,
to reverse a common saying, the earlier the worse. The effects on
your later life will vary according to the length of the separation,
who was with you during it, how early it was, and of course how
long you were separated. One extreme form of separation is death
of both of your parents. Further along the scale is hospitalization
for weeks or months. But any separation, the loss of someone you
were fond of, even being lost at a big public event, or in a depart-
ment store, can be significant for later adult behaviour.

The response to major loss is, commonly, protest—shouting,
screaming, and crying—then despair, then detachment and disso-
ciation. The survival decision is likely to include hanging on,
clinging to what you do have. For this reason alone, childhood
separation may make departures and endings, whether of jobs or
relationships, very difficult to handle in adult life. Others may
feel you are sad, melancholic and withdrawn, due to the grief you
carry with you.
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Going into hospital
In recent years it has become easier for parents to stay close to
small children in hospital and some unnecessary operations have
been abandoned. However, the separation that a stay in hospital
causes, with or without major medical intervention, appears to
generate particularly problematic survival decisions in a child.

Again the survival decision is likely to be detachment. Bravery,
not crying, not being upset, stoicism, or being patient, are reward-
ed and admired. As a response to traumatic circumstances, all
these are likely to mean dissociation, not feeling. In later life this
decision may leave you vulnerable to anything which evokes the
buried feelings—the whiff of anaesthetic, or disinfectant,
wounds, blood, bandages and so on, or to a separation that
reminds you of the earlier event. Another survival decision may
be to insist on having control over every detail of how and where
you live, and to try to eliminate spontaneity and the unexpected.
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Abuse/non-accidental injury
Non-accidental injury tends to be associated with parents who
unconsciously need to be looked after by their children.When the
child fails to fulfill this role, the adult lashes out. Parents who
secretly feel that they are incapable of looking after their children
may also be led to injure them, so as to get their children, indi-
rectly, the care they need and themselves the attention they crave.

If you were injured deliberately by your parents, your survival
decision may have been to learn not to feel, to suppress your
rage, or to believe that you were to blame and in some way ‘bad’
or ‘wrong’, this being more bearable than accepting that they
harmed you.
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case of
domestic
violence is
reported
every six
minutes,
many
involving
assaults on
children.
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Death of a close relative
The death of one or other of our parents or carers means the cat-
astrophic loss of present time bonding, support, and companion-
ship, plus the loss of a future that we expected would unfold for
us. Such losses push our capacities to cope to the limit and almost
inevitably cast a shadow forward into our lives. How well we sur-
vive them, and the extent of the damage they cause, seems to
depend a lot on how people around us react. Are we allowed to
grieve, to be tearful, even very tearful? Are we expected to ‘get
over it’, or ‘put it behind us’ and quickly get on with life?

The shock of losing someone close to us, especially if it is unex-
pected, or the result of crime or accident, can be more painful
than we can bear. A survival decision to go numb or shut down
the feelings of loss, if sustained or encourage by those around
us, can mutate into a general stuckness and gloom, and may give
rise to a second survival decision—holding back from enjoying
life too much in case it gets spoiled again. A third option is to
throw ourselves into activity—focussed perhaps on caring for
others. Alternatively, a survival decision to let the feeling of loss
be emotionally connected during a few days or weeks of griev-
ing can clear the way to a fresh start.
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Going to boarding school
If you were sent to boarding school as a child, you may have
developed a habit of not feeling as an adult. The separation
from home, family, friends, neighbourhood, dolls, toys or
bikes, and the loss of freedom, all at once, probably forced
you into making a whole array of survival decisions.

This again usually seems to involve a sense of betrayal and
learning to conceal feelings, keeping a stiff upper lip coupled
with concealing vulnerability. Survival decisions seem often to
include keeping feelings hidden, a dutiful compliance with tra-
dition, and taking care not to do anything that would attract
group disapproval.

Being sent to a single-sex boys’ boarding school probably
also meant a survival decision about women—either to idealize
them, or to regard them as distant inferiors to be manipulated
and controlled.

Being sent to a single-sex girls’ school could have resulted in a
survival decision about men, leading you to regard them either as
protective and fatherly, or perhaps as rather dangerous animals,
with alarming sexual instincts.
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Distressed parents
Growing up in a home where one or both of your parents was
very distressed, addicted to drugs, alcoholic, or mentally ill pres-
ents very severe survival problems.

If you responded by trying to take on the role of looking after
your parent, or parents, the inappropriate giving you did as a
child may now leave you empty and very vulnerable, with no
strength to cope with your own difficulties. If the demands on
you as a child were very heavy, you may have been left with such
a big vacuum that life becomes a nightmare of panic attacks,
resentments, jealousies, and despair. Alternatively, you may have
become very competitive and keen to achieve.

Similarly, growing up with parents who were constantly over-
whelmed by their problems may lead you to decide that survival
means caring for ‘lame dogs’. In adult life this decision may result
in self-neglect and the choice of partners who are unable to give
in return.
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Parental anxiety at puberty
If sex was a problem for either of your parents, say your father if
you are a woman, then your becoming a woman—a sexual being,
someone who could become pregnant—is likely to have aroused
very deep feelings in him. Apparently reasonable protectiveness,
such as caring about where you were going and with whom, may
at this age have turned into a compulsively protective shield that
distanced you from him.

This kind of reaction to your femininity is unlikely to have reas-
sured you about the virtues of becoming a woman, although of
course it would depend on what other support you had. The
amount of coercion used will also have been significant. If you
felt pressurized, you may have responded with lying and decep-
tion. This survival decision may then repeat itself in adult rela-
tionships, where coercion arises. Also, if your father sup-
pressed/concealed his attraction to you, that may have left your
sexuality unacknowledged and unsupported.
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Parental disapproval of sex
In many families, talk about sex is either taboo, or severely
restricted. If everything to do with sex in your family was tinged
with disgust or was perceived as dirty, prohibited, nasty, shame-
ful, or rude, so that sex was equated with excretion, this may
have distorted your view of your body.

You may have come to see your body as disgusting, shameful and
unmentionable.You may also regard your mind as being of a purer
substance. Taken a stage further, you may have come to feel that
you are personally disgusting and shameful, and as a result, you
may decide to detach yourself from your body and go off to live
in your mind.

This is recognizable in a tendency to neglect your body—
eating junk food, taking drugs, smoking a lot—while being fas-
cinated by highly intellectual pursuits. This may be how you
survived the idea that your body was, if not ‘bad’, then at least
some kind of inconvenience.

Another common survival decision is promiscuity, embrac-
ing what has been denied or forbidden but which still maintains
the sense of neglect and not loving the body.
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Falling behind at school
If a key life event for you was failing at school, perhaps because
of unsympathetic teachers, your survival decision is likely to have
taken one of two forms.

You may have rejected education, learning and study, or you may
have accepted the failure as an accurate reflection of your ability.
As a result, you may have set your personal ambition thermostat
according to this view and believe that you are not clever, not tal-
ented, not bright. If you knew you were bright but couldn’t
somehow connect with school work, then your survival decision
may have been rebellion. Which ever it was, check out the
Intelligences section for how it might have happened and
what you can do about it.
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Changing schools frequently
Changing schools means losing friends and making new ones—
both potentially stressful activities. If it happened a lot, you might
have had a great deal of grief to cope with, and your survival
response is likely to have depended on the capacity of those peo-
ple around you to allow you to be upset.

If others insisted that you were brave and strong, your survival
decision may have been to be distant, shy, or diffident and to
learn not to feel the loss. This would have made it harder to
approach people around you willingly and openly to make new
friends and ultimately may have led to a loss of confidence.
Alternatively, you may have learned to constantly put on a per-
formance, in order to earn acceptance and approval.
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Bullying by staff or others
Learning how to deal with force seems to be one of the key
things that we learn at school.

There appear to be only a few choices of response—to become
part of the dominant group, to learn to submit to the dominant
group, to learn how to placate or appease the dominant group, or
to find some way of avoiding the power issue altogether. If you
consider what your school-day approach to power was, you will
very likely find that that early decision is re-enacted when power
issues arise.
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Threatened abandonment
If you were repeatedly threatened with statements like ‘I’ll go
away and leave you . . . and never come back’, then you were
faced with difficult choices.

You may have decided that your only way out was to become a
‘very good boy’ or ‘very good girl’ who does exactly what he or
she is told.You may have also concluded that you really were very
‘naughty’ or ‘bad’ for your parents to have made such a threat.
Or you may have decided that all adults are bad and unreliable.
Either way ‘being yourself’ would threaten your survival.
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Tense, anxious parent, or guardian
If, due to event in their lives, your mother, father, or guardian felt
anxious and insecure, they may have leaned on you as a child for
support. To survive, you may have picked up a strong obligation
to care for your mother or father. But too much giving to others,
at a time when you needed the strength for your own develop-
ment, tends to deprive you of a strong enough sense of self.

This can lead to compulsively caring for others in adult life, so that
you become vulnerable to burnout and collapse. Often called co-
dependency, this implies a survival decision to put others needs
before your own—accommodating to others to such an extent
that you ignore or deny what matters to you. Your self image and
sense of your own value come to derive from how well you take
care of or please others, or solve other people’s life problems.
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Cruel and unusual punishments
Such punishments often continue until you submit and break
down, either angrily, or coldly, without anger or emotion. They
can take many forms.You may have been severely beaten, locked
in the dark, deprived of food, tied to a chair until you ate your
dinner, or forced to be absolutely silent for hours on end.

Survival here is likely to involve detaching yourself from the
pain, hurt, and fear of the experience, so that you forget it. This
may take the form of going off into dreams of being someone
else, or being somewhere else, perhaps becoming very clever at
something like mathematics, computing, music, philosophy, or
science, so that you could literally inhabit a world entirely of
your own making.

Paradoxically, so far as you have ‘forgotten’ your own hurt—
ie successfully defended yourself against the violence that pro-
duced it, you may have become exactly the person you most
feared as a child, someone who tends to bully and use excessive
force to get your own way.
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Neglect
Neglect can take many forms, including not being fed, clothed,
housed, or kept clean, or not being given love, physical contact
or attention.

You may have survived this through deciding that you were
undeserving, not good enough to merit proper care or even that
you were the cause of the neglect.This can manifest itself in later
life as very low self-esteem and a belief that you are a ‘bad’ per-
son or ‘wrong’ in some fundamental way.
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Excessive criticism
Being repeatedly criticized and put down by your parents, even
if the criticism was caringly stated, is perhaps one of the most
common and problematic life events children suffer.

The survival decision that eventually emerges from incessant crit-
icism is acceptance that something is wrong with you, that your
opinions don’t count, your actions are ineffective, your behaviour
is objectionable and your ideas are worthless.

The effect in adult life is likely to be a poor sense of self-
esteem, shyness, and a lack of confidence, or sometimes a brash
‘superiority’. Through sheer repetition, the parental oppressor’s
voice may have become built in to you as a pathological inner
critic. In later life, this critical voice takes every opportunity to
sabotage whatever you are doing, telling you that ‘it isn’t going to
work’, that ‘whatever you do, it won’t be enough’. Extremes of
criticism can install a knot of shame, of feeling that we are bad or
wrong. Survival may entail withdrawal, not least from ourselves,
into despair.
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Favouritism
If you picked up the impression, or were repeatedly told, that
your brothers or sisters were preferred to you, this is highly like-
ly to have shaped aspects of your adult behaviour.

One survival decision may have been just to accept the inferior-
ity, so that in later life you came to have a chip on your shoul-
der. Alternatively, you may have survived denigration by seeking
your parents’ attention in any number of ways, including throw-
ing tantrums, becoming a comedian or a performer, making a
mess, committing petty crime. Anything that reliably restored
you to the centre of your parents’ attention could have become
your survival raft.
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Humiliation
If, as a child, you were humiliated, shamed, ridiculed, or
embarrassed—either intentionally, to control your behaviour
or accidentally, through insensitivity, carelessness, or through
the viciousness of a parent or teacher—this is very likely to
have affected your view of yourself.

Your survival decision is likely to have been to take the shame or
humiliation on yourself, perhaps even to see it as something you
caused, because you came to believe you were ‘bad’.

Later, if it continued, or the humiliation appeared to be
unfair or unjust, your survival decision may have shifted toward
swallowing the hurt and injustice. You may have encapsulated
it in silent fury: inner statements, such as ‘just you wait ...’, ‘one
day ...’. Other common reactions include blaming other people
for the pain the humiliation has caused you, and even inflicting
the pain on your surroundings through vandalism or aggression.
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Pressure for premature development
Being coerced into walking, talking, eating, or toilet training,
before you are ready, can be very challenging for a young child.
The opposite, under-stimulation, a child who is left too long
alone, without people to engage with, so that they become bored
presents a different kind of challenge to a child.

Pressure to do to much too soon, may mean that, in later life,
you find you are clumsy or accident-prone, since your muscu-
lar co-ordination may have been learned out of sequence, and
you may also feel ‘wrong’ in some way. To survive, you are like-
ly to have learned that to get on in this family and in life, you
have to be clever and try harder. You may feel that nothing is
ever good enough. A child whose needs for engagement are not
well matched may well survive through generating and repeat-
ing behaviour guaranteed to get attention, such as loud, violent,
perhaps damaging, play.
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Rejection by peers
If you were persistently rejected by your peers because you were
‘different’—for example, black, disabled, from a different eco-
nomic background, or the ‘wrong’ sex—then this is likely to have
had a profound effect on the rest of your life.

You are may have survived this kind of rejection by resorting to
flattery, bribery, lying, being very entertaining, becoming
detached, or highly competitive, the star turn; or rebellion—
being very, even offensively, different. Other survival decisions
might include shyness, being secretive, and having difficulty with
joining, belonging and participation. in social events.
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Illness
Serious illness at an early age, particularly if it felt life-threaten-
ing and involved a stay in hospital, presents a small child with a
formidable challenge.

You may have survived by shutting off, or ‘smiling through’, or, if
the original illness was very severe, deciding not to feel. Either is
likely to have left its mark in later responses. If you over-react
now to being ill, or imagining that you are, then you may find the
roots of this in your early experience of illness.

Other decisions in this area may include: believing that ‘peo-
ple can’t be trusted’, feeling angry at being left in hospital by your
parents, absorbing your parents’ anxieties about your illness with-
out understanding what they are based on, and never under-
standing what is happening to you. Both types of survival deci-
sion tend to lead to accumulated distress such as anxiety, or even
fear and terror, if the original illness was very severe.
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Feeding difficulties
Early feeding difficulties, such as premature weaning, and undi-
agnosed disability, can provoke a number of survival decisions,
including thumb-sucking and nail-biting.

In adult life these early survival decisions may surface as smok-
ing, gum-chewing, over-eating, and being fussy about food. You
may have also decided that ‘you will never get what you need’.
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Lack of bonding
If there was no consistent adult with whom to bond, then you may
find commitment and intimacy a continuing area of difficulty and
that your boundaries, your sense of identity, isn’t very well defined.

Your survival decision may revolve around beliefs, such as
‘People aren’t to be trusted’ or ‘I won’t ever get what I need’.
Also, 'no one is real', 'I am not real', or that 'the only reality is
inside my imagination'. You may also be inclined to over, or
under-reach, in your contact with other people, due to not hav-
ing a reliable sense of where you end and they begin.
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‘Normal’ birth
Whatever your personal history, being born is one life event you
share with everyone else.Research in recent decades underlines the
view that we all experience being born as a life-threatening event.

The fully grown foetus, which has filled the available space
for several weeks, is suddenly compressed even further and then
propelled by the mother’s contractions through the birth canal.
As the moment of birth approaches, the tremendous contractions
and squeezing of the baby into and through the birth canal pres-
ents an enormous challenge to the new human.

Faced with a life-or-death threat, the foetal body system responds
to it, but as the threat continues, the ‘pain’—the body’s response
of rising temperature, metabolic rate, and heart rate—reaches a
point where continuing escalation would result in death. The
human organism has a fail-safe protection which splits off the
experience of this pain from consciousness, so that survival is
assured. This is the most basic of all survival decisions. It’s built
into us, surfacing in day-to-day experience through statements
like—‘I just don’t want to know’—‘in one ear and out the
other’—‘I just switch off’—‘forget it’. It seems likely that many
later survival decisions emerge from, or are built around, the deci-
sion that helps us survive being born.

LIFE
EVENT

SURVIVAL
DECISIONS
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Premature birth
If you were born earlier than expected, there may have been dif-
ficulties in bonding due to early weeks in relative isolation.

In adult life, your response to this early lack of bonding may
include lack of trust and uncertainty about commitment.

LIFE
EVENT

SURVIVAL
DECISIONS
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Caesarean birth
This kind of birth lacks the long and very intense stimulation of the
skin of normal birth.The lack of this ‘deep massage’ in a Caesarean
birth may result in a later eagerness for skin contact. However,
since the first experience of touch for Caesarean-delivered babies
is likely to be rough, urgent or painful, this may lead them to dis-
like and avoid touch or cuddling and be specially sensitive to touch
on areas of the body where this roughness occurred.

Reduced eye contact, nocturnal waking and difficulties with
breast-feeding are also associated with Caesarean delivery.

In later life a Caesarean birth may leave you with a feeling that
you are never ‘ready’, and a persistent need for physical contact
and stroking. Common survival decisions in later life include feel-
ing ‘stuck and unable to move’, or ‘giving up’ when faced with
difficulties; or feeling ‘intruded on and misunderstood’.Also like-
ly are day-dreams and fantasies of being in great difficulty and
wishing desperately for rescue.

LIFE
EVENT

SURVIVAL
DECISIONS
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Overall, just 47
per cent of the
estimated 560,000
NHS babies born
in England every
year have a natural
delivery.
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Difficult birth
A protracted and life-threatening birth often challenges the body’s
coping capacities to the point where survival as an organism
demands that the pain and shock of being born be split off from
awareness. The more protracted and life-threatening your birth,
the more likely that this dissociation of the birth experience into
an out-of-awareness body memory will cast a shadow forward on
your life, shaping and driving preferences and aversions.

In adult life, the imprints of this pain may intermittently surface
as physical tension, confusion, claustrophobia, tics, foot-tapping,
panic attacks, and restlessness. You may have also decided that
survival entails comprehensive control over feeling and emotion.

Survival decisions may include conducting your life as an
ongoing struggle, or a fight for survival, even when this is unnec-
essary or unhelpful. Other survival decisions include building
‘comfort zones’, patterns of behaviour that function to keep you
out of reach of places, people, or experiences that echo or 
re-stimulate bodymind memories of a difficult birth.

LIFE
EVENT

SURVIVAL
DECISIONS
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Even during an untraumatic pregnancy, a foetus has intermittent
negative experiences caused by occasional shortages of oxygen.
But if the mother also smokes, uses drugs, is continually anxious
or angry because of threats or marital discord, the foetus will be
even more stressed, adding to the overload of birth when it even-
tually comes.

If, in the months and years following birth, threats to the infant
continue, he or she is likely to deal with them in the same way—
by forgetting, learning not to feel hurt, frightened, or alone. To
jump on to adult life, after two decades of repeating these sur-
vival decisions, you are likely to be out of touch with your feel-
ings, to appear hard-headed, thick-skinned and insensitive; you
may cling to other people because you feel bad; or be inclined to
visit the pain you occasionally feel on other people, so that they
feel bad too.

Very early experience is a model for dealing with difficult
later life events. An early style of defence against hurt and pain
seems to form a core around which other defences against feel-
ing increasingly attach themselves as we get older.

LIFE
EVENT

SURVIVAL
DECISIONS
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Why the survival safety-net matters
For most of us, birth is such a threat to our existence that only
the safety net of splitting off the pain from consciousness
saves us. This may to some extent also be true for significant
but less traumatic events. However, keep in mind that neither
the safety net of forgetting, denying, or displacing the pain,
nor its contents of early memories evaporate, both remain
stored in the muscles and organs of the bodymind.

In adult life, the hidden memories of birth and other trau-
matic events and the safety net which saved us from them
can be reactivated.A present-time event—finding yourself in
a crowded lift, in a train that has stopped in a tunnel, or a
small room that echoes the early life-threatening situation—
may trigger—restimulate some of the feelings of, for
instance, being born.
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ACTION PLAN
Learn to become more aware of your past experiences and how
they may be affecting your adult behaviour.You are already mak-
ing a start by working through this CD-ROM, but unpicking
your life history, although rewarding, can be a long and often
arduous task. You will find that the guidance of other people
who have been through it themselves, say a skilled counsellor or
therapist, can help to speed up the process.

Reassess your attitudes to people in power, and begin to see
how you can strive for change at work, in your neighbourhood,
state, or nation. Laying the ghost of your personal history can be
dramatically energizing in terms of political and personal effec-
tiveness. Look to see how you can share power with others rather
than accepting dominant or subordinate positions.You may have
a false start here and there, but that’s OK. It won’t be quick, it
won’t be easy, and the horizon may recede from time to time as
you make progress. But that’s OK too. That’s life. So take a risk.
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Your personal identity is how you see, feel and think
about yourself. It is that unique collection of opinions
about yourself and the world that you carry around with
you. This identity is always with you; it is woven into your
bodymind. Even if you moved to a different country and
culture, and had a complete change of life style, it would
be very slow to change.
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Opportunities, pressures, and challenges
As you develop, through childhood and adolescence, your
ability to make decisions, to assess situations, to form rela-
tionships, and to communicate with other people all expand.
The ways in which you learn to respond to the opportunities,
pressures, and difficulties that come your way become a rich
mixture of attitudes, habits and opinions, which together
make up your personal identity. And this identity builds on
the genetic attributes you inherited from your parents. Your
own personal sense of identity may include innocuous atti-
tudes, such as ‘I’m not very athletic’ or ‘I’m not very adven-
turous’, as well as opinions that make you feel stuck or
incompetent, such as ‘I’m stupid’. And these labels are often
unintentionally perpetuated by other people, by family or
friends who brand you as ‘bright’, ‘unsociable’, or ‘strong’.
You cannot avoid this accumulation of beliefs about your-
self—we all have them.

more
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How your identity affects your life
The biggest single reason for looking at your ingrained views
of yourself is that they are intimately connected to how
much choice you feel you have in your life. For example, if
you have frequently been criticized as being careless or clum-
sy, this may have solidified into an attitude of mind which
says that you-as-a-person are careless or clumsy. But the real-
ity may be that, just like anyone else, you drop or lose things
from time to time.An attitude, or opinion that convinces you
that you are careless or clumsy, rules out the possibility of
change, so that becoming dextrous will be a choice that
won’t seem open to you. If you can identify any aspects of
your personality which may be counter-productive in this
way, you can begin to do something about them.
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De-mystifying beliefs
A second reason for looking at your identity is to demystify
some of the beliefs that surround it. For example, is identity
fixed? Can it change? The answer is it can change, over time,
though as the subtitle of The Mind Gymnasium suggests,
development is a more helpful notion. It points to identity as
a continuing process of consolidation of what we learn as we
go about our daily life. As the world changes around us and
we respond as best we can, there will inevitably be times
when the identity we have accumulated up to that point fails
to match new opportunities and we find some corner of our-
selves in need of development. This is a common, and essen-
tial, phase of human development. Going to ‘big school’,
reaching puberty, leaving home, starting a new job, becoming
a parent, divorce, and retirement and so on all involve some
reshaping of identity. This may occasionally be problematic
enough to amount to ‘an identity crisis’ until your old identi-
ty has evolved ways of handling the new situations.
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How to use this section
The following self-assessments will enable you to survey the
catalogue of opinions that contribute to your sense of identi-
ty and to help pinpoint any that are weakening your health,
happiness or effectiveness.

The guidelines for assessing your identity focus on these
core issues:

social identity
personal potential
work
life changes
body image
self-esteem
inner criticism
other people’s labels

The aim is to gain an overall impression of the influences
that shape and direct the way you feel about yourself, to hold
up a mirror that reflects an honest picture of those aspects of
your mind that are hard to distinguish in the day-to-day rush.
This will give you a chance to let go of any that no longer rel-
evant, or that limit you.

Work your way through each set of questions, taking as
much time as you need to think each one through, and

SELF-ASSESSMENT> IDENTITY

changing your mind as often as you like.When you have built
up a clear picture of yourself, move on to FEEDBACK and
ACTION PLAN and note down what you aim to do about
it. If you do not find yourself reflected here, use the See also
menu (right) to direct you to another part of The Mind
Gymnasium.
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SOCIAL IDENTITY
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To some extent, we all define ourselves by our race, our
nationality, our religion, our gender, the groups we join, the
politics we support and the socially useful roles we play.
Looking at the last of these, the roles you have already taken
on and those you are preparing or planning for, can be a
helpful way of becoming more aware of the key elements of
your identity.
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Role playing
Within a life-time, we all perform a variety of roles. The cen-
tral, most basic ones we are born with, others we may acquire
as badges of merit, and the rest we choose for ourselves. For a
secure sense of identity, we need a good balance between our
different roles. If one begins to take up most of the space in
our lives, our identity may become cramped or fragmented.

Roles and their contribution to identity

Example 1: someone who works as a
police officer. Here is a sharply defined
social role role in respect of the use of
force and restraint, coupled with require-
ments of honesty and probity.The same
person may also be a father, a role with
very different needs and responsibilities
such as nurturance, that may conflict with
his or her working role.

Example 2: A woman with a sick parent
who has the role of main carer. Her life is
complicated by a previous role as chief
executive of a medium-sized company.
Her role as daughter dictated that she
swap this role for that of caring for her
mother, despite being aware that a future
role as wealthy woman, when she inherits
her mother’s fortune, is being eroded by
the costs of her mother’s care.

Example 3: A local politician combines
the roles of elected representative with
those of lawyer, parent, husband, and
fund-raiser for charities.
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inherited 
roles

roles of
responsibility

chosen roles

Type here the social identity you were born with,
your inherited roles. For example Queen, head of
the family, only child, or refugee.

Type in here the roles of responsibility you have
acquired—those that bring commitment and restric-
tion, as well as privilege.You benefit from the status
of the position because you are appointed, qualified
or elected, but at the same time you are restrained
from acting freely.

Your
roles

Type here the names of the independent,
chosen roles that you play—those that are largely
based on skill. These could include vocational or
leisure interests that you can take up and put
down. In principle, anyone can have as many of
them as they choose.

print this page
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Review
Now think about each role and how it has shaped your view
of yourself. How do you feel in each role? Consider how your
roles relate to each other. How do you choose your roles? Do
you have one role that blocks other roles? How do any roles
you plan to take on ‘sit’ with what you already have? When
you have taken on a new role do you indicate this clearly to
other people? Look at what roles are tied to a particular time
of day or week. Look at what happens when someone 
doesn't acknowledge a role for which you feel ownership.
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ACTION PLAN
If you feel your roles are ruling your life, look to see if you
could drop some of your responsibilities and take on more
enjoyable roles. If you feel a gap in your sense of identity,
consider what other roles you would like, and what it would
take to install them.

FEEDBACK
The roles we have accumulated greatly influence our sense
of identity. What we often tend to do is to compartmental-
ize ourselves in our relationships, so that we only allow peo-
ple to see us in one role at a time. A teacher, for example,
may also be a parent, musician, householder and magistrate,
but may restrict many relationships to an impersonal level,
so that most people only see the teacher.

Roles of responsibility seem to be the most problemat-
ic, because they lend support to a fragile or insecure identi-
ty. In late adolescence, becoming a lawyer, or a nurse, can
provide a global solution to not knowing what to make of
your life.What you won't be able to see at that point is how
much ordinary experience you will miss, because of the way
that some roles of responsibility block others. This can be
seen very clearly in the lives of media megastars for whom
life is a mixture of extreme privilege and extreme restraint.
So if you are very ambitious or greedy for fame, watch out!
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First let’s look at your own individual qualities and talents
and how far you have developed them.
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It is never
too late to
be what you
might have
been.

GEORGE ELIOT
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Skills and achievements
Starting today and going back to when you were a child,
make a list of your main personal achievements.
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When you have made your list, fol-
low these suggestions.

Here are some examples

print this page
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Building blocks
Think of your achievements as building blocks that have
shaped your identity. Do some areas of your life feature more
prominently than others? Do you think of yourself as main-
ly synonymous with your job, your relationships, or your
major interests? Are your achievements well balanced, are
they in proportion with each other? Is this a useful image for
you; would interweaving be a better metaphor?
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FEEDBACK
Whatever you do, all achievements large or small contribute
to your sense of identity.And it matters how you value your
achievements. If you tend to base your sense of personal
value on material success and a utilitarian approach to
achievement, then don’t be surprised if you feel upset at the
prospect of failure, or anxious about rejection. Also, if the
balance between internal and external achievement strong-
ly favours the external, you could be cut off from your body
messages and also perhaps unhelpfully divorced from your
feelings. Feelings tell us the value of what we are doing. If
we aren’t listening to them, we can drift into a way of life
that, while busy and productive, may not be in our best
long-term interests. Conversely, if your achievements are
balanced strongly in favour of ‘being’ rather than ‘doing’,
then you may find yourself over-dependent on others for
material support. There is no ideal way of balancing ‘being’
and ‘doing’, but bear in mind that a sustained imbalance
may eventually lead to difficulties.
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ACTION PLAN
Take time to look at how competitive you are. Does
achievement mean ‘winning’? Do you look down on people
who refuse to compete, or who care very little for success,
as ‘losers’? Take time to listen to what you feel is worth-
while for you, independent of its immediate economic or
social usefulness. Take time to weigh up all your external
achievements. You might well discover that you have done
enough and that it’s time to concentrate on ‘being’ the per-
son you would like to be.
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Unrealized potential
Take a long look at what else you feel you could achieve in
life: what are the journeys you have yet to make, the thresh-
olds you have yet to cross? Think of the hidden talents you
suspect you may have. Consider the natural aptitudes you
know are there, but are not being engaged or fully stretched.
Reflect about other, more satisfying outlets for your special
abilities and qualities. And think of the parts of yourself you
have given little attention to so far.
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Draw a pool of water and list in it the capabilities, skills and
talents that you are not yet using. Think of the aspects you
are already using as individual streams running off in satisfy-
ing directions and your unrealized potential as the remaining
water. How many streams are there and how big is the
remaining pool? 

Now think what input you would need to get the rest of your
potential flowing out. This may include:

Draw this input as waterfalls flowing into the pool. How
many would you need? And how big are they? Is there per-
haps already a waterfall, over which you have too little con-
trol, that dominates the whole picture?

When you have completed it, review your drawing. Have
you forgotten anything?

Money

Persistence

Confidence

Energy

Talent

Opportunity

Courage

Creativity
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FEEDBACK
At any given moment, you may be functioning at your full
potential—making love, having a baby, playing football, run-
ning ten miles (or one mile), painting a picture, running a
business, or caring for elderly relatives. And for the rest of
the time you may be idling along on automatic. But if you
are constantly preoccupied with day-to-day living, there
may be whole areas of your creativity and energy you
haven’t yet tapped. If this is true, then it’s useful to look at
where the responsibility for this unrealized potential lies.

There often seem to be two extreme positions, with
many in between. At one end of the scale, we cede all the
responsibility for reaching full potential to other people, or
to chance. At the other extreme, we try to take all the
responsibility for reaching full potential on ourselves, per-
haps seeing merit as all-important.

If you are at the ‘helpless’ extreme you may feel that
taking charge of your potential is impossible or impractical,
because you mistakenly assume that total control is essen-
tial. It’s not. You may have forgotten, or never noticed, that
opportunities can be created. You can do this through
groundwork and preparation, through keeping in touch
with colleagues and friends, or through letting your interests
and abilities be known to others.

Similarly, if you at the other extreme—believing that
you have to be completely in control—you will be limiting
your potential by shutting out other people’s contributions
of insight, experience, and support. If your attitude is near
either extreme, try to moderate it.

ACTION PLAN
Identify obstacles to realizing your potential. Look at what
is keeping these obstacles in place. Increase your knowledge
of how they can be dissolved, minimized, or removed. If
you try to have total control over your future, let go a little
and see what happens. If you take the risk of leaving more
your life to chance, then you may find that appetizing
opportunities spontaneously manifest themselves.
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Work is important for identity because of the large
amount of time we spend working, because it is often the
main community we belong to providing social contact that
doesn't have to be organized, and because it gives structure
to the day and the week. It is also important as a key source
of the ongoing relationships that help us reality test our val-
ues, ambitions and abilities. Use this chapter to help you
assess how work, or the lack of it, shapes your state of mind.
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Burden, delight, or challenge?
Work comes in an almost infinite range of varieties, and perhaps
as never before in history, the nature and range of employment
(and styles of exploitation) is evolving very rapidly.

Finding work, and coping with the demands it brings, can
be a daunting task that deepens, and can strengthen, but may
undermine, our sense of identity.

Use this section to help you assess:

your core capacities 
the match between work and personal ambitions
how sustainable your work is.

more
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Core capacities 

Look through the list below of work-related core capacities,
select any items that describe you, then select feedback.

I am numerate.

I am literate.

I am computerate.

I have learned how to learn.

My education provided a good basis of theoretical
knowledge for my work.

My job depends on practical knowledge derived from
custom, practice and experience.

I am good at making and keeping contact with other
workers and customers.

I have a well run-in range of ways of approaching prob-
lems and decisions.

I can handle relations with customers and employees
openly and directly and without aggression or hostility.

I am an effective negotiator.

FEEDBACK
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Feedback 

You checked       statement(s) in the 
Core capacities list 

If you have checked all or most of these items on this list it
is likely that work contributes strongly to your sense of
identity. If you checked few or none of them it is likely that
work is peripheral to, or has an unhelpful influence on, your
identity, your sense of your own value.

Action Plan
Your sense of identity may be greatly enhanced by taking
steps to explore or develop any of the capacities that you
didn't check. Having learned how to learn and thus being
able learn new skills and procedures is probably the core
and best rewarded work capacity and the one that most
supports adaptability. Return to the list to see what you
didn't check.
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Matching

Look through the lists below, select any items that describe
you, then select feedback.

List A

I have always had a lot of choice about the work I do.

The people I work for constantly check that my skills/abilities
fit the job I'm doing.

If I have to shift job tasks or responsibility, my employer
ensures that I have adequate training.

Hardly a day passes when I am not pleased or satisfied
by the work I do.

Work challenges have helped me grow as a person.

I'm self-employed and it suits me.

I find it easy to identify with the needs and policies of
my employer.

Work gives me the promise of recognition.

List B

I was directed into my line of work by parents/relatives.

Our family business depends on me.

I inherited this line of work from my parents.

What I have to offer is often un-needed or irrelevant at work.

Work has always been an unwanted inconvenience for me.

I would get out of this job tomorrow if I knew what I wanted
to do.

Work wears me down.

My employer’s aims have little or no interest or value for me.

My work constantly conflicts with bringing up a family.
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FEEDBACK
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Feedback

You checked         statement(s) in the 
Matching: List A
This suggests that you may be probably more submis-

sive or accommodating than is good for you.

You checked        statement(s) in the 
Matching: List B

If you checked many or most of list A and few of list B this
suggests that your work is a good match for your capacities.
This is likely to deepen, extend and consolidate your sense
of yourself, your identity. However, if your identity has
become somewhat merged with the job, the unexpected
loss of it through redundancy, or any other reason, may
leave you feeling deflated and disoriented.

If you checked few or none of list A and several of list B
then there may be a poor match between your abilities and
your work. Though it can be a continual strain, some peo-
ple manage this more or less successfully by holding work
in a watertight compartment such that it doesn't touch the
rest of their life. If through a lack of diligence, or un-confi-
dence you are selling yourself short by staying with a mis-
match, you may find it useful to consider the long-term
consequences. For example soul-erosion, the gradual loss of
a sense of purpose in life, and depression in the form of grief
for lost or missed opportunities. And of course, some form
of mismatch is sometimes the best that can be managed,
that's good enough, and that we choose to settle for.
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Action plan
Companies and organizations can provide a comprehensive
community but job loss can at a stroke mean the work com-
munity is out of reach. If work is constantly in the fore-
ground of your life, it may be prudent to take steps to
ensure that you belong to other communities that are noth-
ing to do with work.

If work is no more than a necessary evil but you recog-
nize a mismatch between your capacities and the work you
do, take steps to explore other options.Are you selling your-
self short, or too cheaply? What else might you do?
Whether there is a match between your capacities and the
work you undertake is partly a question of whether it mat-
ters to you. If it's a new notion, let it brew a bit and see what
new possibilities come to mind.
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Sustainability 

Look through the list below, select any items that describe
you, then select feedback.

I frequently feel stressed-out.
I travel more than two hours a day to and from work.
I frequently work more than 35 hours a week.
My work is mostly contingency driven.
My work is very intense and highly focused.
I have a lot of responsibility but not much power.
Work often imposes arbitrary, un-negotiated changes of

task or role.
I am frequently invited to collude in illegal, dangerous

practices.
I am often involved in emotionally charged disputes, dis-

agreements and violence.
My employers are seeking technical short cuts for my work.
There is often a staleness about my approach to work.
It would be quite accurate to call my work soul-destroying.
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FEEDBACK
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Feedback

You checked        statement(s) in the 
Sustainability list.

Very exciting, interesting and engaging work may only be
sustainable in the short term. This seems especially true if
the job is intrinsically stressful. If you selected more than
say, 5 items on this list, this could mean that your long-term
health and well-being probably requires a change of direc-
tion. Particularly if work is the only or main activity that
gives meaning to your life

Action Plan 
If you can see that your present work cannot be sustained,
begin to develop capacities, contacts, and new perspectives,
and especially build the support you'd need to make a
change of career.

If you have reached a point in your career where you
could cruise a bit but are still working flat out, consider
what difficult decisions work helps you to avoid.

A feeling of staleness around the work you do is likely
to be an indication of a time for change and renewal.Ask for
more responsibility, or take the responsibility on yourself to
find fresh challenges.

If you are daily faced with high levels of unrelenting
stress, take care that you have adequate support on and off
the job. If you have little or no control over the pace and
timing of the stressful situations, and especially if you have
lots of responsibility but little power to influence how the
work is done or approved, look for somewhere else to work! 

Keep a wary eye open for technical developments that
employers may introduce that make your skills set redun-
dant. It may be hard to avoid, but current employment
styles make having all your eggs in one skills basket more
and more risky.
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Unemployment
If you are out of work, unemployment may be creating an
opportunity which could take you into new and exciting
orbits—if you can only let go of messages telling you oth-
erwise. Work brings us into contact with other people,
gives a structure to the day, and affirms our sense of self-
worth. When this disappears, we are likely to feel demor-
alized, but unemployment can be a challenge and can lead
to a new start. If you hate being unemployed, use the time
to take a close look at how much your sense of self has
been moulded by your work. This may be a chance to
make your identity more your own. A person is never
obsolete, but a mind shaped to suit an employer’s
demands can easily become redundant. You may find
some of the screens accessible through the See also menu
(right) helpful.

SELF-ASSESSMENT> IDENTITY> WORK

See also �
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LIFE CHANGES
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Major changes in life inevitably challenge our sense of
identity. Important life events, whether it means becoming
a parent, giving up smoking, or moving to another country,
involve adopting new roles and discarding old ones. This
disturbance to our view of ourselves can lead to feelings of
confusion and vulnerability that at times may be hard to
cope with.

The certainty
that nothing
can happen
to us that
does not in
our inner-
most being
belong to us
is the foun-
dation of
fearlessness.

Govinda
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Life landmarks
Make a list of the major landmarks in your adult life. These
might include: leaving school and home; starting or ending
a job, a course, or a relationship; setting up home, moving
house, or emigrating; getting married, separated, or
divorced; changing careers or going back to work; and
becoming a parent.

Life event Response

Beside each event write down how
you managed the change.

Think back to how you responded
to the challenge of a major change.
You may, for example, have taken a
risk and plunged in. You may have
withdrawn into yourself. You may
have asked for advice or watched
what other people did and fol-
lowed suit.

Did this reaction work? Did the
change enhance your sense of
identity or diminish it?

print this page
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FEEDBACK
Some of the events on your list may have amounted to an
‘identity crisis’. An identity crisis is often triggered by a
major life change that involves the reshaping, or modifica-
tion, of your identity. Often there is an ending; an in-
between stage that feels awkward or uncomfortable; and
then a new beginning. When you are in the midst of such a
crisis, it is easy to get into a panic and to feel that you will
never come out of it, but we usually do. Being able to han-
dle these crises can contribute to a strong sense of identity,
in much the same way as tree and plants are strengthened
by coping with windy weather. Also, if you accept the need
for evolution in your identity, change is more likely to seem
an opportunity rather than a disaster, and you will have
more influence on the outcome—you can choose to reject
change, or negotiate a slower pace of change.
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ACTION PLAN
If you are still in the foothills, or already mired in an identi-
ty crisis, be aware that support is essential. When the usual
coping strategies that are the foundation of identity are not
working, or have been disabled, we almost certainly need
someone else to lean on for a while. Find a counsellor or
therapist (see Finding Help) and use their experience to
help you build, and reality test, new ways of coping. Don’t
be surprised if you come out of a well-handled identity cri-
sis feeling greatly strengthened.
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BODY IMAGE
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Another aspect of your identity is locked into your rela-
tionship with your body.

more
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We are bod-
ies, and
through our
bodies we
experience
the imma-
nent value
of life itself.
When the
body is
devalued,
the self is
stripped of
inherent
value.
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Dear body...
Bodies and what we feel about them have a lot of influence
on our sense of identity. Here is a way of finding out how
much of an influence yours has on you.

Write a letter to your body, briefly outlining: first the
parts you don’t like, then the parts you do like.Apologize for
any neglect, abuse, or injury and express appreciation for
your body’s devotion to duty. Before you sign off, outline
some plans for pleasure, exercise and rest.
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Dear body,

print this page
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Dear owner...
Now write a letter from your body in reply, covering the fol-
lowing points: What I need is...

What I want is... Please reduce or stop... You don’t seem
to realize that...
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Dear owner,

print this page
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FEEDBACK
Feeling comfortable with your body and having a good,
healthy, close relationship with it is very likely to be reflect-
ed in a positive self-image, good self-esteem, a settled sense
of identity, and of being ‘somebody’.

Feeling uncomfortable or critical of your body tends to
induce and support poor self-esteem and very likely, some
distortion of your identity You may, for example, be keep-
ing up a ‘false front’ to hide the body you are unhappy
with. You may even feel like a ‘nobody’.
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ACTION PLAN
If you feel physically at ease, trust this bodily well-being as
a secure base for reaching out into more risky, less comfort-
able areas of your mind. Transfer the knowledge and skills
you have about your body to adjoining areas where they
may be deficits, perhaps in your personal relationships, or
your work.

If you feel uncomfortable in your body, increase the
amount of attention and care you give to your body.
Organize your time so that you have the opportunity to lis-
ten to what your body wants. Begin to notice how often you
override the signals from your body which say stop, or
more, or enough. If you think of your body merely as a
means of transport for your mind, take time to reflect on
what this may be depriving you of in the way of physical
intimacy, companionship, sensual pleasure and not least,
rational decision-making.
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SELF-ESTEEM
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Your sense of identity is influenced by how you believe
others see you, how much you value yourself, and how much
other people seem to value you.
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How do you think others see you?
First let’s look at the image you believe you project to the world.

Imagine you overhear a close friend who has a reputation
for honesty and insight describing you to someone else.

What would be the key points that you think they would
make about you as a person? What would they praise? What
would they caution against? 

Use the box below to write down their description of you.
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The box on the right contains what your ‘friend’ said about
you on the previous page. In the box below write down how
you feel about being described in this way. Do you like the
person they have written about?
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Text from the previous page

print this page
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FEEDBACK
The aim of this self-assessment is to hold up a mirror in
which to see yourself more clearly. If you feel that your
‘friend’ has done a good job of describing you, then we can
move on to your reactions to the description. If you can
hear what your friend says and accept the good with the
bad, then you probably have a good level of self-esteem. If
the description is a catalogue of faults, shortcomings, and
inadequacies, or that’s how it seems to you, then your sense
of self-esteem may have been undermined or disrupted to
such an extent that you may have settled for a rather nega-
tive view of your value as a person. If, on second thoughts,
the description does not really seem to fit you, rewrite the
description.

If you recognize and are happy to be the person your
friend has described, and you can live with it, then fine. But
ask yourself if this means keeping some area of identity
quiet, out of sight and therefore out of mind. If you suspect
that this is true, try to look into what that area might pos-
sibly be. If you are not happy to be the person described,
then you have work to do. This means discovering where
and when you learned to be dissatisfied with yourself. It also
involves resolving the tension between you and your opin-
ion of yourself, because if you don’t like yourself very much,
your whole identity will be under strain.

ACTION PLAN
If you are discontented with your friend’s description,
think about people who you are friends with in spite of
their unfortunate habits. Try adopting the same attitude to
your own undesirable traits—make friends with yourself.

SELF-ASSESSMENT> IDENTITY> SELF-ESTEEM
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How do you see yourself?
Now let’s look at identity through consideration of your
‘self-image’.

How do you feel about yourself and what do you think
are your good and bad points?

Make a list of your positive points, your virtues and your
strengths as a person under the following headings:

STRENGTHS Appearance Personal
styles

Work Home life Relationships Social
awareness

Self-
awareness

Sexuality

You can
type in
these
boxes

print this page
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Now make a list of your negative points, your vices, bad
habits and weaknesses under the same headings:
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Appearance Personal
styles

Work Home life Relationships Social 
awareness

Self-
awareness

SexualityWEAKNESSES

You can
type in
these
boxes

print this page
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FEEDBACK
These lists should provide two useful sources of insight into
your identity.Which list is the longest and how are the neg-
atives distributed? If the list of negatives is longer, then this
probably indicates a low sense of self-esteem. Did your
choices reflect a common cultural reluctance to be accurate
about self-value? Conversely, a longer list of positives prob-
ably corresponds to good self-esteem. If your negatives are
clustered in just one or two areas, then you may have good
self-esteem generally but have one or two deficits that could
do with attention.

ACTION PLAN
Go back over your list and look at how realistic your
impressions are. Replace put-down words like ‘stupid’,
‘unsociable’, or ‘forgetful’ with more accurate, more spe-
cific words, so that, for example, ‘stupid’ becomes ‘lacking
information’, ‘unsociable’ becomes ‘independent’, and ‘for-
getful’ becomes ‘remembers faces not names’ and so on.
After you’ve done this look at your list again, how does it
feel now? Make a note of any areas you’d like to attend to.
Bear in mind that developments in identity strengthen the
whole person, and the first step is to shift your opinions
about yourself.
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Do you feel valued?
Another way to approach identity is to look at how highly
valued you feel in other people’s eyes.

Make a list of situations in which you feel valued.
Add to these the names of people who contribute to this feeling.

I feel valued when...

situations people

print this page
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Make a list of situations in which you feel devalued.
Add to these the names of people who contribute to this feeling.
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I feel devalued when...

situations people

print this page
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FEEDBACK
The length of each list is likely to reveal how your self-
esteem affects your sense of identity. If the list of people
who leave you feeling devalued is much longer than the
other one, it may be that you have inadvertently found
yourself living or working with people who are hostile, crit-
ical and uncaring in their attitude to you. Perhaps you never
really noticed that this was happening but that it is so. How
come? Did you resist? Did you perhaps unintentionally
invite the invalidation? There is often some kind of short-
term pay-off in staying around people who undermine us.
It may be horrible but at least it’s familiar, whereas con-
fronting or moving away from these people may seem
ungrateful, too risky, or economically impossible.

Sometimes people can leave you feeling invalidated
without intending to—by, say, not selecting you for a task.
If this neutral intention is confirmed by other people but
you still have a strong feeling of put down or attack, then
you may need to turn to your personal history to find out
where it comes from. The See also menu (right) and the
Action Plan page next screen, has some helpful pointers

It is useful to keep in mind, that if you like yourself, oth-
ers will probably like you too. If you care for yourself, oth-
ers will care for you. If you love yourself, others will love
you. If you value yourself, others will value you. But if you
hate yourself, others may find find you unappealing.

See also �
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ACTION PLAN
If and when you respond very emotionally to a put-down,
check out what, or who it reminds you of. This will proba-
bly bring to the surface some association from your person-
al history. You can tell if you have found the right associa-
tion because the emotional charge is likely to subside, leav-
ing you free to act. Say, for example, you feel devalued by a
man at work who is very blunt in the way he gives you
instructions. When you discover that he reminds you of a
teacher you had at junior school who constantly picked on
you, you may be able to ask him to be more careful about
how he speaks to you. Check out re-stimulation
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INNER VOICES
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‘you’re
no good’

Judgements and compliments
An important feature of identity is the notion of inner voic-
es. Try to identify any inner voices that you may have, write
down what they say to you.Are they helpful or undermining? 

The sound tracks below gives some examples:
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‘you
should...’

‘you
really ought to..’

‘why
not try ?’

Conscience

Critic 

Inspiration

‘that
won’t work’

SELF-ASSESSMENT> IDENTITY> INNER VOICES
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FEEDBACK
Although you may not be sharply aware of them, it is not
unusual to have a whole chorus of inner voices. For some
people these voices are encouraging, or merely a little dis-
tracting. For others, their insistent repetitions can become
disruptive and undermining. Even though your personal
range of voices might be very diverse, you may be aware of
only one or two. Either way they are likely to amount to a
very active part of your identity. It is very important to get
to know these inner voices, because they are quite likely to
be running your life.

If the inner chorus is harmonious, it can be highly moti-
vating, but if the voices are disruptive or simply confusing,
you will find it very helpful to examine them.You may find,
for example, that you are receiving conflicting advice from
half a dozen different voices.

One of the most powerful and damaging influences on
identity is the voice of the ‘inner critic’. If it is allowed a free
rein, it can cast an all-pervasive blanket of gloom and deri-
sion on your every action. It distorts both your perceptions
and your responses, leaving others disappointed and your-
self feeling uncomfortable, or cheated.

The inner critic usually derives from the past, linking
you to earlier figures who were important to you, across
time and space, as if by remote control. Almost always, this
voice is an internalized version of one or both of your par-
ents, or people who made themselves responsible for your
behaviour when you were younger.

ACTION PLAN
If you have an inner critic, give it some conscious attention.
Try to find out who it reminds you of. Listen to its tone of
voice as well as what it says. Concentrate on what the other
voices say too. Do they argue with each other? Which voic-
es are the loudest, or the most frequent? Are they on bal-
ance positive and supportive? Or negative and undermin-
ing? Learn how to develop a dialogue between these inner
voices and learn to let them speak out, so that you can
choose to accept or ignore what they say. The See also
menu (right) has some pointers to exercises that will help
you with this.

See also �
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OTHER PEOPLE’S LABELS
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One of the most formative influences on our minds is
the kind of labels that other people attach to us. Other peo-
ple often unwittingly hypnotize us into a quite mistaken
opinion of our value or worth through repeatedly telling us
that we are ‘stupid’ or ‘lazy’ or ‘depressed’. As Philip
Zimbardo says in his book on shyness: ‘once labelled is
twice proved’.

There may be some truth in the labels that come towards
you, but it is the all-embracing nature of them that can be so
damaging. If someone repeatedly says that you are a ‘good
girl’, or that you are a ‘good laugh’, there’s a high chance that
the repetition and the application of an impossibly general-
ized description will stick. Even if you know it’s wrong to
begin with, your inner conviction may dissolve in the judge-
ment. Like the roles we accumulate, the labels we wear can
make a sizeable contribution to our identity.
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Restrictive labels
Labels limit our freedom to be ourselves. Some restrain or
impede us, others pull, push, compel, drive, squash, or wound
us. The less we are aware of them, the more they force us to
conform to their descriptions.
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Against each label, note which works in your favour and
which works against you. Then add where you got the
label, when, and from whom.
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label name:

where I got it:

for

against

label name:

where I got it:

for

against

label name:

where I got it:

for

against
label name:

where I got it:

for

against

Depressed
Strong
Kind
Unreliable
Loser

Cheerful
Weak
Thick-skinned
Failure
Mean

Quick
Incompetent
Lazy
Patient
Slow

Aggressive
Generous
Selfish
Clever
Irresponsible

print this page
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ACTION PLAN
Listen out for people making statements about you that are
too general to be accurate. Reject their label, then try asking
them to be specific.Ask them to keep statements about you
as a person, separate from statements about your behaviour.
Be an example yourself: ‘I think of myself as a careful and
cautious person but I do sometimes make mistakes’.

When people give you a label, it is often for their own
convenience. Try to notice who benefits from any label you
are invited to wear. It can be useful to think back to a time
when a label first came into use. Consider how it happened
and how you now keep the label in place.
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See also �

FEEDBACK
If you have adopted a large pack of labels chosen by other
people, you may need to reconsider whether they really
belong to you. If you feel they do belong, how far have they
become self-fulfilling prophecies? Labels are often there as
a way of controlling you, or limiting your personal power.
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We are brought up believing that body and mind are
independent units, whereas actually they are different aspects
of the same thing. The body throbs with intelligence and
emotion, while our physical condition influences the way we
think and feel. If you are nervous before an exam, or an inter-
view, you feel butterflies in your stomach. If you are
depressed, your posture reflects it in hunched shoulders; if
you are happy, your body walks tall.
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How mind and body influence each other
Do you experience your body and mind as distinct? Might
this perception have some species survival value? Perhaps.
But it is much more likely that your perception is due to the
overwhelming support there still is for the saints, scientists,
religious teachers and philosophers who have built careers
and hugely influential moralities around a belief that body
and mind are separate. Check out the ‘see also’ menu oppo-
site for a review of this philosophical heritage, and current
cognitive science and neurophysiology. The latter is unravel-
ling these very damaging systems of belief, supporting the his-
torically recent notion that mind and body are different
flavours of the same cherry.

This intrinsic connection between body and mind means
that you probably have less conscious control over your
behaviour than you might think. The self-aware part of the
bodymind, the individual ‘I’ that is reading this, does have the
power to direct your activities, but it is not autonomous. It is
bound up in layer on layer of interdependence with the intel-
ligence of the rest of the body. This intelligence not only reg-
ulates temperature, digestion, and defence against disease, but
registers sense impressions, comfort or discomfort, and, not
least, your feelings about what is happening around you.

Regardless of your conscious purposes, the bodymind
patiently pursues its own agendas. For example, specialized
forms of white cell in your blood are at this moment dili-
gently producing antibodies to fight infections, while others
are engulfing and destroying harmful micro-organisms. If
your bodymind is subject to high levels of stress, however,
these cells may give up on the task or become less effective.

At a more visible level, specific parts of your bodymind may be
spontaneously expressing unacknowledged emotions as physi-
cal tension, or ‘body language’.
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Cultivating a healthy bodymind
The structure of the bodymind has evolved from centuries—
aeons of challenge. Each succeeding wave has sculpted, erod-
ed, and sedimented itself into the bodymind’s central nerv-
ous system. Biologically, we are well equipped to cope with
a wide range of problems, and the bodymind usually
responds creatively. However, the biological base is always
interwoven in the bodymind with cultural patterns—the
accumulated experience of daily life.

Due to this inter-relation, there are no enhancements of
attention or perception that are independent of bodily expe-
rience, nor enhancements of the body that do not depend on
attitude, intention, will and patience. Do you fancy improv-
ing your mind by working on your body? Mental and emo-
tional well-being, for example, improve with regular exercise,
plenty of sleep, and periods of complete relaxation. Avoiding
cigarettes, alcohol, and other stimulants; drugs, legal or oth-
erwise; and eating a healthy diet, also helps free the body-
mind from unhelpful interference.

Likewise, you can improve your physical well-being by
working on your mind.The old paradigm attitudes towards
health, well-being and mindcare, emphasize a repair shop
approach, in which a doctor diagnoses, and then ‘fixes’, an ill-
ness or ailment lodged in the patient. A more appropriate
way of caring for the body is to proactively take better care
of your bodymind—prevent the health-damaging build-up
of stress, deal with the relics of your personal history that
hold you in overwork, or gloom. Together these support the
bodymind’s healing processes and are likely to enhance your
feeling of general well-being.
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Bodymind guidelines
The following self-assessment guidelines will help you get to
know your bodymind better.

They focus on your awareness of:

coping with challenge
body signals
sex
physical fitness
sickness and healing
symptoms
diet
drugs

Work your way through the assessment items, taking as
much time as you need. Make a note of your response, then
move on to FEEDBACK and ACTION PLAN. If you do not
find yourself reflected here, go to the INDEX and use it to
direct you to a different starting point.
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COPING WITH
CHALLENGE
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The human bodymind has a built-in ability to cope.And it is
this adaptability that enables us to find a niche for ourselves in
almost any climate and under very diverse social conditions.

Most of us face such a high rate of change in our daily
lives that the ability to respond well to challenge is essential.
If we are adaptable, we are also more likely to be able to han-
dle the pressures or tedium of work, family, school, or college
life. But human adaptability also has its disadvantages.

As individuals we may come to believe that we should be
able to cope with anything that life—circumstances or socie-
ty—throws at us. If we fail to cope, we often tend to absorb
the blame personally and not notice how some of the
demands we face are unreasonable and overwhelming.

23% of adults in
Britain [have]
taken a minor
tranquilliser at
some point in
their lives...The
use of anti-
depressants
has...increased
dramatically. In
England,
between 1990
and 1995, the
number of pre-
scriptions for
anti-depressants
rose by 116%,
and for SSRIs
(newer antide-
pressants such as
Prozac) in par-
ticular by 732%.

MIND
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How much challenge are you facing at the
moment?

Time pressures
Time pressures and commitments can make us feel that we
are in the grip of a vice that is squeezing out our freedom of
choice. We feel as if we are always running to catch up with
ourselves, until we run out of energy and slip into ‘burnout’.

Make a list of the ‘inescapable’ time pressures that you
find yourself dealing with in a typical month.

Examples could include:

Attending meetings, functions, conferences,
assemblies

Taking children to and from school

Preparing reports, audits, plans, strategies,
proposals, analyses, lectures, lessons

Meeting deadlines and quotas

Getting to work on time

Preparing meals for the family

Sitting tests and examinations

Attending to sick relatives

Coping with colleagues’ demands

print this page
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Responsibility without power
If we are responsible for the outcome of situations, or events,
yet we do not have the power to decisively influence them, we
are very likely to feel resentful, stressed out, and oppressed.

Make a list of the situations where you feel you have a lot
of responsibility without much, or enough, power.

Examples might include:

Coping with adolescent children

Doing a good job in a subordinate position

Sitting on voluntary committees

Handling relationships

print this page
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Relying on people
Depending on other people for the success of any event or
piece of work can make you feel like a juggler, or trapeze
artist. You may be in a constant state of tension, because if
one small part of the sequence fails, the whole enterprise
might collapse.

Make a list of the situations where you have to depend
on other people to ‘get it right’.

Examples could include:

Making appointments

Avoiding management crises

Meeting target production figures

Organizing events, such as presentations,
conferences, public events, entertainments,
weddings, services

Entrusting children to school, friends, or relatives

Driving

Maintaining high standards

Getting repairs fixed and goods delivered

print this page
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Poisonous people
People who undermine, confuse, or hurt us, either deliberately
or unwittingly, can drain us of our resilience and create addi-
tional stress, so that our ability to cope is severely threatened.

Make a list of the people you come into contact with who
are ‘poisonous’.

This could include people who seem to be:

Undermining

Malicious or wounding

Blaming

Abusive

Capricious and contradictory in their demands

Harassing

Unwilling to take ‘no’ for an answer

Manipulative
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How well do you cope with challenge?
Do you experience times of gloom and low energy and times
when you are very alert and excited? Draw a large square on a
piece of paper, and divide the square to make two rectangles
representing the amount of time you feel you spend in each
state. Do you know how you get from one state to the other?

Write down how you do it.

Draw two arrows indicating the directions of move-
ment—‘From excitement’ and ‘To excitement’.

Do you get stuck in either of the two states? If so, which
one do you get stuck in the most? 

Put a thick line around the one you get stuck in.
Looking at the thick line, how is it made? Is it a person

or an attitude or a lack of material resources?

alert, excited

low energy, gloom

Here is an example of how this
assessment might look in practice
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FEEDBACK
Coping is a complex human phenomenon in which our
bodymind mobilizes in response to outside demands.
When faced with a challenge, the bodymind responds by
mobilizing its resources. Adrenaline is released into the
bloodstream, digestion shuts down, the heart rate increas-
es, and breathing quickens. The result is a heightened state
of arousal.

Coping well depends on managing your arousal well.
Under poor management, you can become stuck in high
arousal so that you feel inappropriately restless, excited,
elated, sleepless, anxious, or hyperactive. Alternatively,
you may become stuck in low arousal—often as a result
of insufficient challenge—and feel depressed, bored,
lethargic and despairing. Both limit your freedom of
choice. In sustained high arousal, calm, quiet considera-
tion becomes difficult or impossible. With sustained low
arousal, opportunities slip by, attention is unfocused, and
‘everything seems to be too much trouble’.

You can significantly improve your ability to cope by
noticing how much pressure you feel comfortable with, and
by adjusting the load. You could be trying to cope with too
much, or not enough. Taking charge of the load may mean
choosing to resist, avoid, or confront ‘people poison’, dele-
gating more responsibility and simply finding the time and
space to look at the world—sitting in the park or walking by
the river. Once you are aware of how much of a challenge
you are dealing with, it is easier to assume the power to
moderate it.
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ACTION PLAN
Good management of your state of arousal means being
able to raise or lower it at will. Typically, you can raise your
arousal level by playing or watching competitive sport,
dancing, sex, going to parties, discussing political prefer-
ences with friends, or listening to loud music. Conversely,
you can lower arousal by resting, meditating, breathing
exercises, or listening to calm music. Plan to improve your
coping ability by learning how to recognize your arousal
level and practise changing it at will. Recognize and deal
with exhaustion, sleep deprivation, and self-destructive tac-
tics. Become fit enough for your chosen life-style.

See also �
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My 
head 
hurtsI feel

thirsty

I feel 
cold

I feel
hungry

My 
head 
hurts

I’m 
in pain

My feet
ache
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BODY SIGNALS
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Your bodymind communicates with you through the lan-
guage of body signals. How aware you are of them, and how
you respond to them, reveal a lot about how you relate to
your body.
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Body messages
The countless cells of the muscle, bone and tissue of the
bodymind are interleaved with layer upon layer of electro-
chemical and hormonal circuits, all of them alive with mes-
sages about your physical state. Do all the messages get
through? If you hear a message saying, ‘I’m hungry’, ‘I’m
exhausted’, ‘My head aches’, do you heed the message and
give it due attention? Or, if the message is inconvenient, do
you sometimes block it, so that the body condition continues,
but news of it doesn’t get through?

Use the assessment material on the following screens to
to check out how in touch with your bodymind you are.
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Here are some questions about your body signals. For any of
the following statements that are true for you, tick an hour on
the clock.

You are good at staying up late at night.

You can easily ignore tiredness.

You frequently have less sleep than you need.

You frequently stay up all night then go to work the next

day.

You work nights and look after your family during the day.

You often work hours that have little relation to day or

night.

You find it easy to do without breakfast or lunch.

You often just grab a sandwich between meetings, classes, or

jobs.

You find it easy to forget that you are hungry.

You regularly work through a whole morning or afternoon

without taking a break.

You regard yawning as something to be suppressed.

You get high on your work because it’s so pleasurable and

keep on going, then eventually collapse.

You work very intensively for weeks or months and then

have difficulty relaxing when you stop.

1
2

3

4
567

8

9

10
11 12

FEEDBACK
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FEEDBACK 1
A score of more than four on the clock face suggests that you
may have got into the habit of overriding many of your body’s
subtle time signals.

If the demands that you make on yourself, or accept from
others, are so great that they leave you feeling you ‘need to
sleep for a week’, then your body will soon realize that it isn’t
going to get the help it needs to work properly. Those of us
who would never for a moment drive a car with no air in the
tyres, are sometimes prepared to live for months on much less
sleep we know we need.

The processes that keep you alive and well operate in a
continual ebb and flow of different rhythmic cycles. Sleep, for
example, frees the bodymind from the need to respond to
external stimuli, so that digestion, elimination, and healing
can proceed at their own rate.

When you persistently ignore the underlying rhythmic
cycles of your bodymind, it will initially manage to adapt.
Your kidneys will continue to purify the bloodstream, bone
marrow will generate new blood cells, and your digestive
system will go on extracting nutrients. But some of the
body’s processes will be weakened, reducing resistance to
disease and perhaps laying the ground for ill-health or psy-
chosomatic ailments.
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FEEDBACK 2
A low score, of 4 or below on the clock face, probably indi-
cates that you are not presently ignoring your basic bio-
rhythm to any great extent. At best this may mean that
you are already accurately tuned to the needs of your
body; at the very least it means that your life-style is free
enough from stress to enable you to learn to take account
of your biorhythm.
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ACTION PLAN
Identify and follow your body’s rhythms. Learn to ‘listen’
to your body signals and try to act on them. Become more
disciplined in the way you treat your body’s messages.
This doesn’t mean giving in to every flicker of fatigue or
muscular twinge that you feel. Choose to override fatigue
or other body signals for only limited periods and after-
wards follow your body signals. Let them lead you to rest,
exercise, or recuperation.
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SICKNESS AND HEALING
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One of the more subtle interconnections of the human
bodymind is the capacity to interpret and respond to the
body signals that indicate that you are not well. How do you
deal with them? Do you take responsibility for them, or do
you delegate responsibility for your well-being to the profes-
sionals? Or both?
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Miracles…rest
not so much
upon…healing
power coming
suddenly near
us from afar,
but upon our
perceptions
being made
finer, so that,
for a moment,
our eyes can
see…what is
there around
us always.

WILLA CATHER
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Symptoms of emotional problems?
The notion of bodymind—of mind being integral with body—
installs the parallel idea that bodies are intrinsically intelligent.
If we pay attention to them, our knees and necks and stomachs
may tell us what they need for better health.We may also dis-
cover that some physical symptoms are the tip of an emotion-
al iceberg, or the result of will imperiously denying the demo-
cratic choice of the body for rest and holiday.

SELF-ASSESSMENT> BODYMIND> SICKNESS AND HEALING

Stomach pain, especially central-
ly under the ribs, may be warn-
ing you of underlying anxieties.

Backache may be reminding you
that your sex life is unsatisfactory.

A headache may be a signal
that your bodymind has had
enough of being overworked.

Stiff joints could indicate
unsatisfactory relationships.

Heart palpitations may be
drawing attention to an
over-stressed life-style.

A pain in the neck may reveal unex-
pressed resentment or frustration
with someone or something.
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Type in the boxes below, or divide up a piece of paper into
six columns and write in the following headings.

Now make a list of the things that have been wrong with you
for the last few months or so, under the appropriate headings.
It doesn’t matter if you can’t remember them all, but include
spells of unhappiness, anxiety, irritability, and generally feel-
ing unwell, as well as coughs, colds, aches and pains, and more
serious illnesses.
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1 53 42 6
Warning signal
actual or potential
imbalance in the
body

Fault condition 
body function 
requiring correction

Evidence of healing
- that the body was
healing itself

Nuisance 
to be controlled or
eliminated

Doing too much Accident
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FEEDBACK
If most of your symptoms were in the second or fourth col-
umn, you may have absorbed the somewhat mechanistic
approach to the bodymind espoused by the medical profes-
sion. Doctors remain our best source of help when serious
illness arises, but biomedical knowledge has, until recently,
been entirely based on the idea of ill-health rather than well-
being, emphasizing cures rather than prevention. Many of us
have learned that to get our practitioner’s attention, our
symptoms need to be physical rather than psychological.An
earache, backache, or headache will be more acceptable than
‘feeling low’ or ‘feeling strange’. However, the assumption
that doctors can bring disease under control is meeting
increasing resistance. How often have you been to your doc-
tor and then failed to take the prescribed medicine ? A more
holistic approach to health, which keeps the best of the old
and includes the psychological dimensions of well-being, is
making steady progress. It emphasizes health maintenance,
self-diagnosis, and self-healing, and puts the responsibility for
health on a more co-operative footing.

If most of your responses were in the first and third
columns, you have probably already begun to absorb and
act on this more holistic concept of health and well-being.
If so, you probably regard symptoms as messages, saying,
perhaps: ‘Look, something is off-key’, or ‘Please be patient.
All will be well soon.’ This approach opens up a whole new
range of choices for improving your health.

ACTION PLAN
If you don’t already do so, consider your body signals as a
warning that something is adrift, or out of balance, an
opportunity to find out what is happening and why.A good
way to begin to do this is to ask yourself what a symptom
might be trying to tell you.Try to trace each symptom back
to its root cause and, having identified the cause, give it the
attention it needs. Don’t ignore warning signals; seek med-
ical advice promptly.
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Sex reveals very clearly how well you balance the con-
scious and automatic processes of your bodymind. The last
40 years have seen the beginnings of a transformation in atti-
tudes toward sex. And this, in turn, has made contraception
more available and abortion and homosexuality legal in many
countries. This has undoubtedly generated a lot of physical
delight. However, each generation of young people have to
work their own way through the experiences of developing
their sexuality. Older guidelines which are evidently obsolete
and the extent to which intimacy has become a commodity
or marketing device, plus changing gender roles, continue to
make emerging sexuality difficult to cope with.

The degree to which the sexual revolution has affected
you will depend on your age and where you live. But what-
ever your experience of sexuality, living in your body, being
at home with it, is important in all sexual activity.
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more We want sex
to be more
like shopping,
for it to be
transparent
and easily
gratifying...
Concentration
on perform-
ance leaves no
time or room
for ecstasy.

ZYMUNT BAUMAN

PUMP-HOUSE OF THE HEART



Do you recognize any of the following statements as true for
you? Check any that you agree with, then move on to the
next screen.

You have a clear idea of what your sexual needs are.

Your sexual feelings often lead you to initiate sexual activity.

You allow yourself to fulfill your sexual needs.

You can ask for what you need and specify preferred times
and places.

You take the trouble to find out what your partner needs and
likes.

You can choose to refuse what your partner wants.

You frequently need to suppress your sexual arousal.

You can choose to retain control or let go of it in a 
sexual situation.

Given the foreplay that you need, you can readily 
reach orgasm.

Orgasm is accompanied by a profound switch of bodily sensa-
tion—often from excitement and arousal to deep relaxation.
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choosing feedback on the next screen 
erases your selections
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Now check any of the following statements that are true
for you and then select feedback.

You usually rely on your partner to arouse you.

You need a drink before you can abandon control of yourself.

When making love you have to be in control throughout.

You only become sexually aroused through creating or re-

creating special roles or situations.

You are unable to accept masturbation as an occasional

alternative to sex with another person.

You rely on pornography to become aroused.

You have had some experiences, perhaps as a child, that

make sex an on-going problem.

As a child you were discouraged from masturbating.

You worry about sex a lot.

SELF-ASSESSMENT> BODYMIND> SEX

choosing feedback erases your selections

FEEDBACK
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FEEDBACK
You checked few, or none of the first set of statements, and
many or most of the second set.This suggests that your sex-
uality may be unnecessarily distorted. Because our culture
tends to devalue feelings, powerful sexual urges that seem
to threaten our self-control can make us very anxious. And
sexual feelings can become even more worrying if they echo
cultural attitudes about sex as ‘bad’, dirty’, or ‘sinful’.

Distortions of sexuality very often derive from:

Domination - the desire to impose your needs on others.

Submission - sacrificing your personal needs, perhaps
because you don’t feel you deserve anything better.

Fear of failure - perhaps through an over-emphasis on
measuring up to some ideal.

Overwork - allowing the excitement and stress of work to
squeeze out sexual activity.

Compulsive need for approval - doing whatever it takes
to get approval from your partner.

Memories from the past - a sense of freezing, block-
ing, or numbness 

Harmful beliefs - thinking that your body is ugly, bad, dis-
gusting, ‘animal’, or sinful.

A mechanical attitude - you think that sex is only about
genitalia.

A desire to hurt or humiliate - perhaps in your early
experience, punishment was the foundation of relationship.

If you find yourself struggling with sexual problems, they
may be part of a general difficulty with feelings, and conse-
quently, relationships. Developing your ability to care for,
respond to, your body, being more in touch with it, can be
more helpful in transforming your sexuality than trying to
confront it directly. Non-sexual touch, massage, hugs, and
listening to what your body has to say across a whole spec-
trum of experiences can begin to support an open, caring
approach to sexuality.

ACTION PLAN
If you have recurring difficulties with sex, learn to get in
touch with your own feelings and your body, develop a
caring approach to your partner if you have one, and look
into your personal history for memories or beliefs that
may be interfering with the flow of sexual feeling
between you. Psychosexual counselling can also help to
solve recurring difficulties.

See also �
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FEEDBACK
You checked several or most of the first set of statements
and less, or only a few, of the second set. This suggests
that you are probably well along the way to bringing your
sexuality in from the cold (or that it has never given cause
for concern).
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ACTION PLAN
If your settled attitude to sex has been achieved through
shutting off from earlier negative attitudes, perhaps linked to
religious beliefs, you may find that they are still lurking and
occasionally re-emerge. You could be very helpful to consol-
idate your approach to sexual matters by unpicking some of
the life events that put these attitudes in place.

more
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FEEDBACK
You appear to have checked an equal number of items on
both lists: this may mean you didn’t take it very seriously, or
perhaps that you have a very ambivalent experience of sex-
uality, moving between extremes of satisfaction and distress.

Alternatively, if you found yourself checking only a few
or none of the items on the two lists, this may be a sign of
either an underdeveloped or suppressed sexuality, or a seri-
ous lack of information about sexual matters (or shyness in
the present viewing situation!).
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ACTION PLAN
If you have recurring difficulties with sex, learn to get in
touch with your own feelings and your body, develop a
caring approach to your partner if you have one, and look
into your personal history for life events, memories or
beliefs, that may be interfering with the flow of sexual
feeling between you. Psychosexual counselling can also
help to solve recurring difficulties.

See also �
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PHYSICAL
FITNESS

Caption
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Fitness is a measure of how well the bodymind is tuned to
cope with the demands of life. It provides a helpful set of
guidelines for assessing the foundations of well-being.The fol-
lowing screens will provide some pointers to help you check
out your current fitness level.
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How efficient are your heart and lungs?
You can measure how effectively your heart pumps blood
around your body simply and adequately, by taking your
pulse rate at rest.

Pulse rate at rest
One of the best signs of peak fitness is a strong, slow, and reg-
ular resting pulse rate. Any sort of emotional or physical
activity, however, will raise your pulse rate, so check it when
you wake up in the morning. Women tend to have a slightly
faster pulse than men, and in most people, pulse increases a
little with age, although rates vary from individual to indi-
vidual.

Using your fingertips, feel your pulse at your wrist, your
temple, your elbow, or in your neck—about two inches
below your ear—for one minute. If you are unsure, try again
for another minute as a double-check.
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How active are you?
In the box opposite make a note of how much exercise you
take in an average week.

Do you jog, swim, or work out?

Do you do a lot of walking?

Do you climb a lot of stairs, do a lot of lifting and carrying, or
other manual work?

Do you play sports regularly?

Do you have an active hobby, such as gardening or DIY? 

Now continue below your note with how you feel about the
amount of exercise you take, and how active you think you
are for your age.
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Your activity level
If you are in doubt about your overall activity level, take a
look at the following list:

You take physical exercise, vigorous enough to make you
sweat, less than once a week.

You walk less than half a mile a day.

You travel to work by public transport or car.

You take the lift (elevator) rather than the stairs.

You watch TV most of the time at weekends.

You get other people to go shopping or run errands if you can.

Now write in the box opposite how you feel about your
activity level, and again, how active you think you are for
your age.
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FEEDBACK
If you find your pulse is between 60 and 85 beats per
minute, this indicates a good general fitness level. Even
lower is excellent. If it is over 85, this may be an early indi-
cation of risk and your heart may be under strain.

Caution: consult your doctor immediately if your
pulse rate is consistently over 100 beats per minute.

Secretly, most of us know if we tend to be a bit slug-
gish, but find it difficult to change our habits. If this is true
for you, you would be well advised to rethink your attitude
to exercise. Once you’ve gained first-hand experience of
the increased energy and enthusiasm, reduced stress,
improved self-image, and general health that come with
even modest amounts of exercise, you’ll probably never
want to stop.

If you are fit you probably know it and may already
monitor how much exercise and effort it takes to become,
or stay fit. If you don’t know whether you are fit or not,
then monitoring your fitness level is an important first step.

ACTION PLAN
Start some kind of aerobic exercise routine, or book into a
gym or exercise class. Monitor your fitness level through
graded exercise and pulse checks. Put aside the time to take
more exercise every day. While exercising with other peo-
ple can be very supportive, it’s important to find a form of
exercise that is easily accessible. Arranging partners, making
bookings, travelling to venues, can all increase the chances
that regular exercise doesn’t happen. If in doubt, run!
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At the most basic level, we each owe our existence to
food. And, in a very literal sense, ‘we are what we eat’. But
perhaps because eating is so repetitive, it tends to become a
habit, so that we sometimes come to view meals as a refu-
elling exercise in which one kind of fuel begins to seem much
like another. Another tendency is to go for food that is cheap
and convenient but not necessarily very wholesome.The next
few screens will help you assess the extent to which you are
eating well.

An aston-
ishing 60%
of all
American
adults are
either over-
weight or
obese.

GUARDIAN 13.09.02 
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Healthy eating
Following a healthy diet means paying attention to what you
eat, and how you eat it. How much do you know about what
you eat? 

Start a list right now for the week ahead of what you eat.
Be sure to include everything, both healthy and unhealthy,
meals, and snacks.

Make a parallel list of how you eat in the week ahead,
including rushed, snatched or missed meals, social occasions,
and treats.
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When you come to review your lists, if there is a serious
imbalance in either of them, it will probably be quite obvious.

If you are not sure if your diet is healthy or not, check any
of the items in this list of eating styles that apply to you, then
move on to feedback.

You have snacks three or more times a day.

You eat fruit and fresh vegetables and salads three times
or less a  week.

You eat fried food most days.

You add salt and sugar liberally to food.

You eat chocolate, biscuits, or cake most days.

You regularly eat butter, cream, and full-fat cheeses.

You eat fish once a week or less.

You eat wholemeal bread less than two or three times 
a week.

You never remove the fat from the meat before cooking it.

You have three-course meals every day.

You eat only one meal a day.

You often eat standing up, or while travelling.

You eat while reading, or watching TV.

You often eat when you are tense, bored, or depressed.

You usually have a second helping.

You frequently reward yourself,or your children with food.

You rarely have time for breakfast.

You often eat when you’re not hungry,just to be sociable.

You eat quickly without chewing.

You often survive on ‘fast’, or junk food for days.

SELF-ASSESSMENT> BODYMIND> DIET
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FEEDBACK

You checked        statement(s) in the 
Diet list 

If several or many of the statements on the previous
screen apply to you, then giving more attention to how you
eat will bring you benefits. Raising consciousness about
what and how you are eating is the first step towards
improved fitness and an essential part of good bodymind
housekeeping.

Although in the past it has been difficult to live without
industrially produced food, increasing consumer awareness
of the problems arising from artificial additives, preserva-
tives, flavourings, and genetic modification is gradually
changing some manufacturing priorities. However, it is as
important to eat a balanced and widely varied diet as it is to
avoid 'unwholesome' food.

If you checked few or none of the items on the diet list
then congratulations, you are probably already a healthy eater!

ACTION PLAN
If you checked many or several of the statements on the pre-
vious screen, eat more slowly and be more aware of what you
eat. Make several meals a week into mini-occasions. Consider
your knowledge of nutrition and improve it if it is inadequate.
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DRUGS
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Living in a competitive world and enduring boring, repet-
itive, and sometimes dehumanizing work is, in itself, extreme-
ly stressful.The demands of holding down a job and/or bring-
ing up a family can also breed with the pain of your individ-
ual personal history to produce an intolerable degree of stress.
Surviving the rejections of unemployment, for example, is
infinitely more difficult if you suffered rejection as a child.
For these sorts of reasons drugs that promise to alleviate the
daily pain of living can be very attractive.The extent to which
you use drugs, in the broadest sense, may very likely point to
areas of your life that could do with attention. When you
want to alter your mental state, do you often reach for some
form of drug? How easy would it be to do without it?

Twelve million of
us are on anti-
depressants.

OBSERVER19 MAY 2002 P22

Around 80% of
all banknotes in
circulation are
contaminated
with drugs a 
figure that rises
to 99 percent in
the London
area… cocaine is
the most com-
mon substance….

OBSERVER 10 NOV 2002 P5
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The medicine test

1 Start by going to your medicine cupboard and counting
how many different kinds of medicines you have there.
Include those bought without a prescription.

2 Now make a list of the drugs you have used in the last 12
months. It doesn’t matter whether you know the names—
‘the spray I had for my throat’ will do. Include alcohol,
tobacco, stimulants, such as tea and coffee, and any other
substances you use.

3 Rate each drug according to the part it plays in your life.
Draw a circle for each drug. Start with a tiny circle for a
minor drug and build up to the more prominent ones.

4 Keep a record of your drug use for a week. Draw a 24-
hour chart using different colours for different drugs so
that they can overlap. Drugs remain in the body for dif-
ferent amounts of time. So coffee at 8.30am starts solid
green and fades towards 10am; cigarettes start solid red
and fade after an hour. An alcoholic drink fades after four
hours; a sleeping pill after seven.

5 Consider how much of your experience is altered by
drugs.To what extent do they influence your working life?

6 Now ask yourself whether the drugs you use support the
body’s natural healing abilities, or whether they suppress
symptoms that would otherwise interrupt your life-style,
or make liveable an otherwise oppressive and possibly
damaging career.

CONTENTS THEMES GO BACK JOTTER Help�INDEX SELF-ASSESSMENT> BODYMIND> DRUGS
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FEEDBACK
The invention of drugs that promote healing is one of the
great achievements of scientific medicine, and there are
undoubtedly occasions when prescribed drugs ensure sur-
vival. But using powerful medicinal drugs to suppress symp-
toms, so that you can continue to pursue a health-damaging
life-style, tends to be self-defeating because the original
cause remains unresolved.

Continuing use of drugs, legal or illegal when you feel
‘low’, unhappy, anxious, tense, or unable to sleep is likely to
mask the personal or social origins of these feelings. While
using modest amounts of drugs such as tea or coffee, and
alcohol to manage your attention and capacity for convivial-
ity isn’t likely to be health damaging, over-use may be a dan-
ger signal. Because many drugs function as pain killers, they
may mask, or silence pain arising from your childhood, still
living on in your bodymind, that is being re-stimulated, per-
haps by intolerable pressures inherent in the way you make
a living.Whichever is true for you, using drugs may not only
damage your health in the long term but are likely to under-
mine your ability to change what needs to be changed in
your life.
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ACTION PLAN
Identify situations or people that trigger your need for
drugs, cigarettes or alcohol.Are there feelings that you per-
sistently seek to avoid, or don’t know how to handle? If
they are intolerable, what or whom, do they remind you
of? Look at how you came to be so tense that you need
chemical tranquillity. Or so dulled and shutdown that you
need pharmaceutical excitement? When did it start?
Search for other ways of increasing or reducing arousal,
such as hypnosis, meditation, fitness and diet. The See also
menu (right) has some pointers to action you can take
around several of these topics.

more
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Intelligence is a fundamental property of all life. In this basic
sense, it means the capacity to adapt, survive, and flourish not
just in humans, but in animals, plants, and micro-organisms. It
takes intelligence to adapt to changes in temperature, to sur-
vive infections and to grow.

While the human notion of ‘mind’ extends this basic defi-
nition to include the nurturing of children, animals, crops, other
people, ideas and technology, too often it restricts and narrows
intelligence to what can be measured, for example IQ.A more
realistic, and less oppressive, approach to human intelligence
sees it as plural, intelligences. Many kinds of intelligence have
been proposed (see box right) the following screens will help
you assess your capacity in four styles: emotional, physical, intel-
lectual, and intuitive intelligence; plus, in the interests of keeping
our feet on the ground, learning how to learn.

In 1983 Howard Gardner, a professor of edu-
cation at Harvard, challenged the notion of IQ
testing as too narrow, and instead suggested
an array of seven intelligences:

Linguistic intelligence

Logical-mathematical intelligence

Spatial intelligence

Bodily-kinesthetic intelligence

Musical intelligence

Interpersonal intelligence

Intrapersonal intelligence

Naturalist intelligencemore



Idealizing intellect
Even though we all inherit intelligence and prove it by surviv-
ing from one day to the next, some of us pick up the impres-
sion that we are not intelligent enough.This is likely to be due
to the way that intelligence is commonly equated with intel-
lect. Schools, constantly test and examine minds for evidence
of intellectual intelligence. If we prove to be intellectually
adept, we are likely to be separated out to have our intellect
further enhanced at college or university. But without this offi-
cial endorsement we are likely to feel deprived, or inferior, and
our choice of career may be narrowed or restricted.

The forms of grading and examination commonly in use,
not only assume that intelligence and intellect are inter-
changeable, but make intelligence seem like a raw material
to be harvested, refined and marketed, a scarce resource
belonging to a favoured few.
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Redressing the balance
A more modern view of intelligence, which takes into
account the tremendous developments in psychology and
biology over the last few decades, shows that the old view is
seriously deficient. When we take as a yardstick for intelli-
gence the natural ability to adapt, survive and flourish, four
things become clear. First we see that, as well as representing
a pinnacle of human achievement, thinking skills such as
deduction, inference and reasoning are just one of several,
more or less parallel styles of intelligences—including at least,
emotional, physical, and intuitive intelligences plus learn-
ing how to learn, alongside intellectual intelligence 
Secondly, we find that the powerful self-healing, self-stabiliz-
ing, self-regulating intelligence of the human body has been
grossly undervalued.Thirdly, it becomes easier to see that the
over-valuing of intellect over the last few centuries is an acci-
dent of history, a side-effect of our cultures of domination.
Finally, we realize that our excessive respect for intellect
reflects a dangerously one-sided view that, far from support-
ing human survival, now threatens it. Over the last 50 years
hundreds of thousands of people have devoted their working
hours to planning the last day of life on earth—a catastroph-
ic memorial to intellect divorced from feeling.



How to use this section
Before you take this section on Intelligences screen by screen
(recommended) write a brief initial assessment of your capa-
bilities in the boxes on this screen. In the review at the end
you’ll be invited to revise this initial assessment.

Be honest with yourself, take a moment to reflect on
what you really believe is true for you. If you have no idea
what the question means, say so, or use the help buttons.
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How good is your intuition?

Are you physically intelligent?

How well has your intellect been developed?

Are you good at learning how to learn?

Are you emotionally intelligent ?

my initial assessment

my initial assessment

my initial assessment

my initial assessment

my initial assessment

Don’t turn your machine off before completing the section 
otherwise you’ll lose the entries you make here and elsewhere

more
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help

help

help
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OPINIONS
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Let’s begin by considering how, rightly or wrongly, other
people have rated your intelligence .

SELF-ASSESSMENT> INTELLIGENCES> OTHER PEOPLE’S OPINIONS
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Qualifications
Make a list of any formal qualifications or awards that may
be conventional indicators of your intelligence, in for exam-
ple academic subjects, such as science, mathematics, com-
puter science, history, languages, economics, politics, medi-
cine. Be sure to include the following if they apply.

GCSE, GCE 0 or A levels, High school diploma, PSAT,
SAT 

Other diplomas, such as a technical qualification
College/university degree
Master’s degree
Doctorate

What do these conventional indicators (or the lack
of them) tell you about your intelligence? 

Carry this forward to the next screen.

more



Results
Using the kinds of results you had at school, from exami-
nations, teachers, or other people, estimate how intelligent
other people think you are. Where do you believe you
come (in the opinion of others) on a scale of 0 to 200, with
0 as very low intelligence, 100 as average, and 200 as very
high intelligence.
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enter your
rating here

FEEDBACK
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FEEDBACK
Academic success tends to be equated with developed
intellectual intelligence. If your list of qualifications repre-
sents three or more levels of further education, and other
people say you are of average or above average intelligence,
your intellect—your ability to organize your thoughts, col-
lect information, make deductions and construct reasoned
arguments—is probably a core strength of your mind.

If your list was short and you have picked up the idea
that you are of average or below average intelligence, this
may have several meanings. Perhaps you have tried to adapt
to the Western intellectual tradition’s train of thought and
failed. Perhaps you rejected it. Perhaps you felt intuitively
that it wasn’t right for you. Perhaps you never had the
opportunity to try, perhaps it was rejected by your family
on your behalf.

Other considerations that undermine accurate assess-
ment of intelligence include a tendency for intellectual suc-
cess to be equated with showing skill at thinking the right
kinds of thoughts, the sorts of thought and ideas held to be
economically useful, or that, like, philosophy and mathe-
matics have high status.Also if your creative style does not
match the consensus style in your surroundings, you may
come to feel that you are unintelligent.

ACTION PLAN
If you have done well in the Western intellectual tradition, con-
sider whether this leads you to ignore or under-value other
styles of intelligence, for example your emotional and intuitive
capacities. If you have done poorly in the intellectual tradition
or have rejected or been rejected by it, then look at how this
may have happened. You may find you want to adopt some
parts of the tradition while rejecting others.

more
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Emotional intelligence is one of the galaxy of intelligences
intrinsic to human life. Let’s explore it.
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In the 1989 edition of The Mind Gymnasium the
notion of emotional intelligence seemed quite
unusual. Since then journalist Daniel Goleman
has brought the idea to a wide public and in
the UK some therapeutic writers have intro-
duced the idea of ‘emotional literacy’.

I have adopted, developed, and prefer,
emotional competence as a practical and
user-friendly way of assessing and working
with emotionality and feeling.

more



How emotionally intelligent are you?
Read through the following statements and see if you find
yourself there.

You radiate warmth and pleasure in human 
relationships.

You know your own feelings and relate to the 
feelings of others.

You handle relationships according to emotional
values which may be traditional.

You have lots of words for different nuances and
shades of feeling.

You work to bring about harmony and good feeling
between people.

You enjoy nurturing others.
You can manage with a few firmly held beliefs.
You make friends easily.
You have few illusions about people.
You find that you can arrange your life so that in

general you can get what you want.
You can easily ‘put yourself in someone else’s shoes’.

Check out how many of these statements are largely true
of you or not, if possible making it an either/or decision, type
in the number in the box opposite then select feedback.
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I agree with...

....of these
statements

FEEDBACK
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Feedback1 

You agreed with

of the statements on the previous page.

If the majority of them are true for you, say 7 or more,
this suggests that feeling and emotion matter a lot to you.

If only a few of them are true for you, say 3 or less, then
feeling and emotion may be underdeveloped, or at least not
be at the heart of your abilities.

And if you are somewhere between these extremes
then feeling and emotion may have only a moderate or local
relevance for your life.
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out of 12
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Sadness
Grief
Sorrow
Anger
Disgust
Appreciation
Vigour
Zest
Sexuality
Frustration
Moodiness
Fear
Fright
Regret
Guilt
Resentment
Jealousy
Envy
Hate
Dislike
Irritation
Impatience
Anxiety
Apathy
Boredom
Excitement
Elation
Confusion
Embarrassment
Hurt
Vulnerability
Weakness
Joy
Contempt
Tenderness
Pleasure
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Now let’s approach your emotional intelligence from a dif-
ferent point of view. Move your mouse cursor over the
columns to the left and follow the instructions that appear.

SELF-ASSESSMENT> INTELLIGENCES> EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
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ACTION PLAN
If the list of feelings that you can’t express coincides very
closely with the list of feelings you can’t tolerate in others,
look at how this may be limiting the choices in your life. If
your list of the feelings you can hold on to, is much longer
than the list of feelings you can freely express, consider if
this is impoverishing your relationships. If you have only a
light scattering on each of the lists, begin to give more atten-
tion to your feelings. You may like to check out the section
on Emotional Competence which goes into these matters
in a lot more detail

Feedback2
One of the ways in which emotional intelligence can be
assessed is through considering the extent to which we tol-
erate feeling and emotion in ourselves, and in others, the
extent to which we are able to express feeling and emotion
and the extent to when we are able to hold onto emotion
for later expression.
In response to the list of emotions and feelings on the pre-
vious screen... out of a possible 36:
you assessed yourself as being able to tolerate in
others        items on list One

you assessed yourself as being able to tolerate in
yourself        items on list Two

you assessed yourself as being able to express freely
items on list Three

you assessed yourself as being unable to express
freely        items on list Four

you assessed yourself as being able to hold for later
expression         items on list Four

High numbers on list 1, 2, 3 and 5 probably imply a well
developed level of emotional intelligence

A high number of selections on list 4, and if you only
checked a few items on lists 1, 2, 3, 5, are likely to indicate
a relatively underdeveloped emotional intelligence.

In this case you perhaps reflect prevailing Western cul-
tural attitude to feelings and emotion, believing them to be
associated with weakness and irrationality.This cultural snob-
bery has begun to break down in recent decades as it becomes
increasingly clear that repressed feelings remain active driving
distorted behaviour and psychosomatic ailments.
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INTUITIVE INTELLIGENCE

Caption
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Intuition, like feeling, is often believed to be a female qual-
ity and so tends to be valued less than intellect, supposedly a
male preserve. There are two distinct kinds of sexism here:
the idea that a certain kind of quality is inherently female,
and the idea that this renders it inferior. However, with this
sexist labeling removed, intuition turns out to be a distinctive
form of intelligence with its own special virtues.
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Here is a way of checking out the extent to which you have
developed intuitive intelligence.

Look through the following pictures and when you find an
image that is appealing check the box at the foot of the page
.
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Yes I find this appealing
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Yes I find this appealing
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Yes I find this appealing
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Do you see yourself here? Look through the following list of
statements and check how many you agree with.

You are good at ‘smelling a rat’.

You often have ‘hunches’.

You are good at picking up future possibilities of a situation.

If you are in business, you are at home with speculation and
investment, new projects, or new inventions 
and innovation.

Many people feel you can be a reliable guide to what will be
popular next year.

You often prefer to look at things from afar, or vaguely, and
dislike being faced with too much fine detail.

You tend to sow more than you reap.

You tend to be vague about facts and details.

You can be unaware of the mundane facts of daily existence.

You quite often don’t notice what is under your nose.

You quite often leave things unfinished.

You value autonomy and independence.

You are inclined to change jobs frequently, especially if the
work becomes mechanical, or routine.

You are more willing than most to take risks.

You enjoy using your imagination.

You are interested in, or have had experience of, ESP 
or telepathy.

You are good at inspiring others.

You are easily bored with routine.

You could imagine yourself as a journalist ‘with a nose for news.

You could imagine yourself as a revolutionary.

You tend to be inefficient at managing money.

You have often neglected your body.

Your appetites,including sex,sometimes give you difficulty.
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FEEDBACK
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FEEDBACK
In the past, psychologists regarded intuition as being flashes
of insight from the unconscious mind. In the last 20 years or
so a popular but much disputed view has developed of dis-
tinct roles for the left and right hemispheres of the brain.
The right brain, generally influencing the left half of the
body, appears to be an organizing centre for visual and spa-
tial discrimination and also music. Intuition amounts to a
capacity to tune in to this right-brain capacity. It also
appears to perceive things as a whole, with an emphasis on
analogy, metaphor, myth, mapping and networks. .

John Heron’s less physiological perspective on intu-
ition points to it as an aspect of the imaginal layer of the
psyche arising from emotion and feeling, and prior, in terms
of influence, to intellect and action. Intuition is the psychic
domain of ‘seeing things as a whole’, of imagination, dreams,
images, stories, fantasy, daydreaming, visions and ideas

You found that        out of 23 of the statements were
true for you 

and that        pictures out 10 appealed to your imagi-
nation

If you found the majority of statements were true for you
and you found many the images interesting or intriguing, you
probably have significant access to intuition. If you know and
appreciate your intuition that’s fine but if you have often
fought against your tendency to day-dream and to see things

as a whole, then you would gain a lot by valuing your intu-
ition more and learning to use it consciously.

If you agree with only a minority of the statements and
like very few of the pictures, there are two possible implica-
tions.You may have access to intuition but are rather scepti-
cal of the value of this kind of intelligence. If you have reject-
ed intuition as vague, indistinct, impractical and, above all,
irrational, you are unnecessarily limiting your intelligence.
The other implication is that you have never given attention
to intuition and so access to it is underdeveloped.
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ACTION PLAN
If you recognize yourself here as strongly intuitive, look at
the other forms of intelligence in this assessment section.
They might not feel immediately appetizing but you may
find echoes that will give you an idea of what else you could
usefully develop. If you don’t see yourself strongly repre-
sented in this assessment, then give some time and attention
to developing some of these intuitive attributes, seeing
things as a whole, using your imagination.

See also �
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Another strand of intelligence that is frequently under-
valued is body intelligence—you may be surprised to see
intelligence described as physical at all. This includes the
physical capacities displayed most dramatically by musicians,
dancers, gymnasts, athletes, football players, jugglers, and pool
and darts players, but which we all have to a considerable
extent. Use this assessment to discover whether it is one of
your core strengths.

more



Look at the list opposite and check any of the statements
that apply to you
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You have driven a car for five or more years without an accident.

You are good at do-it-yourself and household repairs.

You can sew and/or knit if you need to.

You know how to maintain a garden.

Farm work is something you could do if you had to.

You know how to do home decorating.

You can do basic carpentry.

You can type if you need to.

You enjoy cooking a variety of appetizing meals.

You can ride a horse.

You can play rugby, soccer, badminton, tennis, golf, water polo,
hockey or squash.

You can ice skate, roller skate, or ski.

You know how to rig and sail a small boat.

You are good at gymnastics.

You take a lot of exercise, such as running over five miles a week.

You are good at caring for small children.

You are able to give a massage.

Your work constantly involves agility, physical precision or stamina.

You like to touch, grasp and physically act on your environment
and the people in it.

You have a good memory for details.

You notice and appreciate the texture of things.

You enjoy working with tools and materials.

You could have had a career in selling.

If you are in business you are good at marketing or production.

You have great respect for people who are sensible.

You can, on occasion, go over the top in pleasure-seeking.
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Now look at the following signs of physical intelligence.
Would you say you tend to be:

Make a note of any that describe you.
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Strong

Tough

Energetic

Agile

Nimble

Graceful

Poised

Relaxed

Hardy

Rugged

Athletic

Muscular

Vigorous

Virile

Dextrous

Adroit

Deft

A dab-hand

Facile

Handy

Quick

Well co-ordinated

Sexual

Elegant

more
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FEEDBACK

If you agreed with thirteen or more of the statements and
aligned yourself with ten or more of the positive physical
attributes, your physical intelligence is probably well devel-
oped. You have an accurate idea of your strength, agility,
precision, and dexterity and you know how to organize
training so that you can learn new skills. You would have
been lucky, however, if you gained the impression that your
physical ability was especially valuable, unless you excelled
in competitive athletics or sport. This is partly because the
status quo, particularly when reflected in schools, tends to
favour physical intelligence only if it is linked to competi-
tive success.

If you found that few of the statements and physical
attributes described you, physical intelligence is probably
not your strong point. Whether this amounts to just an
underdeveloped part of yourself, or a significant weakness,
should become clear by the time you have worked through
all the intelligence assessments. It may be that if you failed
to compete, your confidence was undermined, until you felt
that physical intelligence was not for you. The way that
many of us have been brought up to believe that the body
is bad, sinful, or at least a problem, also limits the develop-
ment of physical intelligence.

ACTION PLAN
If your physical intelligence is well tuned, you can afford to
consider what this excellent ability might be excluding
from your life. Typically this may mean that you tend to be
overtaken by other people’s ideas and imagination because
you are so much drawn to present-time excitement that
you don’t have time for, or give much value to, other ways
of connecting to the world. Looking through the attributes
of intuitive intelligence may give you some clues to what
you are missing. If this seems a bit black and white, remem-
ber it is the overall balance between the different modes of
intelligence that matters.

If you are dubious about your physical abilities, then
plan to look at the increasing number of ways in which you
can develop your physical intelligence without having to
become involved in competition. Dancing, running, swim-
ming, singing, yoga, aikido, pilates, t’ai chi, DIY, and furni-
ture restoring, etc all offer ways of developing your physi-
cal intelligence.

You checked        items out of 26 on the
first list of statements about physicality
and        items out of 24 on the second
set of qualities.

See also �
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Although most schools emphasize intellectual develop-
ment above all other skills, vast numbers of people are
excluded from the higher levels because of the way subjects
are taught. This assessment will help you to assess whether
intellect is your basic style of intelligence, and how far it has
been developed.
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How many of the following do you feel at home with?

Deduction and inference (combining rules or principles to produce
new conclusions)

Induction (discovering the general from the particular)

Reasoning

Problem solving

Finding order in apparent chaos

Philosophy

Logical principles

Data collection

Instrumentation

Facts

Systems

Abstraction

Analysis

Mathematical calculation

Proof

Argument

Being objective

Solving problems

Formal logic

Learning a new subject or language

Analyzing facts carefully before reaching a decision

Theoretical explanations
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Look through the following list and check any items that
were true for you.

Parents’ attitude - were you encouraged to be 
intelligent? 

Discussion - were work, business, or political interests
talked about freely at home?

Reading matter - were there always books, newspapers
and magazines available at home?

Parents’ education - did your parents receive higher 
education?

School - was your later school-life dominated by ‘exam
culture’?

Pressure from friends - did your school friends value
academic success?

Language - Do you frequently begin sentences with ‘I
think that...’? 

Personal judgement - do you assess yourself as 
intellectually capable?

External judgement - do others see you as ‘intellectual’?

Potential - has your intellectual potential been 
substantially fulfilled?

FEEDBACK
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FEEDBACK

If you checked 7 or more from the first list you probably
have a core strength in intellect. If you checked 5 or more
from the second list, this tends to suggest that your family
and school background strongly encouraged intellectual
development.Your ability is likely to be favoured in the pro-
fessions and academia and perhaps to a lesser extent in busi-
ness. However, so far as your intellectual development may
have excluded other forms of intelligence, you may well
find yourself doing well at work at the cost of your person-
al life. You may, for example, tend to suppress feelings and
emotions and unconsciously project them on to others.

If you checked only very few items of both parts of the
assessment, it may be because conventional teaching never
really seemed to make sense.This could be because it wasn’t
very good, or because it didn’t favour your particular style of
intelligence.You may have found the tone and content of the
teaching unappealing and that your interests were poorly
represented, if at all.

If your response to the two parts of the assessment con-
flict, it could mean that you were pressurized to compete
intellectually but felt it wasn’t you. Or you may have devel-
oped your intellect in spite of a lack of encouragement.
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ACTION PLAN
If your intellectual development is strong, consider whether
you have paid too high a price for it in terms of neglecting
other ways of being intelligent. If so, consider how you
might redress the balance by learning, for example, to be
more emotionally competent.

If your intellectual development never really took off, is
this a constant source of frustration and regret? If so, con-
sider the possibilities for taking up further education.

You checked        items out of 22 on the first
list of statements about intellectuality 
and        items out of 10 on the second set of
qualities.

See also �
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LEARNING HOW
TO LEARN
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If we consider what contributes to functional intelligence—
intelligence in action—then learning how to learn looks to be
very fundamental. Especially because it contradicts a tenden-
cy to suppose that some people are intrinsically more intelli-
gent than others, when often this is more a matter of some
people being more capable of learning than others.

Learning how to learn is a matter of how rather than what.
How we deliver intelligence, rather than what we know, or
remember. It is just as likely to be found among central heat-
ing service engineers, or car mechanics, as among professors,
teachers or lawyers.And in a world where, whether or not we
favour it, an ultra-rapid rate of technological change affects us
and how we earn a living and build relationships, learning
how to learn appears to be one of the core aspects of mind
that shapes intelligence.

An important consideration in learning how to
learn is an appreciation of your learning style,
several schemes have been proposed:

One points to four sets of contrasting styles 

Active and Reflective 

Sensing and Intuitive

Visual and Verbal

Sequential and Global

Another emphasizes

Visual learning

Auditory learning

Tactile kinesthetic learning

Your creative style also influences your capacity
to learn.
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How do you know if you have learned how to learn? 
Read through the statements below. Do you have a clear pref-
erence for one set over the other? If so, select one of the two
buttons below for feedback.
Otherwise choose ‘don’t know’.

Faced with a new task I tend to check out whether I’m
the right person to be learning it.

When learning something I have my own style that I
need to follow.

To learn something new I need to have control over
the time and place where I do the learning.

I have several tried-and-tested ways of approaching
new and unfamiliar tasks, or decisions.

When learning something new I know I have to be
careful in managing my time.

While familiarization and introduction by others will
be important, I know I eventually need to be ‘hands-
on’ to make a success of new tasks or skills.

When learning something new, from time to time I
test, try out and review what I’m doing.

When learning something new I am willing to take
risks and tolerate feeling anxious.

The prospect of learning something new frequently
fills me with horror.

Faced with the unfamiliar, I tend to panic, or become
anxious.

When I need to make a problematic decision I tend
to rely on expert advice.

I’ve already learned enough to get along in the life I
lead, and anyway I can always hire someone to
handle new challenges for me.

I often start something new but rarely finish it.

When learning something new I find it hard not to
get distracted and lose track of what I was doing.

I rely on other people to organise learning 
something new

When learning something new I tend to get discour-
aged if it does not work out well right away.

yes, this is my style yes, this is my style

don’t know



FEEDBACK
You identified strongly with a set of statements which sug-
gests that, while you may not think of it consciously, learning
how to learn is familiar and a core aspect of your intelligence.

It probably means that, faced with learning a new com-
puter program, or a new system in the office, or moving to
a new neighbourhood, you have to hand a set of strategies
that enable you to begin to learn what you need to learn.

You also probably know about making lists of tasks, set-
ting priorities, managing your time, asking for help, assem-
bling the resources you need, coming up with creative solu-
tions to difficulties, and not least deciding whether you are
the right person to be doing what is asked of you.
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ACTION PLAN
If you already know how to learn then what remains is
likely to be deepening and/or extending this aspect of
your intelligence.

Deepening might include being more conscious of
learning how to learn as a process, tuning up your own per-
sonal version of this aspect of intelligence.

See if your ability to learn how to learn can be extend-
ed to areas of your life that it doesn’t at present reach. From
home to work, or work to home. Check out whether you
get sufficient economic benefit from this ability—which is
often very attractive to employers.
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FEEDBACK
You identified strongly with a set of statements which sug-
gests that learning how to learn is unfamiliar and not appar-
ently a core aspect of your intelligence.

It probably means that, faced with learning a new com-
puter program or a new system in the office, or moving to
a new neighbourhood, you don’t have to hand a set of
strategies that enable you to begin to learn what you need
to learn.

You also probably aren’t very familiar with making lists
of tasks, setting priorities, managing your time, asking for
help, assembling the resources you need, or coming up with
creative solutions to difficulties, and it may not occur to you
to consider whether you are the right person to be doing
what is asked of you.
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ACTION PLAN
If learning how to learn is either news to you, or is not
securely built in to your approach to being intelligent, you
might benefit from taking steps to learn how to learn.

Sign up for a studies skills course; check out the numer-
ous learning how to learn resources on the Internet; the See
also menu (opposite)has some relevant links.

Learning how to learn is an aspect of intelligence that is
very susceptible to development, so if it is under-done in your
life, it may represent a major opportunity for transformation.

See also �
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FEEDBACK
If neither of these sets of statements matches your experi-
ence, perhaps this is because, for some us, learning how to
learn is patchy, it is only established locally, perhaps at work
or in relationships, but in other parts of life we flounder and
need more expert help than we’d prefer.

Or that, because learning how to learn is about how
we do what we do, about process rather than content, and
you are unused to this perspective on yourself, you don’t
realize where your learning skills reside. That’s OK but as
I argue throughout this Assessment section of The Mind
Gymnasium, knowing what your abilities are, and where
you keep them, can be considerable asset.

And anyway, that you are here reading this, navigating
these pages means that you do know how to learn but you
may not know that you know; in a tight corner, faced with a
difficult decision— Am I the right person? Is this something
I want to do? Why me?—a confident, skilled knowing appli-
cation of learning how to learn may be vital.
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ACTION PLAN
If learning how to learn is either news to you, or is not
securely built in to your approach to being intelligent, you
might benefit from taking steps to learn how to learn.

Sign up for a studies skills course; check out the numer-
ous learning how to learn resources on the Internet; the See
also menu (opposite)has some relevant links.

Learning how to learn is an aspect of intelligence that is
very susceptible to development, so if it is under-done in your
life, it may represent a major opportunity for transformation.

See also �
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What have you learned about your intelligences from
these Mind Gymnasium assessments? How can you gather it
together? This review section will help do that.

Working through the previous intelligences assessment
screens may feel quite enough in itself. However, if you
would like to keep track of what you found out about your
intelligences, this section provides a way of recalling and
recording your discoveries.
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Intellectual Intelligence

my revised assessment

my initial assessment

In each of the boxes on this and the following screens you
should find your initial assessment of these several different
aspects of intelligence.

Has your view of your intelligences changed after work-
ing through this assessment section? If so take your time to
enter a revised assessment alongside the original.

The purple links will take you back to review the section
if you wish (use the GO BACK button to return here).
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Emotional intelligence

Intuitive intelligence

Physical intelligence

Learning how to learn

my revised assessment

my initial assessment

my revised assessment

my initial assessment

my revised assessment

my initial assessment

my revised assessment

my initial assessment

Other people’s opinion
of your intelligences

Your own opinion of 
your intelligences

FEEDBACK
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FEEDBACK
The overall intention of the Intelligences section has been to
enable you to free yourself from the tendency of white
Western male culture to equate intelligence with intellect.
This is not to be anti-intellectual; rather I intend to help you
revalue other aspects of intelligence as a way of re-defining
rationality as the combination and alternation of many vari-
eties of intelligence.

So how rational are you? Can you consciously move
from intellect to feeling to intuition to physical intelligence?
Or is one mode awkward, uncomfortable, and inaccessible?
Do you depend on one familiar, comfortable, mode too
much of the time?

The style of intelligence that feels most comfortable is
the one we use most frequently, because it supports our sur-
vival at home and at work. What we often find, however, is
that one dominating form of intelligence overshadows the
others. A scientist, for example, may strongly favour intel-
lect. But without something of each, a farmer might not
make a success of his farm through the winter. When we
come to rely too much on one strand of intelligence, say
intellect, we often find ourselves behaving ‘irrationally’—
unable to pat attention to intuition, feeling, or physical
intelligence when the need arises. Behaving ‘rationally’
means awarely using the form of intelligence most appro-
priate to the situation.

This is not always easy because many of us have strug-
gled to develop intellect to conform to the demands of
Western society. Intellect is great for calculating how to 

maximize the profits of a department, or analyzing how to
make a new product for less than your competitor, but it
isn’t a lot of use in, say, helping a young child through the
aftermath of long hospitalization, or comforting a woman
who has just lost her husband.

Conversely, there are people, for instance in the caring
professions, whose emotional intelligence is well developed
but who, when they reach the age for promotion, do not
make good departmental managers. Organization and plan-
ning need intellect as well as interpersonal and feelings skills.

If you find that all your intelligences assessments here
seem to be low, this may not mean you have no strengths,
more likely that you don’t yet know where you keep them.
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ACTION PLAN
If one or two styles of intelligence is, or are, dominant, con-
centrate on developing the others, one by one. Practice
moving consciously from one strand of intelligence to
another, so that in the space of a day you may, for example,
talk sympathetically to a friend, imagine what you will be
doing in five years time, solve a problem at work, and sew
on a button. If you lack confidence, or have an unreasonably
poor opinion of yourself, especially if it is one that others
don’t share, pay attention first to building up your strength.

See also �
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Our connections with other people—how we relate to
them and how they react to us—are central to our sense of
our selves, and our view of the world. It is largely through
relating to other people that we become who we are, and we
can, if we choose, continually redefine ourselves. Yet our
approach to our relationships, and the value we place on
them, varies from day to day, it shapes, and is shaped by, our
personal history.

SELF-ASSESSMENT> RELATING
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The different layers of human connectedness
Your connections to others reveal themselves not only in your
close personal relationships and friendships, your working life
and your social encounters, but extend also to your sense of
belonging to the human race, to this planet we inhabit and
our connection to the phenomenon of life itself—to time,
space, and death. Keeping death and dying hidden from view,
as tends to happen in white Western culture, for example,
tends to undermine the strength of our connection to the
phenomenon of life.
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How you relate to others
Some people tend to give priority to their inner world, seeing
their relations with others, though important, as secondary.
Other people find that their exchanges with others take up
most of the space in their lives, leaving inner preoccupations
low on the daily agenda. How we relate to others is influ-
enced not only by these fundamental tendencies, but by our
self-esteem and social skills.

As you have developed through childhood and adoles-
cence you acquired a rich and intricate web of skills for relat-
ing to other people. Some of these will be serving you well.
You may, for instance, be good at absorbing and interpreting
other people’s ideas—as you are doing now. You may find
communicating your own ideas comes easily. You may feel
confident among strangers, or in social situations. You may
find you ‘tune in’ quickly to the needs of close friends. But
other skills may be less well formed, or missing altogether.
What often happens is that we come to rely on a communi-
cation style that works well for us in one part of our life and
fail to notice when it becomes inappropriate, or when we
have deficits, in other areas. The logical thinking and deter-
mination that sustain you at work, for example, may not help
when it comes to sex or childcare. Equally, the gentleness
needed for nurturing and caring for family and friends may be
inadequate for managing a business, or a whole building full
of people.
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Can you improve your relationships?
The external expression of our connections with others—the
requests, moods, arguments, kisses, caresses, instructions,
orders and jokes—are usually easily identifiable. But the inner
thought processes that influence how we connect to others
are less visible. Changing how you relate involves learning to
notice your attitudes toward others and the manner in which
you approach and communicate with them. With greater
awareness of your interpersonal style—how you deal with
conflict, intimacy, and responsibility, for example—you can
begin to improve your relationships.
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Work your way through the questions, taking as much time
as you need.When you have settled on a response, move on
to FEEDBACK, and note both your positive and negative
assessments, such as ‘I have a developed capacity for love’
but ‘I tend to avoid conflict situations’. Then move on to
ACTION PLAN and decide what, if anything, you want to
do about this new perspective. If you do not find yourself
reflected here, return to the Contents, or the Themes, and
use it to direct you to a different starting point in another
assessment section.

CONTENTS THEMES GO BACK JOTTER Help�INDEX

How to use this section
The following self-assessments turn the spotlight on your
relationships, and will help you to identify your strengths and
weaknesses in connecting to people—among your usual
repertoire of behaviour patterns. Typically, the strengths will
feel familiar, reliable, and comfortable, and the weaknesses
will be those connections with others that you try to avoid, or
feel compelled to enter into, or where you simply feel inca-
pable or unskilled.

Taken together, the following guidelines dealing with self-
presentation will help you to illuminate how your mind han-
dles relating:

self-presentation
communication
introversion and extraversion
guilt and blame
conflict
intimacy
love and power
humanity

SELF-ASSESSMENT> RELATING
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Caption
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How we come across to other people is one of the most
telling ways in which our minds reveal themselves. When
we meet someone for the first time, we give (and pick up)
an immediate first impression. How well do you present
yourself? What are your self-presentation strengths and
weaknesses, and in what situations do you present yourself
most successfully?
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Strengths
Look through the following list of self-presentation qualities.
How many apply to you?

Check each of the qualities you recognize, and if there are
any not included on the list, make a note of them (use the
Jotter from the menu above).
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Witty

Enthusiastic

Able to hold people’s attention

Humorous

Able to maintain eye contact

Persistent and tenacious

Patient

Knowledgeable

Confident

Able to make myself understood

Able to stand my ground

Articulate

Sympathetic

Perceptive

Quick-witted

Sincere

Able to raise my voice if necessary

Able to show empathy

Capable of speaking clearly

Able to relax people

Able to put my point across

Calm and composed

Lively

Friendly
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Weaknesses
Now consider the following weaknesses in self-presentation.

How many tend to be true of you? 
Are you often ...?

Do you often ...?
Check each of the qualities you recognize, and if there are

any not included on the list, make a note of them (use the
Jotter from the menu above).
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Unable to think logically, step by-step

Unable to keep to a train of thought - go off at tangents

Not good at ‘selling myself’

Hesitant

Unable to think while holding eye contact

Easily embarrassed

Slow to come to the point

Unable to raise your voice

Pompous

Unable to disagree or argue

Suffer mental blocks

Have to have the last word

Have to be nice

Ramble on or become incoherent

Talk monotonously

Talk too much, too loud, or too quickly

Become tongue-tied

Long-winded, unable to be pithy

Too forceful

Avoid direct eye contact

Easily pressurized

Mutter or mumble

Lose your thread if interrupted

Become muddled
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Situations
Like most people, you are probably better in some circum-
stances than in others. Do you know where or when you are
at your best and when you tend to get into difficulties?

Take a look at the following situations and check any that
cause you problems.
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One-to-one conversations

Technical discussions

Giving formal talks

When you are at home

Formal settings

When you are with complete strangers

Informal situations

Being with people you know

Instructing somebody one-to-one

When you are not well prepared

When you have to talk about yourself

Confronting people

When you are unjustly accused

Speaking to large groups

When you are in the presence of authority figures

Talking to more senior people

When you are reluctant to speak your mind in public

When making personal requests

Social gatherings

Being with aggressive or abrasive people

When you feel younger or older than everyone else

Initiating a conversation

When you are with highly educated people

Breaking into a conversation when someone is

monopolizing it

Talking to rude people

When you are with people you admire, respect, or fear

When you are not sure of your facts or opinions

With the opposite sex
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Feelings
Feelings are always involved in self-presentation. Anxiety,
contempt, haste, inattention and delight are likely to be
instantly communicated, and if concealed, they may come
across as caution, confusion, or carelessness.

Make a note of how many of the following responses you
have when you are presenting yourself.
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Inability to contain emotions

Nervousness

Anxiety

Palpitations

Fear of going blank

Fear of criticism

Panic attacks

Tension

Discomfort

A tendency to blush

A tendency to dry up

A tendency to get a dry mouth

A tendency to talk too much

Fear of saying the wrong thing

A tendency to become flustered

Fear of hurting other people

A tendency to become easily upset

Panic under pressure

A racing pulse when waiting to speak
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Confidence
Do you see yourself as confident? Check any of the state-
ments opposite that seem to apply to you.

Shy

Unassuming

Nervous

Self-conscious

Self-critical

Humble

Inferior

More of a listener than a speaker

Modest

Don’t have anything to say
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You chose        items from the list of weaknesses

You chose        items from the list of strengths

You chose         items from the list of self-presenta-
tion situations

You chose        items from the list of feelings

You chose        items from the confidence list

If you selected 7 or more items here, and any from the
Confidence list, this suggests that you have work to do.

The quality of anyone’s self-presentation is usually
directly related to two main considerations.The first is pres-
ent-time causes, such as haste, poor preparation, inadequate
briefing, unreasonable demands, reporting too soon, and
lack of experience or practice. Any of these can easily lead
to confusion, anxiety and incoherence. And they can all be
readily changed once you learn to spot them in time.

The second consideration is self-esteem. If you don’t
like yourself, or feel that you are inferior, inadequate, or
unintelligent, then your self-presentation is likely to reflect
this. It will tend to emerge as shyness, lack of confidence,
excessive self-criticism, and a flush of self-conscious feel-
ings. It follows from this that doing something about your
self-esteem is a very effective way of improving your self-
presentation. Low self-esteem is learned, probably as a
way of surviving as a child, where being too bright, or too
assertive, was not acceptable, so perhaps you learned to be
meek and unassuming. You can unlearn it. It takes time
and effort but it can be done.

If you selected more than 7 from the list of strengths you
probably already know that you come over well to other
people, that you can explain yourself clearly and that you
can hold people’s attention. You probably have a healthy
sense of your own value and are not afraid to show it. If,
despite this strength, you know there are one or two cir-
cumstances in which you don’t perform so well, consult
the ACTION PLAN and check out the See also menus for
suggestions for improvement.

If you chose more than 3 items from this list remember
that good self-presentation greatly depends on taking care
that your abilities and experience match the demands on
you. If they don’t match, seek out training and practice
before putting yourself at risk of unnecessary failure.

If you selected 4 or more from the list of difficult feel-
ings, then paying attention to preparation, rehearsal, try-
ing out and feedback from friends or colleagues will help
enormously. It is a myth that some people are naturally
good at self-presentation, especially public speaking; pre-
sume that such skills have been learned, and that given
effort and commitment, you can learn them too. Check
out the See also menus for relevant screens.

If you chose any items from the confidence list this sug-
gests you could benefit from reality-testing your self-eval-
uation (and of course you are doing just that right at this
moment)

FEEDBACK
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ACTION PLAN
If you rate your self-presentation as poor or bad, this may
be due to having a poor opinion of yourself, use the other
self-assessment sections of The Mind Gymnasium to reality
test this perception. However, good self-presentation,
while rooted in a settled sense of self esteem, requires both
skill and experience.

Pay attention to how your self-esteem is affecting the
rest of your life. Spoil yourself. Give yourself some treats.
Ask for compliments. If you feel that your self-presentation
is unskilled, sign up for a training. Remember that good self-
presentation is situational, you may be great among friends
in the pub but not up to speaking to an large audience, but,
with support and practice it is learnable. Look out for
opportunities for self-presentation that match your current
abilities and build experience.

If you rate your self-presentation as good or very good,
plan to take on further responsibilities—bigger audiences
longer meetings—you might enjoy the risks. If your confi-
dence is well-founded, it should also allow you to make mis-
takes and ask for help from time to time. Give yourself per-
mission to stumble, or slip up now and again.

See also �
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COMMUNICATION
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There are many different styles of communication. Do you
know which personal styles come easily to you, which you
overuse and which you find completely impossible? This
assessment will help you to identify your communication
strengths and weaknesses.
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Personal communication style
When you are communicating with others, do you have a wide
range of different approaches or do you tend to stay with one or
two ‘safe’ ways of putting across your point of view?

Consider the styles of communication opposite:

Check those you usually find relatively easy, those you
often find difficult, and those you avoid where possible.

Giving instructions

Giving information

Confronting people about their behaviour

Helping people to deal with their feelings

Drawing people out

Asking for information

Being supportive—listening to, and accepting 
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FEEDBACK1
In the personal communication style assessment:
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You chose        items from the ‘easy’ group

If you selected four or more of these items, your range of
communication styles seems well-developed. If you select-
ed three or less items, then you range of styles is probably
unnecessarily limited. If the only style you don’t find easy
is confronting, see the note below.

You chose        items from the ‘difficult’ group

If you selected three or more of these items, then your
range of communication styles would benefit from
active development.

You chose        items from the ‘avoid’ group

If you selected any items from this list your communica-
tion style is very likely somewhat disabled.

If you can easily shift between all the styles of commu-
nication, then you are well equipped to work with people.
If you rely on one or two styles, and never or rarely use
some others, you and the people you live and work with
would benefit if you learned to expand your communica-
tion repertoire. For most people, confronting others is the
most difficult style, and helping people with their feelings
is a close second; however, being seen as supportive is
essential for effective communication.
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Assertiveness
When you make a request, express an opinion, or take a
decision, which of the following statements best represents
your approach?
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‘You know better than me. You’re the expert, I’d rather take
your word for it.’

‘I just thought we might try a different place, but it doesn’t
really matter.’

‘If it’s not too much trouble, if you don’t mind, could you just
leave the letters on the table by the door.’

‘That’s enough of that. Just do what you’re told, all right?’

‘How stupid can you get. What makes you think anyone will
take any notice of what you say?’

‘All right, have it your own way. See if I care.

‘Wouldn’t you like to try that new restaurant again? You know
how much we enjoyed it before.’

‘While you’re there, could you pass me the milk please.’

‘If you really loved me, I wouldn’t need to ask you at all.’

‘I can understand you object to giving me the extra day off
and I still want to say that I feel entitled to it.’

‘I have looked into the problem you raised and I would like
you to stop what you are doing immediately.’

‘I appreciate that you have a policy of no returns but the qual-
ity of this rug is unacceptable. I’d like my money back.’

more



FEEDBACK2
From the list of assertivness statements:
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ACTION PLAN
Make a special effort to practise the styles of communica-
tion that come least easily to you, see the Communication
styles section for some suggestions and be sure to check
out the See also menu (right) for exercises that may help 

If you rated yourself as aggressive, submissive, or manip-
ulative you’d probably greatly benefit from an assertiveness
skills training course.

You chose        items from the 1st group

You chose        items from the 2nd group

You chose        items from the 3rd group

You chose        items from the 4th group

If you identified with any of the three statements, you prob-
ably communicate submissiveness.

If you identified with any of three statements, you may come
over as aggressive.

If you identified with any of three statements, manipulation
is shaping your style.

If you identified with any of these statements, you are
already familiar with clear, direct, assertive communication.

While in some oppressive social situations submissive,
and manipulative communication may be viable, even essen-
tial options, they and aggressiveness tend to support mis-
communication. This is mainly because they conceal or
deny power relations. In doing this they trade short-term
comfort (or gain) for long-term confusion, misunderstand-
ing, and resentment.

See also �
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INTROVERSION AND 
EXTRAVERSION

Caption
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Some people seem very outgoing and are primarily con-
cerned with, and interested in, other people. Others seem
very withdrawn and preoccupied with themselves and their
personal interests. Although, like most people, you may be a
mixture of both tendencies, one or other probably remains in
the foreground. The Swiss psychologist C.G. Jung named
these two fundamentally different ways of approaching real-
ity as introversion and extraversion.

You can recognize your primary mode, because it tends to
feel comfortable and offers a wide and subtle range of behav-
iour styles. Your secondary mode is likely to have a clumsy,
rather awkward quality to it. Unfortunately, as these labels
have come into general use, their original meaning has been
distorted; and perhaps because of the rise in global commu-
nications, extraversion features far more strongly in business,
the media and the entertainment world than is wise or appro-
priate.

Use the following screens to gain a better understanding
of the two styles and to assess which you tend to live from.

CONTENTS THEMES GO BACK JOTTER Help�INDEX SELF-ASSESSMENT> RELATING> INTROVERSION AND EXTRAVERSION

We meet
ourselves in
a thousand
disguises
along the
path.

CARL JUNG
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More out than in
The idea that our minds tend to function as a cluster of rela-
tively autonomous sub-personalities can be a helpful and de-
mystifying approach to understanding relating.This notion of
mind sees  sees the interplay of our obligations, desires and
capacities as a play, a narrative with a cast of regular charac-
ters, some of whom may often be on-stage, while others may
make only occasional entrances, or heckle from the wings.

If you can accept this notion, then the extravert mind
resembles a group of people dancing together, such as these
in the illustration opposite, most of whom, but not all, have
their attention out on the world.

When contemplating action of some kind the first con-
cern of a predominantly extravert mind style is—‘What will
others think?’—’What is expected of me?’. More personal
reactions such as ‘Do I like this?’ or ‘Is this what I want?’ tend
to be secondary.

more
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More in than out
Continuing the notion of the mind as consisting of modules
or sub-personalities, the introverted mind resembles a group
of people dancing together—in conversation with them-
selves, and with little or no attention out on the world. The
introvert lives in a self-contained inner universe, intertwined
with an array of personal thoughts, feelings, ideas, and con-
victions, which tend to cast the outer world into shadow.The
first priority is ‘Do I like/want something’, and only second-
arily are other people’s views and preferences considered.

SELF-ASSESSMENT> RELATING> INTROVERSION AND EXTRAVERSION
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Assess extraversion and introversion
Use the following statements to reveal whether you are
leaning in one direction or alternating between the two.

Check the items that apply to you, then move on to the
following screen and see what feedback has to say about
your selections.
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List 1

You spend a lot of time reflecting before deciding what to do.

You feel you need to be independent.

You can happily concentrate on a job alone for long periods.

You need a lot of time alone with your thoughts.

You often prefer reading and relaxing alone to meeting people.

You get lost in thought and forget about what’s going on around
you.

You would enjoy a project that involved a lot of research.

People say you are a dreamer.

You have a few, deep friendships.

You find speaking in front of a lot of people difficult or impossible.

You enjoy books on serious philosophical subjects.

You would be more inclined to use a map than to ask the way.

You often feel ill-at-ease with people.

The world of people and obligations is a disagreeable distraction.

Your interpersonal relationships are often difficult.

You are often awkward in social situations.

You feel undervalued by others because you fail to communicate
the richness of your ideas and imagination.

more



Now look at these statements and again check any which
apply to you, then select feedback.

List 2

You are positive toward other people’s ideas and views.

You are very sociable and would not want to lose your 
social contacts.

You are confident in action and prefer ‘doing’ to studying.

You communicate expressively and like people to be open.

You are happy-go-lucky and easy-going.

You enjoy buying small gifts for people between celebrations.

You tend to believe that ‘analysing yourself’ is fruitless.

You have many aquaintances but few deep friendships.

You are likely to introduce yourself spontaneously at social events.

You want to be liked and hate to offend people.

You enjoy joining in amateur theatricals.

You are relaxed and confident in a crowd.

You find it difficult to concentrate for long periods alone.

You often need understanding friends to cheer you up.

You prefer to be with other people than on your own.

You enjoy working with others in a group.

You can feel at home in most surroundings.

CONTENTS THEMES GO BACK JOTTER Help�INDEX SELF-ASSESSMENT> RELATING> INTROVERSION AND EXTRAVERSION
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FEEDBACK 1
You selected more from List 1 than from List 2 and your
basic orientation is likely to be introverted. This means that
you find it easy and comfortable to be alone with yourself,
you have many different approaches to spending time on
your own, and you are probably more interested in ideas
and things than in people. Your inner convictions, which
tend to be clear and strong, influence how you conduct
your life, so that your mind is probably rarely out of tune
with your interests.You know what you like, which is a con-
siderable inner strength. But because you are uncertain
what other people want or like, this quality may not earn
you much money. You may, for example, be plagued by the
failure of impractical projects. You probably have great dif-
ficulty making life decisions that involve understanding the
finer nuances of other people’s wants and needs.

Neither extraversion nor introversion is better than the
other. But believing that your own style is superior may be
damaging, because it undervalues a fundamentally different
way of experiencing the world. Aim to achieve a balance
between the two.
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ACTION PLAN
If you are predominantly introverted, give yourself a
chance to expand a little more into the world of people.
Learn to give more time to the outer world of action and
events so as to be more realistic about your projects. Spend
more time away from your personal interests and try tak-
ing on work that involves working closely with others for
extended periods. The See also menu (right) has pointers
to some relevant screens.

See also �
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FEEDBACK 2
You selected more from List 2 than List 1 and your basic
orientation is likely to be extraverted. This means that you
will generally find being with people easy and comfortable
and have many different ways of approaching and respond-
ing to them. The very strength of your feelings for other
people will ensure that your mind is rarely out of tune with
those around you. Knowing what people want and being
able to give it to them not only likely to give you pleasure
but will also help you to earn a living. But you are probably
less certain about what you personally want and like. As a
result, any life decisions that involve your innermost con-
victions and your inner thoughts, feelings, and intuitions are
likely to be difficult perhaps coupled with obsessive
thoughts, jealousies, and perhaps a deep sense of emptiness.
You may find yourself slipping into a state of compulsively
helping or controlling other people.

Neither extraversion nor introversion is better than the
other. But believing that your own style is superior may be
damaging, because it undervalues a fundamentally different
way of experiencing the world. Try to achieve a balance
between the two.

SELF-ASSESSMENT> RELATING> INTROVERSION AND EXTRAVERSIONCONTENTS THEMES GO BACK JOTTER Help�INDEX

ACTION PLAN
If you are predominantly extraverted, give yourself a chance
to be more in touch with your inner life. Explore your inner
thoughts, wishes and dreams and find new ways of handling
fantasies or projections if they take hold of you. Spend more
time alone and try taking on work that means you have to
work alone for extended periods.The See also menu (right)
has pointers to some relevant screens.

See also �
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FEEDBACK 3
You selected the same number of items from List one as
from List two. This suggests that you function equally well
in both extravert and introvert ways, perhaps in different
places and times.

This means that the extravert in you will find being with
people easy and comfortable and have many different ways
of approaching and responding to them. The very strength
of your feelings for other people will ensure that your mind
is rarely out of tune with those around you. Knowing what
people want and being able to give it to them not only gives
you pleasure but is also likely to help you to earn a living.

However, interwoven with this extraversion your intro-
vert side means that you are likely to find it easy and com-
fortable to be alone with yourself, to have many different
approaches to spending time on your own, and you are
probably as interested in ideas and things as in people. Your
inner convictions, which tend to be clear and strong, influ-
ence how you conduct your life, so that your mind is prob-
ably rarely out of tune with your interests. You know what
you like, which is a considerable inner strength.

Neither extraversion nor introversion is better than the
other. But believing that your own style is superior may be
damaging, because it undervalues a fundamentally different
way of experiencing the world.

SELF-ASSESSMENT> RELATING> INTROVERSION AND EXTRAVERSION

ACTION PLAN
Your preference for a balance between extraversion and
introversion may reflect either an ideal or an achievement
or both. Don’t let a need for balance keep you from expe-
riencing the richness of the extremes of these two styles of
relating. The See also menu (right) has pointers to some
relevant screens.

See also �
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GUILT AND BLAME
more
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One of the ways in which your mind can become prob-
lematically enmeshed with others’ is through insisting that
other people are responsible for your emotional life. Another
is guilt, taking on board other people’s ‘shoulds’ and ‘oughts’
as though they belonged to you and then feeling bad when
you don’t satisfy these demands.

CONTENTS THEMES GO BACK JOTTER Help�INDEX SELF-ASSESSMENT> RELATING> GUILT AND BLAME

Shame
Guilt tends to arise out of deficits of action—what

should, or ought to have been done. Shame is deep-
er, a sense of feeling of being wholly defective. So
that shame may drive us to hide our true selves from
others and even commit psychic suicide by burying
ourselves in a ‘nice’,‘helper’,‘needy’, or ‘victim’ role.

A ‘shamed’ person has an urgent need to keep quiet
their (mistaken) perception that they are fundamen-
tally and permanently flawed or ‘wrong’.This need and
the ever present possibility of re-stimulation of the
origins of the shame can lead, if not to full-strength
addiction, then to a life devoted to the construction
and maintenance of behavioural comfort zones.
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Amy comes home very late from work. Her husband,
Hamish, says:

‘God, you make me angry, coming home so late. I’ve
been waiting for hours.’

Amy: ‘Oh, shut up, you’re always complaining. It
makes me sick.’

Hamish: ‘Well I wouldn’t need to complain if you 
didn’t do these things. If you really loved me, you’d
think about my feelings.’

Later that evening Amy confides: ‘Look, the reason I
was late was because I went to see Jane. I thought she
ought to know how angry she had made you.’

Hamish: ‘You shouldn’t have done that. Oh God,
you’ve really put your foot in it now.’

Amy’: ‘Oh, for heaven’s sake, it was for your own
good. Somebody had to put her right.’

Hamish: ‘I wouldn’t mind if she wasn’t so bossy.’
Amy:‘Well, it’s your own fault really, you asked for it.’
Hamish: It wasn’t my fault. She made me look such a

fool, implying that I was too fat to fit into the suit I was
married in.’

Later still. Amy is noisily stirring an aspirin in a glass
of water.

Hamish: ‘Oh, do stop that, it’s annoying me.’
Amy: ‘Take this, it’ll make you feel better.’
Hamish: ‘It’s your fault, you know, I feel terrible—you

should have had more sense.’
Amy: ‘I only did it for your sake.’
Hamish: ‘There you go again, you love embarrassing

me, don’t you?’
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frequently
sometimes
rarely
never

I talk like this:

Read through the mini dialogues opposite. How many of
these comments are similar to your own? Taking them as a
whole, check a selection on the button box below then select
feedback.

FEEDBACK

more



FEEDBACK
If you tend to make these kinds of remarks, you showing
signs of believing that other people are responsible for your
emotional life. Although some emotions arise from other
people’s actions, see box, it makes very good interpersonal
sense to assume ownership of your emotional reactions, at
least initially.

There are three very good reasons for doing this. First,
because it keeps areas of personal responsibility clear. If, for
example, you say:

‘You are driving very fast and I am feeling uneasy’, you are
giving the driver more freedom to choose to slow down
than if you say, critically: ‘The way you’re driving really fright-
ens me.’ Secondly, much of our emotional life is likely to be
a replay of past experiences. Emotions that we blame on
other people—especially very intense ones—are likely to be
carrying some echo of old and painful memories, triggered,
re-stimulated by present situations. Finally, if you really
believe that other people are, or should be, responsible for
your emotional state, you can come to resemble a ‘shoulds’
and ‘oughts’ factory manufacturing guilt in those around
you.

If you don’t identify with any of the comments in the
dialogue, you may have already rid yourself of these entan-
glements. If you know when and how this happened, fine. If
not, there is a chance that some concealed version of this
kind of blame is still lurking around. It’s worth looking into.

CONTENTS THEMES GO BACK JOTTER Help�INDEX SELF-ASSESSMENT> RELATING> GUILT AND BLAME

frequently
sometimes
rarely
never

In your reaction to the
mini-dialogues on the
previous screen you
checked the selection
‘I talk like this’:
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ACTION PLAN
The best way of clearing out the junk from any relationship
is for both people to acknowledge that their emotions
belong to them personally. This is the first stage of being
able to take charge of them, of becoming emotionally
competent. The essential step is realizing that feelings are
messages that signal the emotional state of your body; a
conversation about what we feel, is an exchange of infor-
mation about our emotional weather. If this still seems
counter-intuitive look up some of the topics in the See also
menu (opposite).
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When you are not responsible
Taking full responsibility for your emotional life is a

necessary step toward making your mind work better
for you. But there will be occasions when you may not
be responsible. If, for example, you work with six other
people in a badly lit, poorly ventilated room that is
really only suitable for half that number, then your
emotional states are highly likely to be directly related
to these oppressive conditions.

See also �
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CONFLICT
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Conflict seems fundamental to human existence.
Diversity of style, needs, preferences and ambition, or lack
of it, coupled with competing demands for limited
resources, combine to make conflict at some level an
inescapable part of relating and so of life. Through sharpen-
ing our priorities, revealing what does and does not have
support, conflict can often be beneficial: the trouble is that
it usually means fighting, the use of force, and the damage
that comes from cultures of domination.

Use this assessment to identify your basic approach to
conflict and to consider how much choice you have in the
way you handle it.

CONTENTS THEMES GO BACK JOTTER Help�INDEX SELF-ASSESSMENT> RELATING> CONFLICT
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Interests
First, look at how you generally value your own and other peo-
ple’s interests. Where would you put yourself on this scale?

The balance between these two will vary from time to
time, but see if you can detect a general tendency. You may
want to note a range of movement within the two extremes.

Energy
Another influence on how you deal with conflict is the

amount of zeal, energy and commitment you apply to what
you do. Where would you put yourself on this scale?

Again, you will vary from day to day, but see if you can
make out your long-term pattern. You may want to mark a
range of movement within the two extremes.

SELF-ASSESSMENT> RELATING> CONFLICT

low>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>high

own<<<<<<<balanced>>>>>>others

I N T E R E S T S

E N E R G Y

Method
1. Print this screen, or draw out the two scales
above right, on paper.

2. Mark a point or a range on the scales.

3.move to the next screen

N.B. for help and further information, select the
purple text on this and the following screens.
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Interests and energy
The combination of these two basic
personal priorities tends to define
how you behave in conflict situations.

Any point on the pink square can
represent your behaviour under a par-
ticular combination of energy and
focus of interests. See the following
screens for examples.
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Method
1. Print this screen, or draw the diagram on paper.

2. Find the point or range that your choice on the
previous page indicates, and mark that on the
pink square (above right).

For feedback check out the next six screens.
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1 If your own interests strong-
ly predominate and you put
little energy into what you do,
you probably withdraw or
avoid conflict.
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2 If your own interests predomi-
nate and you put a lot of energy,
zeal and commitment into what
you do, this is likely to result in
confrontation, rebellion and
attack—a combative response.
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5 A low level of energy, zeal and com-
mitment, coupled with a devotion to
other people’s interests, is likely to
result in an accommodating and
obliging attitude to conflict.
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4 A high level of energy, zeal and
commitment, coupled with a 
devotion to other people’s interests,
usually results in a smoothing,
collusive and conformist approach to
conflict—i.e. pack or herd behaviour.
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3 A low to moderate level of energy,
zeal and commitment, coupled with
a balance between personal and
other people’s interests, supports
finding a compromise in most con-
flict situations.
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accommodate

withdraw compromise loyalty

demand

1 If your own interests strong-
ly predominate and you put
little energy into what you do,
you probably withdraw or
avoid conflict.

2 If your own interests predomi-
nate and you put a lot of energy,
zeal and commitment into what
you do, this is likely to result in
confrontation, rebellion and
attack—a combative response.

3 A low to moderate level of energy,
zeal and commitment, coupled with
a balance between personal and
other people’s interests, supports
finding a compromise in most con-
flict situations.

5 A low level of energy, zeal and
commitment, coupled with a devo-
tion to other people’s interests is
likely to result in an accommodating
and obliging attitude to conflict.

4 A high level of energy, zeal and
commitment, coupled with a 
devotion to other people’s interests,
usually results in a loyal, collusive and
conformist approach to conflict i.e.
pack or herd behaviour

more
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FEEDBACK
Without special training in conflict resolution, most of us
are likely to be limited to the five broad kinds of behav-
iour on the previous screens, although which we deploy,
may turn on whether we are already in a conflict, or can
see one coming.

Each of these groups of conflict behaviour is relatively
uncomfortable, and moving from one to the other tends to
feel like jumping ‘out of the frying pan, into the fire’. So
much so, that you may intentionally fall back on only one or
two of the options.

Out of all of them, compromise is the most usual
approach for resolving disagreements, but because it is only
accessible at quite low levels of commitment, it often feels
rather unexciting, and compliance with compromises often
seems poor.

However, when energy, zeal and commitment are high,
compromise disappears.And as those who have lived through
strikes, family disputes, or divorce know, moving across the
middle line, from an ‘other-interested’, collusive approach to
‘self-interested’ confrontation, is likely to bring a catastrophic
collapse in rapport between those people involved.

Significant improvement in conflict handling skills
tends to requires developing a sixth area on the map—
‘synergy’—a form of high energy compromise (select the
link for more detail) in which both individual and group
needs are held in balance, while everyone maintains quite
high levels of energy, zeal and commitment. To create
synergy and to stay with it appears to require a consider-
able amount of emotional competence.

SELF-ASSESSMENT> RELATING> CONFLICT

ACTION PLAN
Get to know which conflict territory you move through
best and plot your progress on the map for a few days or
weeks. Make a note of any recurring patterns. Notice how
compromise becomes more difficult when people increase
their levels of energy or commitment. Look at how reach-
ing a compromise often requires a ‘cooling-off’ period, that
gives time for people to let go of, reconsider, or re-channel
their previously high levels of energy and commitment.

See also �
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INTIMACY

Caption
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Exploring relating—the connections between your own
and other people’s minds—involves taking a look at intimacy.
Intimacy here means the close physical contact, openness,
and affection that comes from living with someone, or caring
for someone’s physical needs. It means the kind of intimacy
that arises within a sexual relationship, childcare, or nursing.
At its most intense, it involves all the properties of mind—
perception, imagination, attitudes, fantasies, and bodily con-
tact. Perhaps because it is so close to home, it can bring both
ecstatic peaks and despairing troughs.

The following screens provide some guidelines on how the
quality of your capacity for intimacy may affect your relating.
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SELF-ASSESSMENT> RELATING> INTIMACY

Distress
First, let’s look at feelings of distress around the prospect or
the fact of intimacy. It is not unusual to experience anxiety
about loss of control, embarrassment, or fear of rejection
and, with sexual intimacy in particular, underlying worries
about commitment, disease, or pregnancy are likely and per-
haps realistic too.

Reflect for a moment on how you tend to approach inti-
macy in your present situation. How much of a problem is
it for you personally?

How much distress do you feel about intimacy?

rarely distressing
I N T I M A C Y

highly distressing

1 2 3 4 5

Check one of these five boxes then move to the next screen



Check one of these five boxes then move to the next screen

Desire
Now we’ll move on to consider the strength of your desire
for intimacy. This means a combination of your need for
physical and emotional contact and/or for a confirmation of
your personal value.

Take your time and reflect for a few moments. How strong
is your need for intimacy?

CONTENTS THEMES GO BACK JOTTER Help�INDEX SELF-ASSESSMENT> RELATING> INTIMACY

3

little desire
I N T I M A C Y

strong desire

1 2 3 4 5
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FEEDBACK
Our attitudes to intimacy tend to be formed by childhood
experience, as we follow the models of how to handle close-
ness and contact presented by the people who care for us,plus
relatives and peers. If intimacy was OK and fun then, it is like-
ly to continue to be so. If you feel considerable tension around
intimacy, look at how far this echoes how you were brought
up.A lack of intimacy—perhaps a lack of touch and cuddles—
can cast a distressing shadow into the present, as will painful
memories of unwanted childhood intimacy—sexual abuse, for
example, or acting as a comforter to a parent.

If your position is in the Fun range, then far from caus-
ing you problems, intimacy is likely to bring you pleasure
and delight, if you can find others to share it with you.

If you are in the Doubtful range, then your mind may
be unhelpfully burdened with guilt and restrictive attitudes
to intimacy, that combine ‘unfinished business’ from child-
hood with what you have picked up from the culture
around you. Although it can be hard work, it is possible to
learn to let go of such restrictions or anxieties, and to con-
tradict obsolete cultural shoulds and oughts. Doing so may
well increase your interest in, and capacity for, intimacy, as
you find there is less need to keep your desires out of sight.

If your position is in the Dangerous range, it may be wise
to take this as a warning signal.A high level of distress around
intimacy, coupled with a high desire for contact, may lead to
inner pressures to use force, or coercion, to achieve the close-
ness you seek, as in soliciting, stalking, flashing, sexual harass-
ment, rape or incest.

SELF-ASSESSMENT> RELATING> INTIMACY

ACTION PLAN
If you are in the bottom right area of the map, you would
be well advised to seek counselling or psychotherapy help
right away.

1 5

5

4

3

2

1

432

FUN DangerousDoubtful

The ratings of the desire and distress levels that you checked
on the previous two screens are combined on the map
below to give an indication of your attitude to intimacy.

See also �
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Another big influence on the way your mind connects with
other people’s minds lies in your attitudes to love and power.

Immature
love says 'I
love you
because I
need you’.
Mature love
says 'I need
you because
I love you’.

ERICH FROMM
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Love
Love, as defined by this text, means a capacity to celebrate
and enjoy difference in others, to let them be just who they
are. It means actively supporting other people’s capacity to
grow and change in their own way, and not needing to force
them to collaborate with us.

This involves constantly reviewing the urge to control, to
command, to insist, to coerce, and to mould others for our
own convenience.

Of course at times it may be appropriate to guide people
or give instructions, but rigid and compulsive control tends to
exclude love.
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Affection
There is a great deal of confusion about what love is, how to
love, and the way love grows and dies. Though some people
may raise their eyebrows, I believe this is greatly clarified by
distinguishing more clearly between love and affection, even
renaming the feeling in a dominant/subservient relationship
as ‘affection’. If you employ me as a servant, we may feel
affection, but love is probably ruled out.

Dominance and subservience, both between two people
and between people and the human environment, are com-
monplace, but they are by no means inevitable. Calling love
which has an undercurrent of coercion ‘affection’ may not
ease the ache for the love that’s missing, but at least you know
when true love is not around.
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Control
If we feel unfairly or unjustly controlled—dismissed as ‘inad-
equate’ or ‘thick’, or put on a pedestal against our wishes as
‘brilliant’ or ‘talented’—we are likely to reproduce this behav-
iour in how we relate to others.

When we choose to, or drift into, controlling and manip-
ulating people to be as we want them, rather than as they are,
denying them the right to be themselves, love tends to go

missing. This deprives us of the chance to experience the
extraordinary diversity of human individuals.

Do you shape other people. in ways that limit or distort
their growth, in order to fit a stereotype of what you want
them to be? 

Do you cultivate yourself to fit somebody else’s idea of
how you should be?
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In the box below make a list of the ways in which you shape
or cultivate yourself to fit other people’s ideas of how you
should be.

Make a list below of people you shape and manipulate and
how you try to control them.

FEEDBACK
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FEEDBACK
If the first list of people you shape and manipulate and try
to control is, or feels, longer than the second, this implies
that you may be a bit of a bully, or at least you take it for
granted that other people should do your bidding.

If the second list, of ways in which you shape or culti-
vate yourself to fit other people’s ideas of how you should
be, is much longer than the first, this may mean that you
have come to accept, and perhaps enjoy, subservience or
playing a subordinate role.

If neither list is substantial, this suggests that control,
manipulation and the limitations of affectionate relating
don’t have too large a grip on your life.
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ACTION PLAN
If you have a strong need for control, try to discover
when, how and why you learned to coerce people. Try
letting go of demanding that people and your surround-
ings fit your expectations. If there are tasks that have to
be done, beans that have to be counted, negotiate, agree
on some kind of contract. Learn to ‘go with the flow’
more often, welcome more chaos and surprise in your
life. Try to be less judgmental and critical with people,
learn how to love them, even if you object to some or
even most of their behaviour.

If you put up with being ordered around, or con-
trolled, for a quiet life, or because it enables you to avoid
responsibility, discover when, where, and why you first
learned this way of relating. Try to determine what you
want and like, and ask for it. And if what is being
demanded of you is out of your range, learn to say no.

See also �
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Attempts to tame the wayward and
domesticate the riotous, to make the
unknowable predictable and enchain the
free roaming—all such things sound the
death knell of love...As far as love is
concerned, possession, power, fusion and
disenchantment are the Four Horsemen
of the Apocalypse.

ZYMUNT BAUMAN PUMP-HOUSE OF THE HEART
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There are now something approaching six billion people
alive on this planet of ours.As a result, most of us find ourselves
relating in one way or another with large numbers of other
people We rush past each other, averting our eyes from
strangers in the street, while connecting, even if only through
radio, TV, telephone, the Internet, or newspaper images, to
many more people than humans have ever done before.

And yet, just as street lights illuminate the pavement in
front of us but hide the Milky Way, so this tidal wave of com-
munication can blind us to the astonishing phenomena of the
fragile web of life of which human relating is a part. This is a
great loss; we deprive other people, and life forms, of our
appreciation of, and care for, their existence, and we may
deprive ourselves of a life-enhancing sense of awe and won-
der at our own and their existence.

The following screen lists some prompts that may help
you become more in touch with the life in yourself and
around you.
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You don't get
to choose
how you're
going to die.
Or when. You
can only
decide how
you're going
to Live. Now.

JOAN BAEZ
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How many of the following experiences are familiar
to you?

Have you:

Seen, or lived through, the kind of crisis that comes
to many people when children leave home?

Seen, or lived through, the kind of crisis that arises
when work begins to seem stale and old interests feel
drained of life?

Seen the shock, anger, and then resignation of some-
one who has been told they have only a few weeks or
months to live?

Seen the delicate and courageous way that many elderly
people gradually readjust their lives to fit their capacity?

Sat with someone who was dying? 

Seen a lifeless corpse?

Been close to a woman who is pregnant and felt, or
seen, the foetus moving in her belly?

Seen in real life, or on film, the birth of a child? Been
close to and held a newborn baby?

Held an infant’s hands in your own?

Seen a baby at the point of discovering walking?

Seen a baby trying out smiling?

Listened to very young children talking to each other? 

Seen the pleasure on a child’s face on discovering a
new skill?

Shared baby talk with a small child?

Seen the mixture of fear and excitement on the face
of a small child being left at school by its parents for
the first time?

Noticed the new calm and poise of girls when they
become women?

Noticed the vulnerability of boys when their voices
change at puberty and they start to know their own
strength?

Seen the sweet tenderness of two young people who
have become lovers?
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FEEDBACK
If many, or most of these experiences have somehow elud-
ed you, you are being deprived of life at full strength. This
may not be surprising, since today families are often spread
across countries and even continents often with little case to
face contact.

Alongside this, even though many nations have large
populations of elderly people, death and dying continue to
seem a taboo area, and the caring professions often collude
with the rest of us in keeping dying out of sight and out of
mind. Yet delivered from its taboos, the experience of
another person’s dying can melt the hearts of relatives and
friends hardened by the demands of habit, work and sur-
vival. Thus melted we may find more space for the gentler
things of life, taking time to be with people we care about.

Sharing the grief and the pain of losing someone close
to you and witnessing the delight and freshness of young
children, can cement connections and bridge the divide of
family feuds and disappointments. If you can allow your-
self to feel both delight and pain you are likely to build
new and richer relating with other people.

If most of the experiences on the list on the previous
screen are accessible to you then you seem already to be
in touch with much of the full beauty and tragedy of
human existence.
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ACTION PLAN  
Spend more time with the young and the old, particularly
with your own relations.

See also �
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Beliefs lie at the root of your life. A belief that you can’t...
limits. A belief that you can... expands your possibilities. On
the other hand, a belief that you can't, if accurate, saves time;
and a belief that you can, if untrue, may leave you bruised on
the pavement... So it makes a lot of sense to treat your beliefs
temporarily as objects, to take them out into the sunshine to
examine them and see what they are doing for you.

I am my present
and my past so
new insights will
co-exist with 
antiquated beliefs.
Instead of
attempting to rid
myself of my old
beliefs, I simply no
longer act on
them...

TRUNGPA RINPOCHE
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The layers of our beliefs
You may feel that beliefs are too intangible to be scrutinized
in this way. It is true that they are intangible and yet they
mould the way we view reality and we live by and through
them. You believe that you will receive an electric shock if
you put your fingers in a live power socket. You believe it is
dangerous to run out into the road without watching for traf-
fic. These kinds of beliefs constantly preoccupied your par-
ents when you were young. And after you had learned the
beliefs needed for basic survival, other layers were added—
beliefs about trust and morality, about how to solve problems
and how to live with people.
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Our perceptions of reality
Developments in physics and psychology have now thrown
into question many of our inherited beliefs about the nature
of reality. They show in particular that the separateness we
believe exists between one person and another, and between
organic and inorganic, are not facts but perceptions. We tend
to see reality as continuous and solid, but research in sub-
atomic physics has evolved the idea that what we actually see
is 99.99% empty space. When we experience things as hard,
soft, gas, liquid, metal, or stone and when we see colours—the
blue of the sky, the green of trees—we are, according to this
view, seeing the result of energy exchanges within a relative-
ly small number of different fundamental fields. So reality, far
from being fixed in solid, present-time objects, is instead
made up of ‘fields’ of time, energy, and space. Within these
fields, pockets of energy can become so concentrated that
they have mass, they appear to have form—like another per-
son, for example. But the remaining 99.99% of the space is
empty. It is the subtle exchange of energy that decides
whether something is liquid, solid, or gas.
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Recently in Berlin I came upon a good
example of how our beliefs, what we
expect, may convincingly hide the 
actual reality that faces us.

Take a look at the picture of Berlin’s
Brandenburg Gate on the next
screen... Is Paris really that close to Berlin?

Reality and experience
What you experience is a matter of belief too. Your mind
draws on what it has learned to believe over the years and re-
creates in every living moment the outer world that you see
and hear, and the inner world that you feel. Whatever seems
personally true for you—all your beliefs, large and small—
profoundly influence the way you live your life. They decide
what you do and how or why you do it—and equally what
you don’t do. Since these attitudes affect how much choice
you feel you have in your life, there is an enormous amount
to be gained from identifying the beliefs you are committed
to and recognizing who benefits from them.

Beliefs can be difficult to identify, however. Some are
more conscious than others. It’s useful to remember that the
ones you may be embarrassed about, those most difficult to
acknowledge, are often the ones with the greatest effect.
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PERSONAL BELIEFS
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The beliefs that most affect your life are likely to be quite
well buried, but a bit of patient digging around will bring
them to the surface.

This assessment begins with several different ways of
identifying what you believe. Use whichever seems to work
best for you—all that matters is that you get your beliefs out
into the light of day.
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It’s not natural to... It’s easy to tell whether
someone is normal or
not because they...

It goes against nature
to...

I’m religious/not
religious because...

When making 
decisions, it’s important
to be objective because...
otherwise...

Complete these sentences—in several different ways if you
are able to.
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Complete this sentence in ten ways. Do it quickly without
censoring.

Because I’m a woman/man I must always ...
more
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Identify three beliefs you hold that agree with current 
orthodox opinion.

Three things I believe to be true are...

Identify three beliefs you hold that run counter to current
orthodox opinion.

Three things I secretly believe to be true are...
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Identify three beliefs you hold that run counter to current
orthodox opinion.

Three things I secretly believe to be true are...
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Now that you have warmed up a little, see if you can bring to
mind any other remaining beliefs. Use the next few screens to
jog your memory.

more
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Some people are born lucky.
The conquest of nature is one of man’s greatest

achievements.
There should be fair play, democracy, and justice 

for everyone.
Progress through life should be based solely 

on merit.
Everyone should have equal opportunities regardless

of race, sex, class, gender, marital status, or age.
If you care for yourself, other people will care for you.

There are no free lunches.
You have to learn to control yourself.
Men are natural leaders.
Women should stay at home and look after 

their families.
It’s a man’s world.
In today’s world, it’s every man for himself.

You can’t afford to be kind, generous, or caring 
in business.

If you show weakness, people always take advantage.
You have to be prepared to fight for what you want.
Nobody loves a loser.
There’s nothing to stop women and members of

minority groups from getting to the top if they
have talent.

There’s always a minority that tries to stir up trouble.

Men do most of the work, so they should have most
of the power.

Boys will be boys.
Women like to be dominated.
Men should be tough, strong, courageous, unafraid,

decisive, responsible, unemotional, objective,
wise, intelligent, worldly, good in action and work
well with things.

Women should be soft, compliant, shy, sympathetic,
affectionate, supportive, patient, family-oriented,
caring and good with people.

A good wife will look after everyone’s needs and put
herself last.

Jesus lives.
I believe in God the Father, God the Son, and God the

Holy Ghost.
Only those who repent of their sins go to Heaven.
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Normality
A particularly common belief is that if a
phenomenon, or way of behaving, or liv-
ing, is widespread, it is therefore normal
(and anything else is deviant).

More common beliefs

Progress
The widespread belief in progress is
rooted in the idea that all human prob-
lems are ultimately solvable through sci-
ence and technology.

Objectivity
This is the notion that it is possible to
completely exclude personal and emo-
tional influences from evaluations, and
so create value-free facts.
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Blame
Many beliefs revolve around responsibility and blame. If you
blame someone else for a problem or a bad feeling it means
that you do not have to take or share responsibility for what
has happened. On the other hand, it is equally common to
blame yourself when you are not responsible at all, or only
partly. This can impose a big burden of guilt.

Examples of blame include:

People get what they deserve.
Some people are just born lazy.
There is always a minority that tries to stir up trouble.
Man is ‘fallen’ and so forever in sin.
Some people are just naturally wicked and cruel.

More common beliefs

Has blame infiltrated your beliefs? Read the above box
carefully and then go back to your catalogue of beliefs
and see if you can mark each of them with a ‘B’ for blame.
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Idealization
Idealization involves a different focus for responsibility. It
means seeing a person or a group as so overwhelmingly
good, wise, and intelligent that they are beyond criticism.
Taken a stage further, responsibility for the whole human
condition may be attributed to an all-powerful deity, who is
beyond reproach. Idealization is another way of talking
about fundamentalism—the enshrining as revealed truth of
a text or a catechism of non-negotiable beliefs.

Examples of idealization include:

It’s important to have someone to look up to.
Everyone needs heroes.
Capitalism or communism is the only way.
Leaders deserve loyalty from their followers.
Patriotic duty should override family and other ties.

Has idealization infiltrated your beliefs? Read the above box
carefully and then go back to your catalogue of beliefs and
see if you can mark each of them with an ‘I’ for idealization.

More common beliefs

more

The model of
God in patri-
archal religion
furnishes the
model that
lends authority
to all hierarchies.
STARHAWK TRUTH OR DARE
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Dominance
The belief that might is right—that the strong have the right
to subjugate the weak and that this is in some way natural to
human beings—is a very common one. The idea that comes
with this belief is that some people have to be prepared to
put up with being submissive and subservient. These beliefs
cluster around racial, sexual, gender, and class differences.

Examples of a belief in dominance include:
Winning isn’t the most important thing, it’s 

the only thing.
Some people’s lives are devoid of value.
Somebody has to be in charge.
You have to show people who’s boss.
Life is about the survival of the fittest.
Somebody has to be at the top.

Examples of a belief in submissiveness include:

You can’t do what you like, you have to do what you
are told.

Whatever will be will be.
Some people have all the luck.
Experts know best.
Nothing I can do will make any difference.
That’s the way it is—you can’t change 

human nature.

More common beliefs

Has dominance infiltrated your beliefs? Read each box careful-
ly and then go back to your catalogue of beliefs and see if you
can mark each of them with a ‘D’ for dominance.
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FEEDBACK
If this is the first time you have really looked closely at your
beliefs, then your personal list probably contains a lot that
are based on dominance, submissiveness, collusion, or
blame. There are probably not many that you have chosen
consciously for yourself. If this seems a bit worrying, don’t
be alarmed, because the whole of human reality is con-
structed out of accumulated beliefs—we can never be free
of them. However, you can benefit greatly by systematical-
ly withdrawing beliefs that inaccurately assign responsibili-
ty, and by letting go of beliefs that tell you that you have to
dominate or submit. This is no easy task, but it is an hon-
ourable one. Learning to discard a belief that has been
unnecessarily warping your life can bring an enormous
sense of liberation.
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ACTION PLAN
If, as you might well ask, how do I do these things?
Remember that awareness is the first and essential step
toward changing your mind. Continue to probe your beliefs
and uncover some of your more deep-seated unconscious
convictions. Learn to identify and withdraw an excessive
tendency to flatter or blame either others or yourself. You
may find all of this easier with the help of a counsellor.

See also �
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Your mind shapes, and is shaped by, the galaxy of beliefs
that accumulate around, or arise from, your life at home.This
happens whether you are single, share your home with a part-
ner, whether there are children living with you, whether your
children have left home, or you are widowed.
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pressure on
younger women
to feel it is their
personal failure if
they can't man-
age their lives.
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Use this section to recognize and acknowledge the
beliefs that are the most influential in your home life.
This may help you drop those that are redundant, re-
negotiate oppressive beliefs, and hold more strongly to
beliefs that help you flourish.

In the boxes below and opposite, list as many
beliefs as you can that are operative in your home life.
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When you have completed your list mark each of the beliefs
with an R for Redundant; N for re-Negotiate; O for
Oppressive; E for Essential; and F for beliefs that help you
Flourish. Or of course, other categories if you prefer them.

FEEDBACK
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ACTION PLAN
If you find yourself playing a traditional home-making role
where you live, and are perhaps struggling or uncomfortable
in it, and/or you would prefer to have more choice, explore
ways in which you could shift the balance.

Try to introduce a more open agreement around check-
ing out changing priorities, preferences and resources as a
basis for negotiation (and re-negotiation).

You may also like to consider an assertiveness skills train-
ing course or counselling to see how best to handle it. Check
out Living Together.

FEEDBACK 
One of the recurring themes of The Mind Gymnasium is the
notion that while most of us do inhabit a universe of work
and school and kids and milk and honey, this world is also
what we make of it. In the sense that ‘green’ is the name we
give to a very narrow section of the electromagnetic spec-
trum, and to paint, or inks, that absorb all other colours
except green—’green’ is a human creation. So we also learn
to name and categorize everything that matters for survival
and flourishing.What we see is a lot to do with how we have
learned to see and how our bodies are constructed. Example
As a consequence of this there is no way we can wholly free
ourselves from the ocean of beliefs in which we swim. But
we can monitor the beliefs we live from, and choose more
awarely those to which we give power, and those which we
let go of or deploy with caution.

If you were able to come up with a rich catalogue of cur-
rently active beliefs, many of them you marked with F, for
beliefs that help you flourish then that may be enough.

If you came up with either very few beliefs, because you
don't know what they are, or this is still all very new, then
you have a possibly urgent task of looking into what shapes
the way you live.

If you had a list marked with several O's for oppressive
then check out, if you haven't already, the other sections on
Power plus perhaps, and consider whether those of you who
share a home suffer equal inconvenience and gain equal ben-
efit? And if not, why not?
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This assessment will help you to look at the way your own
and other people’s beliefs affect your life at work.
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The inevitable
success of 
capitalism is
one of history's
confidence
tricks

ROY HATTERSLEY
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Workplace prejudice
Do supervisors or others who control your working life hold
a prejudiced belief that you:

Lack commitment to work?

Have outside commitments that take priority over work?

Are inferior, mentally or physically?

Are not very literate?

Tend to provoke an unfavourable reaction from other
staff, customers, or members of the public?

Are unsuitable because you don’t belong to some 
favoured group?

Have no ability to supervise?

Are not interested in a career?

Have limited mobility?

Aren’t interested, or willing to be trained?

Have poor standards of dress or conduct?

Have limitations because of so-called female interests and
experience?

Check the statements that apply to you.
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How fair is the organization you work for?
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Discrimination against women
If you are a woman, are you restricted by your employer’s and
your colleagues’ beliefs that women...

Should only have a ‘caring’ job, such as personnel, staff
welfare or dealing with the public?

Are good at detailed case work, but are not suited to work
with broader scope, such as policy-making or planning?

Should not do outdoor jobs?

Are incapable of doing strenuous work?

Should not be considered for jobs that involve substantial
travelling or moving home?

Can’t represent the company because clients or customers
would not like it?

Cannot or will not work with numbers? 

Are not worth promoting because they will probably leave
to have a baby?

Check the statements that apply to you.
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Indirect discrimination
Perhaps the most common way in which beliefs will affect
you at work is through indirect discrimination. This happens
when there is a stipulation for the job that is unfavourable to
certain groups. Where you work are there:

Rules about clothes or uniforms which put a racial group
at a disadvantage?

Unnecessary or excessive physical requirements, such as
height, which could operate against women,
the disabled, or certain ethnic groups?

Demands for a standard of English beyond that needed
for doing the job safely and effectively?

Unnecessary age limits, for example, restricting women
who have taken time off to have children?

Deliberate attempts to screen out certain racial groups 
by advertising to specific areas only?

Unjustifiable demands for full-time work? 

Rigid stipulations for educational qualifications that are
irrelevant to the job?

Check the statements that apply to you.
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Self-discrimination
If you are relatively free from other people’s prejudices and
beliefs at work, you may want to consider your own beliefs
and expectations.Are you unwittingly limiting your prospects
for jobs you would like? Think of the work you would like to
do and consider what is holding you back. Is it:

Low self-esteem?

Lack of experience?

Lack of qualifications?

Poor self-presentation?

Lack of confidence?

Lack of contacts?

Fear of competition?

Lack of opportunity?

Lack of knowledge?

Poor communication skills?

Check the statements that apply to you.
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The fair manager
If you are a manager, supervisor, or employer, do you have
unexamined beliefs that restrict the choices of your co-work-
ers? Look through these statements and see how many are
true for you.

You are involved in recruitment and selection, but have
not personally received training in your legal 
responsibilities about discrimination.

You, or your organization, does not run anti-discrimination
training courses for everyone who makes key decisions.

You, or your organization, does not monitor the composition
of the work-force to ensure that it reflects the 
composition of the population.

There are areas in your company where sex, race, marriage,
or age discrimination still operates.

Neither you nor your organization regularly review exist-
ing anti-discrimination procedures.

Check the statements that apply to you.

How fair is the organization you run?

FEEDBACK
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FEEDBACK
You checked        statement(s) in the 
Self-discrimination list
This suggests that you are probably more submissive or

accommodating than is good for you.

You checked        statement(s) in the 
Prejudices list

You checked        statement(s) in the 
Discrimination against women list

You checked        statement(s) in the 
Indirect discrimination list

If several (or any) of the statements on the above three
lists apply to you, you may well be suffering from discrimi-
nation, perhaps even illegally.

You checked        statement(s) in the 
The fair manager list

If you agreed with any of the statements in this last list,
then you are being discriminatory, possibly illegally so.

It’s hard to change; you can’t do it overnight and you
may dislike it. But increasingly large numbers of women,
racially disadvantaged people, and other groups are refusing
to stand for discrimination.
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ACTION PLAN
What can you do about discrimination? If you have been
aware of it for a while, then you may already be doing what
you can. If you didn’t realize what was going on until now,
move with caution. Dealing with discrimination can be dif-
ficult because it arises out of domination, blame, and ideal-
ization—a very potent mixture. The first step is to find out
your rights. Alongside this you should give some serious
attention to assertiveness training. When opposing any kind
of oppression, it is important not to become hostile, aggres-
sive, or manipulative, or just to give up in submissiveness.
More public solutions may include joining campaigns and
support groups for people in similar situations. If you have
been discriminating against yourself, consider specific train-
ing courses, assertiveness training, and ways of improving
your self-esteem.

If as a manager, you find you are unintentionally
endorsing discriminatory policies, begin monitoring
recruitment and selection practices, gather information
that will reveal obvious areas of discrimination, and take
steps to introduce an equal opportunity programme in
your organization. If such a programme is already in place,
check that it is well resourced.

See also �
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EMOTIONAL COMPETENCE:
A LUXURY? 

OR A PROFESSIONAL 
OBLIGATION?

more
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Acknowledging, valuing, and working with feeling
and emotion

How do you deal with emotions and feeling? 
Do you ignore or deny them? 
Do you have a repertoire of responses? 
Can you confront?
Can you support? 
All of us but especially doctors, nurses, lawyers, social

workers, politicians, teachers and architects make decisions
that have emotional consequences, and have to manage their
own and other people’s emotionality. Issues such as quality
of service, compliance, cooperation, accountability and
morale ultimately depend on how we manage our own and
other’s feelings.

The notion of emotional competence on the following
screens provides a way of assessing whether the skills you
have are adequate for this aspect of your professional prac-
tice. And of course emotional competence is a life skill that is
vital for flourishing and well-being, in or out of professional life.
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My personal connection to this work has been through
the experiential, humanistic psychology tradition and in
particular John Heron, who has developed both a deep the-
oretical basis for emotional competence and an extensive
range of worked-through practice based on cooperative
enquiry. I offer this material as the day to day rules of thumb
of an active practitioner, rather than a comprehensive theory
of emotions and feelings.

Introduction 
In our culture, intellectual competence occupies centre stage.
The elusive body-logic of emotion and feelings and how to
deal with them, tends to stay in the shadows. This section of
The Mind Gymnasium aims to help redress this imbalance
and to demystify a growing body of knowledge around feel-
ing and emotion.

An emotionally competent person has a wide range of
choices when responding to their own and other people’s
emotionality. When feelings run high, such a person can con-
tinue to stay intelligent. Emotional competence also means
valuing feelings and emotions and recognising how they con-
tribute to a realistic appraisal of life choices.

What counts as emotional competence varies from per-
son to person, and even from day to day. To some extent, and
in some situations, we all have a measure of it.

Most of us, however, can significantly improve our confi-
dence and effectiveness by becoming more aware of emo-
tional over-heating and blindspots and extending our reper-
toire of skills in handling emotions.

A first level of emotional competence includes gaining
access to emotions and feelings, and learning to value them as
an essential source of information and insight. A second level
might mean actively learning to express and manage feelings,
and to tolerate them in others. A deeper level would involve
building up comprehensive knowledge and experience of the
learning, preferences, style and personal history that makes
up your ‘psychological signature’, or identity.
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Assessing emotional competence
How well does your emotional competence match your pro-
fessional role? 

How can you find out if your competence around feeling
and emotion is appropriate to the work you do?

Feelings and emotions contribute most fully to an effec-
tive, realistic and flourishing daily life when they are chan-
nelled and used with skill and discrimination.

How can we promote this? How can we reliably recog-
nize when it is adequately in place in ourselves or others?

The way forward recommended here is to begin to put
together a set of criteria that attempt to define the essential
ingredients of emotional competence.

These criteria are put forward in a spirit of exploration
and enquiry. They are necessarily tentative, and open to revi-
sion and re-definition.

They are intended as a recipe for development to be
baked afresh by individuals and groups who choose to
explore and work with their own and each other’s feelings
and emotions.

My own part in this arises from the practical demands  of
aiding in the development of emotional competence, and of
assessing the level and quality of it in myself and others. In my
experience, emotional competence is not susceptible to pure-
ly external evaluation. Some form of self-assessment, against
criteria such as those presented here, is essential, preferably
coupled with peer assessment.
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These criteria outline a ‘strong’ version of emotional compe-
tence, they are intended as learning objectives, developmen-
tal signposts. Keep in mind that each of them may be
matched by a range of levels of competence, depending on
the training we’ve had, as well as time and circumstances.
The criteria are not very sharply differentiated. Some overlap,
others branch from a common stem.

Some might be considered more essential than others.
More could be added to the list. For example ‘congruence’
between verbal and non-verbal behaviour might have been
included, as might a capacity for taking responsibility for the
consequences of our actions/inactions

Criteria such as these become useful when you breathe
life into them, adapt them and make them your own.
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Criteria for assessing Emotional Competence

1. ready access to feeling and emotion.

2. capacity for expressing/managing feelings.

3. is adequately aware of formative early experience.

4. is active in seeking to identify and own projection/
displacement, transference/counter-transference.

5 appreciates the contribution of oppression to feel-
ings and emotions.

6. can supportively confront unaware behaviour
in others.

7. can cathartically release strong emotions.

7a. can transmute tense emotion through choosing to
make a shift in consciousness.

8. takes responsibility for continuing to develop and
sustain their emotional competence.

9. has an adequate repertoire of skills for dealing
with the feelings and emotions which accompany
co-operation, participation, or negotiation.

10. has a self-reflexive approach to monitoring the
quality of their attention, relations with others,
and general health.
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1. An emotionally competent person

- has ready access to their emotions and feelings.

The absence, restriction, or under-development of this
competence may lead you:

to often have unexplained physical symptoms that come
and go.

to find that intuition—emotional signalling, is unreliable,
or absent.

to often have confused, or conflicted interpersonal rela-
tions, due to incomplete, or inaccurate information
around feelings.

to see anyone whose feelings and emotions are strongly, or
frequently out in the open, as having something wrong
with them,and needing help in controlling their feelings.

to have impoverished creativity.

to retreat into substance abuse, under/overeating, or
fatigue, as way of denying, or ignoring, bodily needs.
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2. An emotionally competent person

can express their emotionality freely—where and
when appropriate—can hold on to feelings for
later expression—can tolerate the expression of
feelings, including distress, in other people.

The absence, restriction, or under-development of this
competence may lead you:

to know and practise only a narrow or restricted range of
ways of handling feeling and emotion, e.g. conceal-
ment, control, restricting others’ behaviour.

to regard feeling and emotion, both your own and other
people’s, as a problem.

to see some types of feeling as acceptable in certain situ-
ations, while some others are taboo.

to overuse control as a way of handling feelings to the
extent that it may have become chronic, i.e. most sig-
nificant feelings are out of reach, or alternatively—

to find that feelings are ever present and constantly
threaten to flood attention.
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3. An emotionally competent person

has discovered the main elements of their trau-
matic early experience and appreciates how
they influence adult behaviour.

The absence, restriction, or under-development of this
competence may lead you:

to experience episodes in which you are ‘not yourself’.
‘behave out of character’, are ‘beside yourself’, ‘are out
of your mind’, ‘don’t know what came over you.

to have volcanic eruptions of anger, fear, or grief, when
control ‘breaks down’.

to have compulsive and phobic patterns of behaviour.

to have significant areas of experience that are taboo, e.g.
sexuality, death and dying, politics, love, spirituality.

to have numerous emotional trip wires, mine fields and
no-go areas of danger, threat, or risk.
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4. An emotionally competent person

actively seeks to identify and own projection/ dis-
placement, transference/counter-transference.

The absence, restriction, or under-development of this
competence may lead you:

to believe that extremes of feeling and emotion arise from
some personal weakness, or alternatively—

to believe that other people cause your extremes of feel-
ing, i.e. ‘you make me feel...’

to have confused personal and interpersonal boundaries,
i.e. uncertainty about where I stop and you begin.

to be unclear about rights and responsibilities.

to believe that preferences and antipathies are ‘natural’
and/or inevitable—‘that’s just how I am’.

to have bigoted, chauvinistic patterns of behaviour.

to be inaccurate, or incomplete in your self-valuation.

to have significant developmental blindspots or overheat-
ing, ‘Oh I could never do that...’ or, ‘She presses all my
buttons’, with attendant anxiety and confusion.
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5. An emotionally competent person

will have an adequate appreciation of the 
contribution of oppression, both covert and
overt, to feelings and emotions.

The absence, restriction, or under-development of this
competence may lead you:

to often feel guilt, shame and a sense of failure.

to have an over-strong, or over-optimistic belief in will-
power, trying hard, independence, self-reliance,
‘progress’ and ‘success’.

to have an inaccurate awareness of your human rights.

to take it for granted that dominance is ‘natural’.

to often have feelings of political impotence.

to unawarely identify with conventional attitudes and
prejudice about the distribution of personal and
political power.
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6. An emotionally competent person 

can supportively confront unaware behaviour
in others.

The absence, restriction, or under-development of this
competence may lead you:

to frequently feel resentful due to a failure to respond
effectively to criticism or oppressive demands.

to have poor, or insecure, self-esteem.

to often have people treat you with disrespect.

to have a confused or poorly defined sense of your 
personal, psychological and physical boundaries.

to often oscillate, when negotiating, between submission
and aggression.
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7. An emotionally competent person 

can cathartically release strong emotions.

The absence, restriction, or under-development of this
competence may lead you:

to feel that catharsis is a disorder rather than a process of
regeneration.

to have unexplained physical symptoms.
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7a. An emotionally competent person

can transmute tense emotion through choosing
to make a shift in consciousness.

The absence, restriction, or underdevelopment of this
competence may lead you:

to feel torn between the extremes of volcanic emotional
eruptions, or sustained control over emotion and feel-
ings.

to perceive emotions and feelings as a threat.

to find little or no positive value in emotions and feelings.
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8. An emotionally competent person

takes responsibility for continuing to develop
and sustain their emotional competence.

The absence, restriction, or underdevelopment of this
competence may lead you:

to overly rely on experts to make decisions, set boundaries,
determine courses of action around emotionality.
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9. An emotionally competent person

will have an adequate repertoire of skills for
dealing with feelings and emotions which
accompany co-operation or negotiation.

The absence, restriction, or under-development of this
competence may lead you:

to tend to shift between manipulation, aggressiveness and
submissiveness.

to tend to have a restricted range of choice of collabo-
rative style.

to have difficulty in learning from embarrassing, or
painful experience without holding resentment, or
anger towards others.
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10. An emotionally competent person

has a self-reflexive approach to monitoring the
quality of their attention, relations with others
and general health.

The absence, restriction, or under-development of this
competence may lead you:

to get locked into a web of co-dependency, collusion,
secret implicit agreements to avoid, or repeat, some
desired behaviour, or role.

to rely on ‘mind-reading’ by others to get your needs met.

under stress or fatigue, to become locked into ‘either-or’
polarisation of values, or perceptions.
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Why does emotional competence matter?
and why focus on the ‘professions’? 
For some readers, after the material on the previous screens,
asking this question will seem redundant. For others, both the
argument and its relevance may still be out of reach. Why
does emotional competence matter? And why only focus on
the ‘professions? 

In the last twenty years, at least in the UK, public atti-
tudes towards feelings and emotions have been changing.The
concept of stress has provided one acceptable and widely
used notion for discussing and working with feeling-related
problems. In focusing here on professional practitioners such
as doctors, police officers, architects, nurses, social workers,
politicians, and especially teachers, I hope to enhance and
support this greater openness to feeling and emotion. And of
course emotional competence has relevance for all of us.

The following vignettes reveal how the level of emotion-
al competence could have a decisive influence on the daily
life of people in several professional roles.

Each introduces a different aspect of emotional compe-
tence, and illustrates some very common problems. Such
dilemmas face millions of people who are prone, for widely
differing reasons, to trip over, either, their own, or other peo-
ple’s emotions and feelings. Yet these same people may be
otherwise competent in a wide variety of tasks or roles.
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AL
A successful architect with a busy practice, Al enjoys a grow-
ing reputation for successful provincial shopping malls and
city centre developments. A very strong-willed, single mind-
ed devotion to his ambition of owning his own business and
financial independence by his fortieth birthday, has brought
wealth and a glamorous, fast-lane life-style. His family see a
different side to him. At home, anger and moods alternate
with exhaustion and collapse. His children clamour for atten-
tion. What they get is often too little, or too late.

Though he saw them rarely, both Al’s parents meant a
great deal to him. When, in successive years, both of them
died, he took charge of all the arrangements. Despite encour-
agement from his sister, a nurse, he shed no tears over the loss
of either his father, or his mother.

While believing that display of feelings denotes weakness,
he nevertheless feels secretly ashamed that the loss of his par-
ents left him unmoved.And at home he’s so very scratchy. He
wonders what’s wrong.

John
As a child, John saw his father and a brother killed in a road
accident, which he witnessed from close at hand. Shortly
after this event, he became ill and spent several months in
hospital. He received very good care and attention, learning
later that he had almost died several times. John now practis-
es medicine in a rural health centre. Patients like and respect
him. However, he has a problem for which his training did
not prepare him: he can’t give people bad news. As a way of
avoiding telling patients that they are likely to be terminally
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ill, he often sends them for more and more tests. Also, John
increasingly finds that any contact with death and dying,
whether patients or friends, feels unbearable. Even though he
sees that his inability to confront patients with the truth
about their condition must eventually cause serious harm,
and perhaps charges of professional misconduct, he feels
unable to do anything about it.

Over control and unfinished business
For Al, long-standing control of feelings has led to over-con-
trol, making appropriate feeling responses to loss and
bereavement inaccessible. His over-control restricts and over-
shadows choice. His feelings are shut down but they lurk
beneath the surface. Distanced from daily reality, they have a
life and logic of their own. They leak out. Inconsequential
events trigger volcanic eruptions of rage and resentment.

John also has constricted choice, but in a different way.
The anticipated death of the patient he is attending evokes
such strong feelings that he finds it difficult, or impossible to
carry out his professional task. So why doesn’t he put two and
two together and realize that the strong feelings he can’t
explain, arise from the very distressed early learning about
death that occurred in his childhood?

Yes, why not? The answer—it has been no part of John’s
training or upbringing to deal awarely and skillfully with his
own emotionality, or the feelings of others. So he becomes
more and more distressed by his inability to give people bad
news. Sharing his problem with the only person he feels qual-
ified to help him, a psychiatrist at the local hospital, seems
impossible. He begins to consider leaving medicine.
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John has a self-directing, self monitoring approach to his
medicine, (he diligently keeps up to date with new medical
developments) but this approach doesn’t extend to his own
personal life. While vaguely aware that for patients, “bad cir-
cumstances in childhood makes for ‘disabilities’ in adults”, he
can’t, or won’t, apply this to himself. For a doctor in general
practice, John appears to me to have an inadequate level of
emotional competence.

For Al, emotional competence has a different relevance.
Here someone wealthy in the worldly sense, appears to have
a profoundly impoverished emotional life. And coupled with
this, his very success relies on keeping feelings out sight, of
watching the ‘bottom line’ and not being too particular who
might be hurt in his climb to personal success.

For me, Al represents some norm of the approach to feel-
ings, particularly by men, at least in white, western culture.
His restricted emotional competence seems to harm mostly
himself and his immediate family. But what chance is there
that a person as out of touch with feeling and emotion as Al
is could bring nourishment and caring to the people with
whom he works, or, more important, to the communities for
whom he builds? Al’s projects, inexpensive of their kind, reli-
able and on time, fulfill all their client’s demands.And people
hate them, both to work in and to live with. Profitable for
their owners maybe but ungenerous to everyone else.
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These two examples have both featured men. In white
western culture, men generally have less awareness of the
relevance, or even existence of emotional competence, and
have further to go and greater obstacles in the way of devel-
oping it, than do women. However, many women also share
the kinds of emotional disabilities that Dr John and
Architect Al exemplify.

JODY
By profession a social worker, Jody is the founder of a volun-
tary agency caring for the elderly. Her commitment and
motivation could hardly be higher. She brims over with car-
ing, she loves everyone and everything, and generally every-
one loves her. She fetches and carries, delivers people to hos-
pital, and endlessly listens to everyone’s troubles.

The down side of this picture of social generosity includes
acute embarrassment within the agency due to her entangle-
ments in the affairs of several families with whom she has
contact.Also, when arguing for a particular line to be taken at
meetings, she not infrequently, mixes tears, fury and emo-
tional blackmail. She now and again, if inadvertently, gives
offence to people whose support she seeks, through the sheer
scale of her emotional commitment. She, in turn, resents the
distance and ‘professionalism’ of some of her colleagues, they
increasingly see her as a liability.

One day, after a fire in her flat, a woman for whom the
agency has responsibility, was injured and almost died.
Resisting advice to the contrary, Jody had succeeded in sup-
porting this woman in staying in her own home long after
other workers were satisfied she was incapable of looking
after herself. The incident upset Jody very deeply.
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Three days later, still in floods of tears which she is unable to
stop and sleeping hardly at all, her husband and her doctor
began to feel concerned.

For some people, as this example demonstrates, the issue
of competence in handling their own, or other people’s feel-
ings and emotions, appears to lie diametrically opposite to
that of the two men above.

Jody’s feelings flood her whole awareness, she has too lit-
tle control of them, too little sense of the boundaries between
her own and other people’s reality and needs. The caring she
puts out for others often appears to act as a way of avoiding
caring for herself.

Like Jody, many women still find themselves in both jobs
and families where security and satisfaction come to depend
on caring for others. In the division of labour and roles still
common in families, women often carry the emotional load,
they do the emotional work, remember birthdays and
anniversaries, send cards, buy presents and they visit and care
for elderly relatives.

Primary emotional competence for such women (and
men who resemble them) means a capacity for being intel-
ligent from within the feelings; holding on to perspective;
building maps of the emotional territory they are in; dis-
tinguishing between support and sacrifice, and obligation
and oppression.

LOIS 
Lois is a teacher in a large, well resourced and comparatively
new school, and one of the youngest heads of department in
her area of the country. She has built her success as a teacher
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on the excellent results her department gets in the internal
and external examinations, plus a reputation throughout the
school for no-nonsense discipline. She has a loud voice, tends to
get her own way in most things, other staff fear to tangle with
her. Her anger in the classroom has been known to reduce chil-
dren to tears. No-one messes about in her classes. Perhaps
because of this, she has become the senior teacher delegated to
deal with disciplinary problems throughout the school.

Over the last couple of terms several parents made a
series of complaints about bullying in the school. Lois had
looked into it but found nothing significant, only ‘normal
amounts of horse-play’, as her report put it.

She was therefore very shocked when a child in one of her
classes, anxious about an initiation ceremony with which she
had been threatened, jumped to her death from a bedroom
window. Following the inquest, other teachers discovered that
there had been a vein of terror running through the school.
Several older children, had been forcing younger children into
stealing from local shops at lunch times. Lois’s enquiries had
missed this, partly it turned out, because the victims were as
scared of her as they were of the older children.

So how does the issue of emotional competence figure in
this? As it seems to me, Lois couldn’t or didn’t see the bully-
ing in the school, because she herself habitually bullied both
other staff and pupils. She used feelings as a weapon to
enforce her choices, her opinions and her decisions.While this
seems an obvious abuse of power, the school as an institution
deeply desired and supported it. She was rated as a highly
effective teacher. In one sense, Lois is very competent around
feelings and emotions, she knows how to use them to threat-
en and manipulate others.
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The professional relevance of this vignette also seems to me
to lie in the way teachers model day by day through their
teaching style, how the world outside the classroom is put
together. How love and power and feelings are, or are not, to
be negotiated. A domineering manner may be disliked, but
that won’t stop it being reproduced by its victims when they
have the chance to take power in their own lives.

If we were to know her better, we would probably find in
Lois some deeply embedded need to avoid appearing vulner-
able, feeling a failure, getting into a mess, or whatever else in
her history shapes her inclination to use force to impose
order. The same history acts in her present life to keep her
unaware of the feelings of powerlessness, desperation, and
despair in her pupils.
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Emotional INcompetence disables 
These stories, Al and John, and Jody and Lois, point to  four
key aspects of emotional incompetence that can be particu-
larly disabling in a professional context.

1. Significant chunks of unfinished business from child-
hood intruding into the present. This frozen history either
strongly drives,or strongly inhibits, adult behaviour in ways that
skew, or distort responses in the practitioner/client situation.

2. Over control of feelings and emotions—excluding
them from awareness—impoverishes imaginative and social
responses in the professional role.

3. Compulsive caring, where the lack of awareness of per-
sonal and interpersonal boundaries and a lack of appropriate
control, leads to client dependency with practitioner deple-
tion and burnout.

4. Belief in, acceptance of, and practice of domination,
polarises attitudes, thinking, intentions and expectations. A
neutral response tends to evaporate and choice appears
restricted to fighting and resistance, or to submission and
compliance. Either way a subliminal message gets modeled,
‘this is the way the world works’. Domineering attitudes in
practitioners are very likely to undermine or eliminate self-
direction in clients.
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Developing Emotional Competence
If you accept the need for an increased level of emotional 
competence, how do you set about developing it? 

It can be done in many different ways, but for me the first
essential is to have a reliable appreciation of how early emo-
tional experiences shapes adult behaviour. Alongside that, we
need a range of recipes to help us to work with these ghosts
from the past—if they intrude into present time.

As we grow up, if our emotional needs are frustrated,
denied or interrupted, feelings of distress are laid down as
emotionally charged memories in our bodymind. In adult life,
this distress may leak out as irrelevant, inappropriate behav-
iour. If, however, we can become aware how our current
behaviour is being driven by old distress, that awareness in
itself is the first step to changing the power it holds to keep
us on auto pilot.

Once aware of the hidden emotionality, we can then learn
to acknowledge, accept and own it—a core element of emo-
tional competence.

Check out the See also menu (right) for screens that will
help you follow up this very brief account of emotional com-
petence, and the next screen for how to distinguish between
feeling and emotion.
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Emotion and feeling
There is often a lot of confusion around emotion and feeling.

John Heron in his book “Feeling and Personhood” offers a
clear definition of the distinction between them. He describes
EMOTION as “the intense localised affect that arises from
the fulfillment or the frustration of individual needs and
interests. This is the domain of joy, love, surprise, satisfaction,
zest, fear, grief, anger and so on.”

He sees FEELING specifically as our attunement to the
world around us.This includes our rapport with other people
as well as our resonance with, and participation in, situations,
communities and organizations. I like this definition, it has
shed light in several of my dark corners.

Emotions are a bodily condition. Feelings—distinct from
emotions, yet interwoven with them—refer to the quality,
strength and variation in my connections with the people and
circumstances around me.

When I meet with others in a community, tribe or herd
—or I rebel against them, this is the domain of feeling. The
bodily sensations of joy, satisfaction, anger or fear due to this
participation, are the localised, individual domain of emotion.
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more fruitful our lives are likely to be, enabling us to reach
out and enhance our contacts with the world around us.

A necessary phase in the development of emotional com-
petence is the systematic exploration of feelings, typically in
therapy, or a workshop setting, that arise in interpersonal and
group behaviour.And from there it is possible to embrace the
broader social and political dimensions of feeling.

Working with feeling and emotion
A first step in building emotional competence, then, is to
accept and own our feelings and emotions.

If we can also reconnect with old feelings of distress in a
safe environment—to actually feel any frozen grief, anger or
fear in the present—we can begin to release the emotional
charge it often carries. If we experienced a deficit of love in
early life, corresponding distress memories of grief held in our
bodymind can be released through tears and sobbing. If we
experienced deficits of understanding, the recorded fear can
be discharged through shaking and trembling. If we experi-
enced deficits of choosing, the stored-up anger can be freed
through explosive, storming movements and loud sounds.

Through gradually learning to feel and release—recon-
nect with—such buried emotionality, a person develops
“cathartic competence”—the ability to handle painful emo-
tion appropriately.There are a range of strategies for handling
emotions—from containing and controlling (not repressing),
through switching, redirecting, transmuting, to expressing,
refining and creatively transforming emotions.

Positive emotion is also crucial to emotional competence
—and finding ways to honestly express positive feelings that
fit the situation, without being constrained by inhibition,
embarrassment or self-consciousness, can bring zest and
delight into daily life.

Developing emotional competence has far-reaching
repercussions. The more we bring our emotions into aware-
ness, the less likely they are to interfere with our lives from
off-stage. And the more we value, understand and work with
the emotional and imaginative aspects of our psyche, the
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Educating emotion and feeling
The educational model of human potential that has shaped the
idea of emotional competence takes an optimistic view of
human nature. People have a birthright of fundamental
OKness. All human beings are held to be vulnerable to devel-
opmental distress, distortion or omissions, but with persever-
ance, much of it can be resolved, so that it ceases to be disabling.

The approach to emotional competence put forward here
sees strong emotions and feelings not as a symptom of sickness
or mental disorder but as a core feature of human beings that
connects us with each other, that is susceptible to education
and development. In contrast to the medical notion of ‘men-
tal illness’, this tradition of knowledge and practice has
emerged from, and remains directed towards people who are
not usually in crisis and are substantially in charge of them-
selves and their lives.

White, western society—higher education, business,
industry and the professions—generally favours purposeful
action and conceptual acumen over emotional and imaginal
competence. “Emotional competence is not a concept that is
alive in our education system at any level” as John Heron puts
it. This is a damaging bias. Many human institutions—the
family, religion, the law, politics have hidden and explicit
agendas of keeping both feelings and emotions under control,
or out of sight. It is important not to underestimate the extent
to which this vast collective investment in repressing affect
can frustrate challenges to its power. Emotional competence
reminds us that individual development is always embedded
in, or coexists with, deeper veins of social change. The See
also menu (right) has some pointers to related topics.
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‘there is no place in
the [university] curricu-
lum for the cultivation
for emotional and inter-
personal competence, or
decision making (includ-
ing political) compe-
tence. It is assumed that
if the student becomes
intellectually proficient
through the formal cur-
riculum, they will learn
privately to introduce
rational control into the
management of their
feelings and conduct. If
they fail to do this to a
degree that is socially
incapacitating, then the
concept of mental disor-
der or illness is invoked
and the psychiatrists or
psychotherapist is called
in. The culture... offers
only one guiding norm
about feelings: control...’

JOHN HERON
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	SeeAlsoOriginal: 
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	SA01: 
	SA02: 
	SA04: 
	SA05: 
	SA06: 
	SA03: 
	PersHistLily: Lily's personal history included being born into a world of horses and the cold water tap in the back yard of this house.   And then there were two world wars, the Great depression of the 30's, marriage, two children, four grand-children, and two great grand children.   Until a couple of weeks before her death at the age of 94 she still did her own shopping.
	WWTQA: Think back to where and how you grew up. What were the the social situations that shaped your upbringing?  Make a note of any that apply to you and how old you were. How did they affect your state of mind?
	WWTQA2: Think back to where and how you grew up. What were the the social situations that shaped your upbringing?  Make a note of any that apply to you and how old you were. How did they affect your state of mind?
	button2: 
	button3: 
	WWTQA3: Think back to where and how you grew up. What were the the social situations that shaped your upbringing?  Make a note of any that apply to you and how old you were. How did they affect your state of mind?
	button4: 
	button5: 
	WWTQA4: Think back to where and how you grew up. What were the the social situations that shaped your upbringing?  Make a note of any that apply to you and how old you were. How did they affect your state of mind?
	button6: 
	WWTQA5: Think back to where and how you grew up. What were the the social situations that shaped your upbringing?  Make a note of any that apply to you and how old you were. How did they affect your state of mind?
	SAphistParty6: We celebrate the intrinsic value of life in children very readily.   As though the life event of being six was more remarkable than being thirty-six, or sixty-six.
	ButtonSAphistParty6: 
	IDLeclerc: How and who we are is shaped by the group of people within which we grow up... ...and also, as this French supermarket would have us believe, by the notions we have have of what this should be like.
	button7: 
	PersHistMazel: Jean-Jaques cultivates these wine grapes in a remote valley of the Archeche region of France.
   Soil, seasons, weather, and in this part of the world, thirsty wild boar, have a defining influence on the identity of anyone this close to the land.
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	ButtonIDSkillsAchSuggestions: 
	Text field6: you can type here
	ButtonIDSkillAchExamples: 
	IDSkillAchExamples: Examples might include:
 qualifications, business initiatives, artistic work, skills, relationships and personal change.
	IDSkillsAchSuggestions: Now see if you can qualify each item in your list of achievements - did you do it for the glory or for yourself as a person? Now look at the balance between them. How many were for 'doing' and how many for 'being'?
	IDWorkTitlebutton: 
	IDWorkTitle: Work for many of us has become much less physical than for this man repairing kitchen utensils in an Iranian bazaar.
   Such craftwork seems to more readily support the reality testing that makes for a settled sense of identity than the virtual realities of service industries.
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	ButtonSAIDBirthday: 
	SAIDBirthday: Ageing is the most fundamental of life changes.   The greetings, presents and hospitality of birthday celebrations remind us of the astonishing improbability of living at all, let alone to the age of sixty.
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	ButtonBodyMindDavid: 
	BodyMindDavid: Some body images have become idealised as 'perfect' or 'beautiful', such as this copy of Michaelangelo's David. 
They may inspire many body owners but they also have a considerable capacity to oppress due to the way they mask the sheer diversity of actual lived in bodies.
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	ButtonSAIDSelfEsteemModel: 
	SAIDSelfEsteemModel: Is self-esteem something that we wear? That can be bought, as this entrancing wedding display in London's Oxford Street hints?   Or rather does it hang on the wall, a barometer that measures how we value ourselves?
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	buttonDoreInnerVoices: 
	DoreInnerVoices: In this engraving Don Quixote is beset by dragons, warriors, and women in need of his help.
   Each of us has our own personal version of this inner world. Outside of dreams, it is often most easily accessible through the inner voices that give us their opinion on what is, or is not happening, in our lives.
	buttonSA: 
	SAIdentitylabelling: In this, and previous school reports, the frequent use of 'fair', and 'weak', reinforced my sense of not being very bright.   Nobody thought to tell me, as I was to realise years later, that this class, in which I felt I was doing poorly, rated in the top 10% nationally in the 11+ entrance tests.
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	buttonBM1: 
	BodyMind: Our posture, how we hold ourselves, how we stand and walk; and our presence, how we come over to others, are all expressions of Bodymind
	BMSnail: For both snails and human beings life sometimes throws up overwhelming challenges. At such times survival... getting through today, or next week... is all that matters.   At such times our frame of mind is likely to be shaped more by our endangered bodies than plans and ambitions.
	button7b: 
	TextCopingChange01: you can type here
	TextCopingChange02: you can type here
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	BMHealthSicknessHead: This Roman physician and his patients appear to mirror, almost two thousand years ago, the modern mindsets of medical arrogance and patient faith.   Could we not put more trust in our bodyminds' remarkable ability to sustain and recreate themselves? Could medicine not come down off it's professional pedestal and be more open to partnership in this task?
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	buttonBMPhysicalFitnessHead: 
	BMPhysicalFitnessHead: This is start of a 'fun-run' one of the many such events that have taken physical fitness out of the limited confines of competitive sport.   Perhaps hinting at the heightened well-being that running and other vigorous physical exercise can produce, several of these runners have both feet off the ground.
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	buttonBMDietHeadHead: 
	BMDietHead: We are of course more than what we eat, however, what we eat influences the quality of how we meet present events.   A pity then, that day by day, it seems more and more difficult to ensure that what we eat retains the locally produced virtues of this tray of food from rural France.
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	IntelligenceButtonHead: 
	IntellHead: This wildflower flourishing in a wall is a reminder that intelligence is not exclusive to human beings, or indeed creatures with brains.   Molecular and cellular intelligence is resident within us and all other living creatures.
	L2LHelp: Hints: Learning how to learn means that, faced with a new task, or learning a new skill, you'd know how to learn it.
	PhysIntelHelp: Hints: Sport, exercise, running, swimming, dancing, saunas, massage.
	IntelDevHelp: Hints: thinking things through, analysing, synthesising, categorising, mathematics, law, philosophy.
	EIHelp: Hints: Feeling, emotion, affection, anger, fear, grief, delight, zest, love.
	IntuitIntelHelp: Hints: far-sighted, gut-feelings, imagination, the whole picture.
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	SAEI01: Put a check mark in this column against feelings that you can enjoy, are comfortable with, or can tolerate in others when they display them
	SAEI02: Put a check mark in this column against those feelings you can acknowledge and tolerate if they arise for you, even though some may be uncomfortable or unpleasant.
	SAEI03: Put a check mark in this column against those feelings  that you can express freely, in appropriate circumstances.
	SAEI04: Put a check mark in this column against those feelings that you are unable to express freely, in appropriate circumstances. 
	SAEI05: Put a check mark in this column against those feelings that you are able to contain at the time and express at a more appropriate moment.
	buttonIntuitionHead: 
	IntuitionHead: This picture by Phillipe Hurbain hints at the all round vision, the seeing things as a whole, taking in many influences at once, that are characteristic of intuition.  
Look closely at the left and right edges of the image notice how they match up, notice the sun shining from both in front and behind. This is a flat version of a 360 degree panorama
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	PhysicalintellButton: 
	PhysicalintellHead: The singing of this choir outside Sacre Coeur in Paris, while obviously drawing on musical knowledge, is  also a very physical activity requiring considerable bodily skill and stamina
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	IntellDev: 1969 Nobel prize winner Murray Gell-Mann, in conversation at CERN, the European Centre for Nuclear Research, with Mary Gaillard. Both belong to the mathematical tradition of intellectual development that has spawned quantum physics.   Developments in quantum physics have demonstrated the intrinsic inter-relationship and inter-connectedness of all matter and all life.
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	buttonL2LHead: 
	L2LHead: Seeing the minds of children such as these busy with their projects in an Italian  square, as empty vessels to be filled with knowledge is OK... so long as it is accompanied by the survival skills of learning how to learn.
	TextfieldIntelDeviass: you can type here
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	buttonSelfPresentHead: 
	SelfPresentHead: This man squinting in the glare of an Iranian summer worked as a driver and gofer for foreign TV crews visiting Persepolis.
I never knew whether his hand was touching his heart or covering the cigarette advertising on his shirt but I thought his self-presentation was impressive.
	RELCommHead: These carved figures are from a long carved procession in Darius 500BC palace at Persepolis in Iran.   The stylised faces are rigid and silent, yet the hands communicate with nuance and subtlety. One man strokes his beard, another rolls the fastening of his cape, and a third gets the attention of the person in front by resting a hand on his shoulder.
	buttonRELCommHead: 
	buttonRELIntrovExtrav: 
	RELIntrovExtrav: Current neurobiology supports an intuitively satisfying view of mind as a collection of sub-personalities that dance together.   The dance makes sense of our world experience and shapes decisions on the action we take in response to it.   As this image suggests, for some people, at some times, the dance is relatively inward looking.
	buttonRELConflictHead: 
	RELConflictHead: Sadly, as here in eighteen century Northern England, conflict is still today often resolved by street fighting.   While for many of us conflict is less out in the open than this, in some form it is probably a permanent feature of human existence, and paying attention to how we manage our own internal 'defense industry' can be very beneficial.
	buttonRELConflictOther: 
	buttonRELConflictBalanced: 
	buttonRELConflictOthers: 
	buttonRELConflictLoEnergy: 
	buttonRELConflictHiEnergy: 
	RELConflictOther: Own interests refers to a tendency to be highly self-interested in your approach to actual or potential conflict.
You maybe ask yourself 'what's in it for me?' 'Will this enhance my career?' 
It may refer to a strong preference for being self-directed for choosing what, how, and with whom you engage.
	RELConflictBalanced: Balanced interests refers to the extent to which you try to balance your and other's intersts when facing actual or potential conflict. 
You maybe ask yourself 'how do we both/all get what we want here?' 'What would be a fair outcome for all of us?' 'What would be a just divison of labour?'
It may refer to a strong desire to acknowledge the value of the herd and hold a personal perspective on what it expects of you.
	RELConflictOthers: Others interests refers to how you value what the people around you think or feel about actual or potential conflict. 
You maybe ask yourself 'what is my duty in the situation? Should I remain loyal to these people? 
it may refer to a strong desire to belong to the herd, not be seen as a maverick, to conform to what is expected of you.
	RELConflictLoEnergy: Low on the energy scale refers to how much energy zeal or commitment you bring to actual or potential conflict.
Low might mean illness, fatigue, burnout.
Low might mean that your preferred style is to 'live and let live'.
Low might be a response to a range of  forces that are unjust, unfair or oppressive.
	RELConflictHiEnergy: High on the energy scale refer to how much vigour, zeal and commitment you apply to actual or potential conflict.  
High could mean that your approach is vigorous, even 'gung ho', you 'shoot from the hip',
High might also mean that your perfectionism insists that everything has to be just so.
High might also mean that you aren't inclined to 'live and let live', you 'have to have things sorted out'.
	buttonRELIntimacyHead: 
	RELIntimacyHead: Our capacity for intimacy with other people is one of the defining aspects of bodymind well-being.   While taking a ride on two large fish, as here in this Florentine relief, is not essential, mutually enhancing and satisfying intimacy seems to require a capacity for loving negotiation and a relative freedom from distress about our bodies.
	RELLoveAppreciationHead: Men shopping for sex is a commonplace daily scene beneath my window in central Brussels.   The hollow heart of machismo denies and derides the sweet gentleness of love and affection, so that people become things and intimacy is reduced to a commodity, something to be purchased and consumed.
	buttonRELLoveAppreciationHead: 
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	Humanitybutton: 
	RelHumanity: The notion that mind is not only personal, but extends out to, and through other people, was strongly underlined by reactions to the death of Princess Diana Spencer.    The ocean of flowers outside Kensington Palace, including these red orchids from the Associate Judges of Bangok Juvenile & Family court, were a potent token of a surprisingly widespread sense of loss.
	RelBeliefsTitleButton: 
	RelBeliefsTitle: What we believe tends to shape the actions we take.   Leo has learned how to blow out candles on a birthday cake at parties. Presented with ice-cream carrying a circular paper decoration, he tries to blow that out too.
	BeliefsBGate: Recently, in Berlin, I came upon a good example of how our beliefs, what we expect, may be convincingly hide the actual reality that faces us.   Take a look at this picture of Berlin's Brandenburg Gate... is Paris really that close to Berlin?
	BeliefsBGateButton: 
	ButtonTranslationMGBerlinGate: 
	TranslationMGBerlinGate: 'The world is coming closer...'
	BeliefsAandEButton: 
	BeliefsAandE: The hugely popular Adam and Eve story, featured here on the walls of St Marks Venice, both echoes and teaches.   On the one hand it embodies aeons of lived social, sexual, and spiritual experience, and on the other it tells us that we better know our place and be good.
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	BeliefsHomeButton: 
	BeliefsHome: Beliefs and how we act on them can make home a santuary, a place to which we can retreate and recuperate. Or they can create a pressure cooker, a cage, or a prison, where misunderstanding, coercion, disagreement and violence are commonplace.   Knowing which beliefs support, and which undermine, a flourishing home life, can be vital for your survival.
	TextFieldBeliefBox07: you can type here if your list of beliefs is too long for the box opposite
	TextFieldBeliefBox06: You can type here
These are samples that you can include, delete or add to.
I earn more money so you should do most of the housework.
A woman's place is in the home.
Tidiness is essential.
Children should help with the chores.
Who does what should be re-negotiated from time to time.
Routines are essential.
Spontaneity is essential.
Rows and loud disagreements should be avoided.
Rows and loud agreements may be the only way to discuss touchy subjects.
Everyone needs a personal space.
Living together means being comprehensively available.
We have to agree about everything.
I made my bed now I have to lie in it.
When things aren't going well I know I need to try harder.
In any disagreement right and wrong or blame has to be assigned and accepted.
	buttonRELWorkBeliefsHead: 
	RELWorkBeliefsHead: Jean-Francois Batellier's image of an employee struggling to survive being repeatedly sacked and employed, illustrates a set of beliefs about work that match many people's experience.
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	buttonEmotCompHead: 
	EmotCompHead: Nelson Mandela, pictured here on his first election poster as leader of the African National Congress, epitomises emotional competence.   Surviving a long and cruel incarceration with his dignity and compassion intact, he also transcended being feted as an iconic liberation hero, relinquishing power as the first democratically elected State President of South Africa, power that he might understandably have held on to.
	buttonEmotCompProjectXfer: 
	EmotCompProjectXfer: Projection/Transference - unawarely relating to others in terms of the buried and unprocessed emotional pain of early life. Or, unawarely seeing and feeling towards someone as if they were a person from one's past life with whom there is unfinished emotional business.
	buttonEmotCompTransmute: 
	EmotCompTransmute: Transmutation - alterations, or shifts of consciousness, such that feelings and emotions dissolve, evaporate, fall away, or lose their hold on behaviour.
These alterations in consciousness may be enhanced, or brought about, by ritual, drama, art, dance, song, poetry etc.
	buttonEmotCompCatharsis: 
	EmotCompCatharsis: Catharsis - the discharge of strong emotion, via laughter, crying, trembling, shaking, loud sounds, or storming movements.
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